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ABSTRACT

The High Speed Marine Vehicle Panel of the 16th Inter-
national Towing Tank Conference prepared hydrodynamic tech-

nology status reports related to model tank tests of SWATH,

semidisplacement round bilge hulls, planing hulls, semisub-
merged hydrofoils, surface effect ships, and air cushion
vehicles. Each status report, plus the results of an ini-

tial survey of worldwide towing tanks conducting mode exper-
iments of high speed vessels, are contained herein. Hvdro-

dynamic problems related to model testing and the full-scale

extrapolation of the data for these vehicle types are also

presented.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The 16th International Towing Tank Conference requested the assistance of the

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Bethesda, Md, in coor-

dinating the preparation and publication of the complete findings of the High Speed

Marine Vehicle Panel. This report contains the in-depth contributions of the High

Speed Marine Vehicle Panel members who were: Daniel Savitsky (Chairman), Davidson

Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, USA; Martin J. Stevens (Secretary),

Experimental and Electronic Laboratories, British Hovercraft Corporation, England;

Robert J. Balquet, Basin d'Essais des Carenes, France; Burkhard Muller-Graf, Versuch-

sanstalt fur Wasserbau und Schiffbau, West Germany; Toshikazu Murakami, Japan Defense

Agency, Japan; Sergei D. Prokhorov, Krylov Ship Research Institute, USSR; Peter van

Ossanen, Maritime Research Institute Netherlands, Netherlands Ship Model Basin, The

Netherlands; Robert A. Wilson, David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development

Center, USA. This report can be obtained by contacting the National Technical Infor-

mation Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. The editing and

publication of this report was sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command under Task

Area SF 43400391, Program Element 62543N, and DTNSRDC Work Unit 1507-101.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Worldwide interest in high speed marine vehicles such as SWATH, semidisplacement

round bilge hulls, planing hulls, hydrofoils, surface effect ships, and air cushion

vehicles (shown in Figure 1.1) is continuing to grow, but the classical model test

Iii



technologies are inadequate to define the performance of these advanced vehicles. As

a means of providing a better understanding of the types of model experiments conduc-

ted on these vehicles, the Executive Committee of the 15th ITTC created a High-Speed

Marine Vehicle Panel at The Hague, Netherlands, in 1978. The panel members, each of

whom had considerable experience in conducting towing tank experiments of high speed

marine vehicles, prepared a series of in-depth status reports on the vehicle types.

These contributions are contained in this report together with the complete results

of an initial survey of the extent of involvement of worldwide towing tanks conduc-

ting model experiments of high speed vessels.

Each individual contribution is directed toward identifying the status of hydro-

dynamic technology and identifying those model test procedures unique to each high

speed marine vehicle studied. Hydrodynamic problems related to these model tests and

their full-scale extrapolation procedures are also identified. The procedures dis-

cussed are those presently being used in the contributors facility and in other

facilities where informati. ii was available; these procedures, however, are not neces-

sarily those recommended for all investigations of the specific type of vehicle.

Because the hydrodynamic technologies of these craft are in a constant state of

evolution, the information contained in this report should be considered as a base

for future work and should be updated as new information or new vehicle types become

available.

S HIGH SPEED VESSELS '

AIR

ROUND ROTTOM SUBMER IED VEHCLE
SMALL WATER PLANE ARA SEMI DISPLACEMENT FOLS SACVI

TWIN HULL HULL SURFACE EFFECTS

'SWATHI SHIP
HARD CHINE SURFACE PIERCING iSES,

PLANING FOILS

Figure 1.1 High Speed Marine Vehicles
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2.0 RESULTS OF THE HIGH SPEED VESSEL PANEL QUESTIONNAIRE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The main objects of the questionnaire were to obtain an indication of the extent

to which ITTC members are involved in high speed craft activities, and to obtain

their opinions concerning the major problem areas associated with model tests on high

speed craft.

Seventy questionnaires were dispatched and forty-four replies were received.

Of these, thirty-seven indicated that they were to some extent involved in testing

high speed vessels. These thirty-seven establishments are listed in Table 2.1, and

it seems reasonable to assume that they represent the majority of ITTC members who

have any significant involvement in high speed vessel activities.

2.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2.2.1 GENERAL

Members were asked to give their replies relative to six defined vehicle types

(denoted A to F, respectively) and ten defined types of tests (denoted I to 10, re-

spectively). They were asked to define any additional type of vehicle or test appro-

priate to their particular activities.

The defined types of craft and tests are listed in Table 2.2, together with

examples of the additional craft types and tests specified in the replies to the

questionnaire. In the following analysis of the results these additional types of

craft and tests have each been grouped together under the general heading of "other."

2.2.2 TYPES OF HIGH SPEED CRAFT TESTED AND TYPES OF TESTS PERFORMED

Figure 2.1 shows the number of establishments that have tested specified types

of craft (a) within the last five years and (b) more than five years ago. Figure 2.2

is a similar illustration with respect to types of tests. Figure 2.3 shows the num-

ber of establishments that have carried out specified tests on the specified vehicle

types within the last five years.

It appears that high speed vessel activity has increased in the last five years

in all areas except tests on hydrofoils, where the number of establishments testing

them has decreased.

3
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More establishments are involved in hard-chine and round-bilge craft than other

types, and the greatest increases in activity have occurred in these areas.

The types of tests most often conducted are towed resistance tests, followed by

towed tests in regular waves.

2.2.3 EXTENT OF INVOLVEMENT IN HIGH SPEED RESEARCH AND THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH

For the majority of establishments, high speed craft represent 20 percent or

less of their total model test activity (see Figure 2.4). For over half the estab-

lishments, 20 percent or less of their total high speed vessel activity is devoted

to basic research (see Figure 2.5), and for a significant proportion of establish-

ments over 80 percent of their high speed work is development or commercial research

on particular prototypes.

Some establishments carryout high speed work which does not fall within these

two classifications (e.g., educational work), but this was generally a comparatively

small percentage and is not shown on Figure 2.5.

2.2.4 FULL-SCALE AND MODEL-SCALE CORRELATION

Members were asked to indicate the areas in which they had direct full-scale and

model-scale correlation data, and Figure 2.6 indicates the results that could be made

available to the ITTC. Additional data have been obtained by many establishments but

because these are not available, for proprietary or other reasons, they have not been

included in Figure 2.5.

2.2.5 TYPE OF FACILITIES AND TYPICAL MODEL SIZES

For simplicity, the types of facilities have been analyzed only in respect to

the maximum speed attainable (see Figure 2.7). The great majority of facilities fall

within the speed range 0 to 15 m/s.

As might be expected, establishments with more than one high speed facility

often employ differently sized models in each. Figure 2.8, therefore, shows the per-

centage distribution of model lengths for all the model sizes quoted in the question-

naire replies.

The most popular length for models is in the range 2 to 3 meters.

2.2.6 RESEARCH INVESTIGATIONS WHICH ARE INTENDED TO BE CONDUCTED IN THE FUTURE

Research investigations which are intended to be conducted have been broadly

classified into the following groups. The most popular craft for proposed investi-

gations are SWATH vessels and ACVs.

4



Investigation Number of Establishments

SWATH Tests (Various) 9

ACV Tests (Various) 6

Hydrofoil Tests (Various) 5

Hard-Chine Vessel Tests (Various) 5

Round-Bilge Vessel Tests (Various) 4

Interaction Effects (Various) 3

Wave-Induced Motions and Hull Loads 3

SES Tests (Various) 3

Appendage Resistance Investigations 2

Scale Effect Investigations 2

Effect of Speed on Transverse Stability 2

Resistance Reduction of High Speed Hulls 2

Cavitation Investigations 2

Correlation of Propulsion Tests, Systematic Series, and

Wetted Surface Determination I each

2.2.7 RESEARCH INVESTIGATIONS WHICH SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT

The areas in which members consider that research should be carried out have

been grouped together in the following table. The areas in which most establish-

ments consider research ought to be conducted are seakeeping and scale effect.

Investigation Number of Establishments

Seakeeping Investigations - including

nonlinearities, directional stability,

habitability, motions in oblique waves,

testing techniques, and instrumentation. 18

Scale effect investigations - including

flexible skirts, running trim,

appendages, methods of turbulence

stimulation, and correct modelling

techniques. 10

Drag component separation and interaction

effects of propulsors. 8

5
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Investigation Number of Establishments

Effects of blockage and shallow water,

tank boundary effects above critical speed. 4

Propulsive performance and added resistance

in rough water. 4

Estimates of propulsive performance from

model tests and determination of propulsive

coefficients. 3

Model and full-scale correlation. 3

Effects of running trim and possibilities

of automatic trim control. 2

Performance of propulsors in inclined

flow, roll-yaw interaction of planing

craft, ACV lift systems, effects of

shallow water on SES, spray formation on

round-bilge hulls, SES full-scale and

model scale correlation. I each

2.2.8 GENERAL COMMENTS

The additional comments provided by members suggested that there was a require-

ment for a statement on experimental methodology for defined high speed vessels,

including a list of references. Guidance was also required on such matters as the

definition of wetted areas and turbulence stimulation, effects of trim and trim

corrections, propeller-hull interaction effects, and measurement of resistance com-

ponents.
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NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS

CRAFT 0 10 20 30

A - HYDROFOILS I

B - HARD CHINE
PLANING CRAFT I

C - ROUND BILGE I
SEMIPLANING CRAFT

D - SWATH SHIPS

E - ACVs 
[WITHIN LAST 5 YEARS

F - SESs I MORE THAN5 YEARS AGO

G - OTHER

Figure 2.1 - Number of Establishments that have

Tested Specified Types of High Speed Craft

NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS
TEST

0 10 20 30

1. TOWED RESISTANCE

2. TOWED PROPULSION

3. FOIL

4. SHALLOW WATER

5. TOWED REGULAR WAVE

6. TOWED IRREGULAR WAVE

7. OBLIQUE REGULAR WAVE

8. OBLIQUE IRREGULAR WAVE
WITHIN LAST 5 YEARS

9. CAPTIVE MANEUVERING MORETHAN5 YEARS AGO

10. FREE RUNNING MANEUVERING

11. OTHER

Figure 2.2 - Number of Establishments that have
Conducted Specified Types of Test on

High Speed Craft
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Craft A B C D E F

Test Hydrofoils Hard Chine Round Bilge SWATH Ships ACV's SES's

1 Towed Resistance 6 24 22 10 8 8

2 Towed Propulsion 0 10 9 5 2 3

3 Foil 8 0 0 0 0 0

4 Shallow Water 1 5 5 1 1 0

5 Regular Wave 6 13 14 9 5 4

6 Irregular Wave 1 11. 10 6 4 2

7 Oblique Regular Wave 1 3 1 4 1 2

8 Oblique Irregular Wave 0 1 1 4 1 1

9 Captive Maneuvering 1 1 2 1 2 2

10 Free Run Maneuvering 0 0 5 3 1 3 1

Figure 2.3 - Number of Establishments that have
Conducted Specific Tests on Defined

Vehicle Types
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Figure 2.5 - Nature of High Speed Work
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Craft A B C D E F

Test Hydrofoils Hard Chine Round Bilge SWATH Ships ACV's SES's

1 Towed Resistance 2 2 2 0 1 3

2 Towed Propulsion 1 3 1 0 0 1

3 Foil 0 1 0 0 0 0

4 Shallow Water 0 1 0 0 0 0

5 Regular Wave 0 0 1 0 0 0

6 Irregular Wave 0 0 1 0 0 0

7 Oblique Regular Wave 0 1 1 0 0 0

8 Oblique Irregular Wave 0 0 1 0 0 0

9 Captive Maneuvering 0 0 1 0 0 0

10 Free Run Maneuvering 0 0 1 0 0 0

Figure 2.6 - Number of Establishments Having
Correlation Data which could be made

Available to the ITTC
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TABLE 2.1 - ESTABLISHMENTS FROM WHICH REPLIES WERE RECEIVED

Admiralty Marine Technological Establishment (Haslar), U.K.

*Applied Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University, State College,

Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

*Bulgarian Ship Hydrodynamics Centre, Varna, Bulgaria

Canal de Experiencias Hidrodinamicas, Madrid, Spain

China Ship Scientific Research Centre, Wusih, China

*College of Engineering, Seoul National University, S. Korea

Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Bethesda, Maryland,
U.S.A.

Experimental and Electronic Laboratories, British Hovercraft Corporation, E. Cowes,
U.K.

Hamburgische Schiffbau Versuchsanstalt, W. Germany

Hydromechanics Laboratory, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, U.S.A.

Hydronautics Ship Model Basin, Laurel, Maryland, U.S.A.

*Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India

Institut fur Schiffstechnik, Berlin, W. Germany

Institute Nazionale per Studi ed Esperienze di Architettura Navale, Rome, Italy

Institute Policattedra di Ingegneria Navale, Genoa, Italy

Institute de Pesquisas Technologicas do Estado de Sao Paulo, Brazil

Kamewa Marine Laboratory, Sweden

Krylov Shipbuilding Research Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

Nagaski Experimental Tank, Japan

National Maritime Institute, Feltham, U.K.
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Norwegian Hydrodynamic Laboratories, Trondheim, Norway

Netherlands Ship Model Basin, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Offshore Technology Corporation, Escondido, California, U.S.A.

Research Institute Ishikawajima - Harima Heavy Industries Company Limited, Japan

Schiffbautechnische Versuchsanstalt, Vienna, Austria

Shanghai Ship Design and Research Institute, China

Ship Design and Research Centre, Gdansk, Poland

Ship Dynamics Division, Ship Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan

Ship Hydrodynamics Division, Poona, India

Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratories, Helsinki, Finland

Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratories, Shanghai, Chiao-Tung University, China

Ship Hydrodynamics Laboratory, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.

Swedish Maritime Research Centre, S.S.P.A., Gothenburg, Sweden

*University of Iowa, Iowa City, U.S.A.

University of Newcastle, U.K.

University of Osaka, Japan

*University of Rostock, German Democratic Republic

U.S. Army Cold Region Experimental Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire, U.S.A.

Versuchsanstalt fur Wasserbau und Schiffbau, Berlin, W. Germany

Vosper Thornycroft (U.K.) Limited, U.K.

*Wartsila, Helsinki, Finland

Yokohama National University, Japan

*These establishments reported they are presently doing no significant high speed

work.
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TABLE 2.2 - DEFINITIONS OF CRAFT AND TESTS

Types of Craft

A Hydrofoils

B Hard-Chine Planing Craft
C Round-Bilge Semi-Planing Craft

D SWATH Ships
E Air Cushion Vehicles (Amphibious)

F Surface Effect Ships (Not Amphibious)

G Others:

Hard Chine Semi-Planing Craft

HYSWAS

SWASH

Catamarans

Hybrids, etc.

Types of Test

1. Towed Resistance Tests
2. Towed Propulsion Tests

3. Foil Tests
4. Shallow Water Tests

5. Regular Wave Tests (Towed)
6. Irregular Wave Tests (Towed)

7. Regular Oblique Wave Tests (Towed)
8. Irregular Oblique Wave Tests (Towed)

9. Captive Maneuvering Tests

10. Free-Running Maneuvering Tests

11. Others:

Cavitation Tests (Various)
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3 .0 STATUS OF VEHICLE TYPE INVESTIGATIONS

3.1 SMALL-WATERPLANE-AREA, TWIN-HULL (SWATH) SHIPS

by

Dr. Peter Van Oossanen

Maritime Research Institute Netherlands

Netherlands Ship Model Basin

3.1.1 CONCEPT DEFINITION

The SWATH concept, which stands for small-waterplane-area, twin-hull ship,

features two fully submerged hulls connected to an above-water, box-like deck

structure, by one or more relatively thin struts attached to each hull. Also termed

a semisubmersible catamaran (SSC), this concept has been studied since the early

fifties. Thus far, particularly important work has been carried out: 1. by a

Netherlands offshore company resulting in the construction of a 1200 ton, 40 m SWATH

(DUPLUS) with a service speed of 8 knots; 2. by the U.S. Navy 1- 12 resulting in the

construction of a 190 ton, 27 m SWATH (SSP KAIMALINO) with a speed of 25 knots; 3. by

Mitsui Engineering and Building Co. 13 resulting in the construction of a 370 ton,

35 m SWATH (SSC MESA-80) with a speed of 27 knots after extensive testing of a 12 m

sea-going vessel. Published results of theoretical and experimental studies have

revealed interest in displacements of up to 30,000 tons, and in speeds of up to 40

knots.

The range of hull form proportions is as follows:

Hull length to hull diameter ratio 12 to 24

Hull length to hull breadth (overall) ratio 1.6 to 4.0

Hull length to hull draught ratio 5 to 15

Hull length x breadth (overall)

divided by waterplane area ratio 6 to 15

The benefits of the SWATH concept are derived from their low motions responses in

seas which are similar to a conventionl surface ship three times larger due to the

significantly reduced waterplane area and the submergence of the main bulk of the

displacement volume. 14 - 3 3 Figure 3.1.1 shows a typical SWATH configuration taken

from Numata.
34
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3.1.2. RESISTANCE INVESTIGATIONS

3.1.2.1 Components of Resistance

As is the case with conventional displacement ships, the main resistance com-

ponent of SWATH ships at design speed is the frictional resistance. At higher

speeds, however, the wave resistance of the hulls and of the struts can be appreci-

able if careful attention is not directed to the required depth of submergence of the

hulls and to the unfavorable interaction of the waves produced by the struts, par-

ticularly when each hull has more than one strut. 3 5 ,3 6 The air resistance of

SWATH ships is also important. The induced drag of control surfaces becomes signifi-

cant as soon as appreciable forces are developed to counteract any pitch instability

of SWATH ships. At speeds above the primary resistance hump, the spray resistance of

struts becomes significant. 3 7  In a seaway, the added resistance due to waves of

SWATH ships is less appreciable than for conventional monohulls. 3 8 Typical curves

of wavemaking resistance due to hulls, struts, and strut and hull interference are

given in Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 for a single and a tandem strut configuration (taken

from Numata).
3 4

3.1.2.2 Resistance Prediction Techniques: Model Test Considerations

3.1.2.2.1 Required Model Size. Models for resistance tests should be sufficiently

large so as to avoid unpredictable scale effects. Unpredictable scale effects can

occur if the boundary layer flow on hull and stabilizer fins is wholly or partly

laminar. The minimum model size is dependent upon the speed range to be tested and

the means adopted to stimulate a turbulent boundary layer. The maximum model size is

dependent upon the cross-sectional dimensions of the towing tank because blockage and

shallow water effects should be avoided and upon the length of the towing tank. If

the dimensions of the towing tank are large enough, the minimum model size is often

based on a value of the Reynolds number of about 5 x 106 at the minimum test speed

when no turbulent stimulation devices are adopted. Recently obtained (unpublished)

resistance data with a 1/30-scale model of a tandem strut SWATH configuration using

suitable turbulence stimulation devices on hulls and struts, agreed very well with

data obtained from an unstimulated 1/12.8-scale model when extrapolated to full

scale. The agreement was evident at Rn > 1.8 x 106 for the 1/30-scale model.

The Reynolds number values of control surfaces is usually too small, even when

using very large models. This can result in incorrectly scaled lift and drag co-

efficient values. To overcome this problem, resistance and propulsions tests are
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sometimes carried out with models locked in trim and draft on which no horizontal

control surfaces are attached 3 7 ,3 9 and the results corrected using estimated full-

scale drag and lift data. This procedure leads to erroneous results if the influence

of the control surfaces on heave and trim is not taken into account because the fins

are often used to maintain zero trim and design draft throughout the speed range in

calm water. 4 0 One procedure to correctly include the effect of horizontal control

surfaces in resistance and powering tests is to stimulate a turbulent boundary layer

at the leading edges and to carry out the test at three or four angles of attack of

the control surfaces. On using relatively large models, the scale effect on lift and

drag of control surfaces can be sufficiently reduced in this way, leading to a satis-

factory knowledge of how speed and power are dependent upon their angle-of-attack.

This approach also leads to a direct determination of the required angle-of-attack of

the foils in order to minimize resistance and/or to maintain zero trim and design

draft.

3.1.2.2.2 Possible Scale Effects. Numerous scale effects can occur. Irrespec-

tive of the size of the model, a scale effect will always occur in the deduced fric-

tional resistance from the model test results. This is due to the inequality of

model and full-scale Reynolds numbers. Use of large models and of turbulent stimula-

tion devices will allow a reasonable estimation of this scale effect. Appreciable

scale effects usually occur in the appendage drag. As stated in Section 3.1.2.2.1,

the Reynolds number of control surfaces is usually too low to ensure that a turbulent

boundary layer exists. The flow along these appendages should also be "tripped" to

obtain a turbulent boundary layer. This is also true for rudders and deck-supporting

struts. If not only the drag but also the lift of lifting surfaces such as trim-

stabilizer fins are not scaled correctly, then scale effects will also occur in the

running trim. 3 7 Because surface tension is not scaled in conventional model test-

ing, the spray caused by the struts at higher speeds is not simulated correctly.

Accordingly, a scale effect will occur in the spray resistance. 4 1 Because models

for resistance and propulsion tests usually do not have superstructures, the aero-

dynamic or wind resistance is not scaled correctly. In certain towing tanks the air

velocity under the carriage at the location of the model is considerably affected by

the carriage structure. When carrying out tests at high speeds with SWATH models

(which can have larger superstructures than conventional shis), attention should be

given to the various aspects which could cause an appreciable scale effect in the air

resistance. Other scale effects can occur if the model is large relative to the
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cross section of the towing tank. In that case, wall effects (blockage) and shallow

water effects can occur which are extremely difficult to account for in an adequate

way, particularly at certain speeds.

3.1.2.2.3 Turbulence Stimulation. It is nearly always necessary to stimulate a tur-

bulent boundary layer when carrying out tests with SWATH models. As mentioned in

Section 3.1.2.2.2 the Reynolds number of struts and control surfaces is such that

nearly always laminar flow, or laminar separation, followed by turbulent reattach-

ment, will occur leading to serious scale effects in both drag and lift properties.

To stimulate a turbulent boundary layer, trip wires, or studs, a strip of sand or

Carborundum particles can be adopted. Each of these have advantages and disadvan-

tages. Preliminary tests are required to find the best location for each of these

stimulation devices, and to determine their contribution to the total resistance.

3.1.2.2.4 Influence of Tank Boundaries. Blockage corrections for conventional

ships below Froude number values based on a waterline length of 0.35 can be used to

estimate the blockage of SWATH models with reasonable accuracy. At higher speeds, no

satisfactory procedure exists, other than detailed, three-dimensional wave resistance

calculations for the model in the tank using, e.g., newlv developed finite element

procedures. As already mentioned the draft and beam of SWATH ships is relatively

large compared to conventional ships, and it is possible that in some towing tanks

the nearness of the tank bottom and sides for SWATH model testing will not be without

some effect on resistance (and propulsion). Detailed studies of the effect of shal-

low water on resistance, squat, and running trim of SWATH ships have not yet been

carried out.

3.1.2.2.5 Quantities Measured. The quantities which are commonly measured during

calm water resistance tests with SWATH models are model speed, model resistance,

sinkage (or rise) of stem, and stern and center of gravity. In addition, photographs

are taken of the wave elevation along the side of the struts from which th- wetted

area of the struts can be deduced. Fi.nally, separate drag and lift force measure-

ments are sometimes carried out in the control surfaces. When tests are carried out

with a model locked in heave(draft)and trim, in addition to the resistance force,

vertical excitation forces are also measured. This type of test is usually not

carried out for the purpose of determining resistance and propulsion properties, but

for the design of horizontal control surfaces, or for qualitative comparison of SWATH

configurations.37
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3.1.2.2.6 Extrapolation Procedure. In principle, the results of resistance tests

with SWATH models are extrapolated in the conventional way. The frictional resist-

ance of the full-scale hull is accounted for by adopting the International Towing

Tank Conference (ITTC) or the American Towing Tank Conference (ATTC) friction co-

efficient formulation. The frictional resistances of the struts and cf the sub-

merged hulls are estimated separately, adopting the length of the strut and hull

independently with their respective Reynolds number calculation and wetted surface.

The form factor of the cylindrical hulls and of the struts and control surfaces com-

monly used in SWATH designs have been derived from theoretical and experimental

studies. 4 2 A more accurate estimation of the viscous resistance of SWATH ships is

then possible. To the sum of the viscous resistance of struts and hulls should now

be added to the viscous resistance of control surfaces, and appendages, as either

measured (as is sometimes the case for stabilizer fins) or deduced from semiempirical

relations. On subtracting the total viscous resistance, as calculated for the model

Reynolds number, from the total measured resistance, the residuary resistance is

found which is assumed to be dependent only upon Froude number. This residuary re-

sistance is then extrapolated to full-scale accordingly. When added to the calcula-

ted viscous resistance for the full-scale SWATH ship, the total full-scale resistance

is found. To this resistance value is to be added the wind resistance which can

normally be deduced by calculation or from tests in a wind tunnel.

3.1.2.2.7 Correlation Factors. In extrapolating the results of resistance tests

with SWATH models, it is necessary to adopt a model-ship correlation factor to

account for the effects of structural hull roughness (plate seams, welds, paint

roughness), unknown form drag, and eddy-making. On the basis of a limited number of

correlation studies between model tests and full-scale trials, 9 it would seem that

an appropriate value for the correlation factor CA would be between 0 and 0.0005,

adopting the extrapolation technique described above (with form factors). The fact

that this value has been found to be generally smaller than for conventional ships of

comparable length could be due to the fact that the viscous resistance can be as-

sessed with a greater accuracy than for most conventional ships. Also, the wind

resistance of SWATH ships, because of its greater importance, is often established

explicitly (by tests in a wind tunnel or from detailed calculations) and is not in-

cluded in the correlation allowance coefficient.

3.1.2.2.8 Systematic Model Test Series. The results of a small series of

systematic model tests carried out at the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and
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Development Center,4 3 designated SWATH 1, 2, 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E, 4, 5A, 5B, 6A, 7

and 8, have been published. Otherwise, very little information of a systematic

series is yet available.

3.1.2.2.9 Instrumentation. The instrumentation required for resistance tests with

SWATH models is the same as required for resistance tests with models of conventional

ships. The only exception is the instrumentation required to measure drag and lift

of control surfaces.

3.1.2.2.10 Procedures Unique to SWATH Testing. Procedures to evaluate the effect of

horizontal control surfaces on resistance properties of SWATH models, through re-

straining the trim and (possibly) the rise of the center of gravity, are unique to

SWATH testing. Mainly, two techniques are being applied to evaluate the influence

of moveable fin-type control surfaces. One of these comprises the technique of adop-

ting a model with all control surfaces and appendages fitted, unrestrained in heave

and trim, for which various tests have to be carried out at constant spee -o evalu-

ate the influence of angle-of-attack of the moveable, horizontal control surfaces.

The other technique comprises the use of a model held locked in heave and trim, for

which the vertical force and longitudinal moment on the model have to be measured,

without the horizontal control surfaces fitted. In the case of the latter technique

it is often required to carry out these tests at various trim and draft values to be

able to later ascertain the interaction of the added control surfaces on the resis-

tance through changes in the running trim and rise of the center of gravity.

3.1.2.3 Recommendations to the 16th ITTC for Resistance Stud es

3.1.2.3.1 Study and recommend methods for turbulence stimulation in boundary layers

of struts and control surfaces of SWATH.

3.1.2.3.2 Study and define procedures for estimating and extrapolating spray resis-

tance. 3.1.2.3.3 Review available methods for determining wall and shallow water ef-

fects for SWATH.

3.1.2.3.4 Review available theoretical and experimental formulations for the predic-

tion of the resistance of appendages and control surfaces.

3.1.2.3.5 Review available theoretical and experimental formulations for the predic-

tion of the Reynolds number dependency of the lift of control surfaces for SWATH.

3.1.2.3.6 Document the effects of appendages, control surfaces, and propulsion on

the rise of CC and trim of SWATH, particularly as related to the adopted test

technique.
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3.1.3 SEAKEEPING INVESTIGATIONS

3.1.3.1 Model Considerations

The size of models for seakeeping tests is dependent upon the wavemaking capa-

bilities of the tank, the tank.size and water depth, and the sea condition to be

simulated. Also, most of the items listed in Section 3.1.2.2.1 are valid here.

Models are usually complete with respect to hull and appendages, freeboard, and

superstructure. The weight distribution and logitudinal and transverse moments of

inertia are simulated as accurately as possible. The material adopted for model

manufacture can be wood, glass-reinforced plastic, or some other strong material.

3.1.3.1 Quantities Measured

The quantities which are important for the seakeeping of SWATH ships are its

motions in six degrees-of-freedom; accelerations at the bow and the stern (from which

the accelerations elsewhere can be calculated); added resistance (or added thrust);

deck wetness; spray and relative motions fore and aft at various stations. To assess

hydrodynamic loads and box slamming pressures, bending moments and side forces in

struts, deck and other transverse hull connections are measured. Also, the wave

characteristics should be accurately known in both regular and irregular sea condi-

tions. Film coverage at high film speeds is extremely useful.

3.1.3.3 Test Wave Environment

Tests in both regular and irregular seas are considered useful. For systematic

design studies, often regular seas are adopted (for comparison with calculations).

Tests in irregular seas are often carried out in the final design stage. The irreg-

ular seas, as simulated in the tank, should be given careful consideration. Heave

and pitch motions are more lightly damped than a conventional ship due to the small

waterplane area.
4 4

It is important to study the behavior in sea environments which contain wave

components around the resonance frequency. Because SWATH ships have relatively long

periods of motion, conventional irregular wave tests in Pierson-Moskovitz type spec-

tra may not be sufficent.12,
3 4

For SWATH ships, the study of the motions in following seas and the structural

loading in beam seas is particularly important.
4 5 ,4 6

3.1.3.4 Test Procedure

Procedurs for SWATH tests in waves are identical to those for displacement

ships. The model can be towed at constant speed or with free-to-surge equipment.
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Free running tests with self-propelled models, with constant thrust, are also

carried out.

When towing the model in waves, careful attention should be given to the simula-

tion of the thrust moment if the towing force is not exerted in the shaft drive of

the propulsors. With SWATH ships, this effect is more important than for conven-

tional ships because of their relatively small longitudinal metacentric height GKL .

The report of poor correlations of measured pitch-excited moments with calculations

for captive experiments on a SWATH 6A model4 3 could be due to this fact.

3.1.3.5 Data Collecting, Processing, and Presentation

Usually both digital and analog signals are recorded for evaluation either dur-

ing or after the tests by computer. Normally, all test results are presented in

tables and graphs for the full-size ship. Measured values are scaled up according

to Froude's law. For regular seas, the motions, force, moment, and undisturbed wave

signals are analyzed to determine the harmonic components and their nonli ar

behavior. For irregular seas, the recorded signals can be divided into four types

as follows:

TYPE I

MAX.
+

. MEAN ", r

ZERO

MAX.-

This signal consists of an oscillating motion of which the frequency corresponds with

the frequency of the waves.
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TYPE II

2Ua MAX. '

ZERO ZERO a MAX.'

Ua MAX.-

This type of signal consists of a high frequency oscillating motion which is super-

imposed on slowly varying motion.

TYPE III

Ua MAX. +

ZERO

Ua MAX.-

This signal consists also of a high frequency oscillating part, superimposed on a

slowly varying part. The amplitude of the high frequency oscillations is small,

compared to the slowly oscillating motion.
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TYPE IV

1 SEC4]

This signal is typical for slamming pressure recordings.

A general classification of the signals obtained or calculated from the various

tests is as folows:

TYPE I

Wave heights

Heave motions

Side and shear forces

Bending moments

TYPE II

Surge motions in head and bow quartering seas

Sway motions in bow quartering and beam seas

Roll angles in bow quartering and beam seas

Pitch angles in head and bow quartering seas

Yaw angles in bow quartering seas

Relative motions

TYPE III

Surge motions in beam seas

Sway motions in head seas

Roll angles in head seas

Pitch angles in beam seas

Yaw angles in head and beam seas

TYPE IV

Slamming pressures
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From the above recorded signals, usually the following quantities are determined and

presented:

3.1.3.5.1 u = Root-mean square value

n=N 1/2

N n= Un -

3.1.3.5.2 U = Mean Value

n=N

1 U
N = n

in which N = number of samples

u = value of the nth sample

3.1.3.5.3 iial/3 = significant peak value

= which is the mean of the one-third highest crest to zero values

(positive, unless states otherwise).

3.1.3.5.4 Ual/3- = significant trough value

= which is the mean of the one-third highest trough to zero values

(positive, unless stated otherwise).

3.1.3.5.5 2 al/3 = significant peak to trough value

= which is the mean of the one-third highest peak to trough values

3.1.3.5.6 ua max+ = maximum value

= highest peak value (positive, unless stated otherwise).

3.1.3.5.7 ua max- = maximum value

= highest trough value (positive, unless stated otherwise).

3.1.3.5.8 2 ua max = maximum value

= highest crest to trough value.
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3.1.3.5.9 No = number of oscillations.

3.1.3.5.10 Response function:

The response functions of the measured quantities are calculated by dividing

their spectral density functions by the wave spectrum and taking the square root of

the ratios. Careful attention should be given to the possible nonlinear behavior

of SWATH ships in irregular seas, in which case the motion response functions cannot

be calculated.
4 7 - 5 5

3.1.3.6 Correlation of Model Test Results

Very little information is available on the correlation of model test results

for SWATH vessels. Recently, the results of full-scale seakeeping measurements on

SSP KAIMALINO, a small SWATH vessel of 190 tons displacement, were published by Fein

et al. 1 2 They reported good agreement with the significant motion values found during

model tests and obtained from calculations.

3.1.3.7 Systematic Model Test Series

The results of a small series of systematic model tests carried out at DTNSRDC 5 1

designated SWATH 6A, 6B, 6C, and 6D have been published. Very little other informa-

tion on a systematic series is available.

3.1.3.8 Outstanding Problems in Rough Water Testing

The small waterplane area of SWATH ships causes the seakeeping properties of

these ships to differ markedly from monohulls. While no single outstanding problem

in rough water testing can be identified, the seakeeping performance of SWATH ships

is a complex subject, and differs sufficiently from monohulls to warrant extensive

testing for every new design. As is the case with monohulls, the extent to which

motions and accelerations are linear should be further investigated.

3.1.3.9 Recommendations to the 16th ITTC for Seakeeping Studies

3.1.3.9.1 Document the applicability of linearity to the seakeeping performance of

SWATH.

3.1.3.9.2 Compare data obtained in free and fixed-in-surge tests in waves and make

recommendations as to the extent of the applicability of each experimental procedure.

3.1.3.9.3 Recommend a uniform method for nondimensionalizing transfer functions and

encounter frequencies for SWATH.

3.1.3.9.4 Provide a survey of model and full-scale data on seakeeping measurements

for SWATH.
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3.1.3.9.5 Recommend standard test procedures and data extrapolation methods for I
SWATH, particularly relative to the choice of sea spectrum in the absence of measured

wave data. 4

3.1.4 MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

Only a few maneuvering investigations of SWATH ships have yet been carried out

and reported on. On the basis of available data, it would seem that the large dis-

tance between the hulls leads to good low speed maneuvering since the propellers are

far apart, while high speed maneuvering is a problem, because of the high directional

stability of each of the slender hulls and struts.

3.1.4.1 Influence of Rudder Configuration of SWATH

The first SWATH designs employed rudders that were a movable part of the strut.

These rudders produced turning circle diameters which were larger than those of mono-

hulls of the same length.2 1 Recent attention to possible alternative rudder config-

urations have led to designs which have a turning performance comparable to conven-

tional ships.7,56-59 If the rudder cannot be placed behind the propeller, the

required rudder area must be considerably larger to obtain comparable turning perfor-

mance. The rudder effectiveness for SWATH ships decreases significantly as the level

of the flow over the rudders drops.
58 ,59

3.1.4.2 Experimental Procedures

The approach adopted to determine the turning characteristics of SWATH ships

thus far is to obtain coefficients using the planar motion mechanism (PMM), rotating

arm experiments, or radio-controlled models. The coefficients are then fed into a

maneuvering simulation adopting the equations of motion. The coefficients include

terms for the forces and moments on the ship due to the velocities and acceleration

of the ship when in motion. The PMM technique obtains these coefficients by oscilla-

ting a model in yaw and sway while moving in a straight line. The model is oscilla-

ted at a number of different frequencies for each forward speed tested. This experi-

mental technique will provide the acceleration terms used in the turning simulation.

The steady state yaw rate terms are derived by extrapolating the oscillation data to

zero frequency, while the steady state sway velocity can be obtained from zero fre-

quency extrapolation or by running straight line drift angle experiments.

The rotating arm technique produces the maneuvering coefficients by running a

fully captive model in a circle and recording the forces and moments for different

combinations of input parameters such as yaw rate, sway velocity, rudder angle, roll
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angle, and forward speed. 1 7 ,5 8 The coefficients are derived by relating the varia-

tion of forces and moments to the input parameters at each forward speed. In this

way, steady state yaw rate and sway velocity coefficients are obtained. Acceleration

terms cannot be obtained in this way. Radio-controlled model experiments in a large

basin can also be carried out to determine the most important maneuvering properties.

3.1.4.3 Data Collection, Presentation, and Extrapolation

Preliminary results obtained from maneuvering studies so far indicate that there

is no coupling between drift angle and vaw rate a= any speed. Also, all the roll

angle terms in the equation of motion are nearly zero. Rudder angle-yaw rate and

rudder angle-drift angle coupling terms are also nearly zero in all cases. These

facts minimize the number of data points necessary to quantify the turning character-

istics.58,59

The experimental results are usually converted to nondimensional stability and

rudder derivatives. On plotting these linear derivatives against the Froude number,

the speed dependence of these derivatives is usually found to be significant, partic-

ularly near the primary resistance hump.

Normally, the Froude scaling relations are adopted to extrapolate model results

to full-scale.

3.1.4.4 Correlation of Model Test Results

Significant comparisons of model and prototype results have not yet been made

due to a lack of full-scale information. Full-scale results obtained for SSP KAIMA-

LINO 7 ,5 7 agreed very well with results of a maneuvering simulation study based on

model tests for speed loss, roll, turn rate, and tactical diameter.

3.1.4.5 Outstanding Problems in Maneuvering Investigations

At speeds higher than presently investigated for SWATH, struts, appendages, and

propulsors cavitate severely while maneuvering. The influence of cavitation on lift

and drag of struts, appendages, and propulsors are usually not taken into account in

the model test results. This fact constitutes an outstanding problem to be addressed

for some high-speed SWATH designs presently being studied.

3.1.4.6 Recommendations to the 16th ITTC for Maneuvering Studies

3.1.4.6.1 Recommend procedures for steady and unsteady model tests to provide data

for adequately describing the maneuvering characteristics of SWATH.

3.1.4.6.2 Provide a literature survey of the scaling and of the effects of ventila-

tion and cavitation on appendages and propulsors for the maneuvering characteristics

of SWATH.
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3.1.4.6.3 Examine and report on the utility and applicability of rotating arm tests,

planar motion tests, and free-running tests for SWATH ships.

3.1.4.6.4 Establish the applicable equations of motions for SWATH.

3.1.5 PERFORMANCE, PROPULSOR, AND CAVITATION INVESTIGATIONS

SWATH ships have found application in the speed regime of up to about 30 knots.

Some studies have included speeds up to 40 knots. Up to 35 knots, the conventional

subcavitating propeller is adopted because of its superior efficiency over most other

propulsors. Powering, propulsor, and cavitation aspects of SWATH model testing tech-

nology is, therefore, identical to those of conventional ships and shall not be ad-

dressed here.

3.1.6 PRESENTATION AND INFORMATION

There is a lack of standard symbols associated with SWATH ship geometry and

performance. The ITTC should update their list of symbols and definitions to in-

clude specific SWATH ship parameters.
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3.2 SEMIDISPLACEMENT ROUND BILGE VESSELS

by

Burkhard Muller-Graf

Versuchsanstalt Fur Wasserbau Und Schiffbau

3.2.1 CONCEPT DEFINITION

The semidisplacement or semiplaning round bilge vessel operates in a speed range

of 0.5, < Fn < 1.3. Its hull form is characterized by:

a. convex section shape
Sin the forebody,

b. high deadrise

c. straight and fine entrance waterlines,

d. straight or slightly convex buttock lines in the afterbody rising towards

the stern,

e. a center line skeg at the afterbody, and

f. a transom stern.

Rounded sections and convex buttock lines in the afterbody are common for speeds

of Fn < 0.8; see Figure 3.2.1. For higher speeds straight buttock lines and nearly

straight sections with a hard chine before the transom are preferred. To reduce the

running trim, the hulls are often equipped with a trailing edge wedge.

The weight of the vessel is mainly supported by hydrostatic lift. Above Fn -

0.7 the hull experiences a hydrodynamic lift which increases with speed in the same

way as the hydrostatic lift decreases. The rise of longitudinal center of gravity

(LCG) above the position at rest indicates the beginning of a positive contribution

of hydrodynamic lift. Figure 3.2.2 shows the change of trim and trim angles with

speed. Round bilge hulls underway are characterized by the generation of the so-

called whisker spray, which increases with speed, in particular above Fn = 0.7.

Its development and extension are favored by the convexity of the sections and the

curvature of the buttock lines in the forebody.

The wetted area varies with speed and with running trim. It can be reduced by

means of spray rails or to a small extent by a shift of LCG abaft.

The change of wetted area of a typical round bilge hull without and with spray

rails or with a wedge, respectively, is given in Figure 3.2.3.
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3.2.1.2 Range of Hull Dimensions, Form Parameters, and Speed

The round bilge form is used for all types of pleasure craft, work boats, fast

patrol craft, and small naval ships. Therefore, the main dimensions, the hull form

parameters, and the operational speed cover a wide range:

Length (LWL) 6 - 100 m

Length-to-beam ratio 3.2 - 7.5

Displacement 5 - 2000 tons

Length-Displacement ratio L/Al / 3  4.4 - 8.3

Speed 15 - 50 knots

3.2.2 RESISTANCE INVESTIGATIONS (SMOOTH WATER)

3.2.2.1 Re'istance Components

The total resistance of a semiplaning round bilge vessel at speeds of Fn> 0.5

is the sum of the following components as shown in Figure 3.2.4.

Tank Condition

RT = RWp + RS + Rp + RV + RAP

Trial Condition

RT = RWp + RS + Rp + RV + RAP + RAA + Rparas + "RAW + ARST

3.2.2.1.1 The wavemaking resistance RW, which can be determined on the basis of

resistance tests solely, is composed of the first three components of RT, i.e., of

RWp, RS, and Rp.

3.2.2.1.1.1 The wavepattern resistance RWp is produced by generating gravity

waves.

3.2.2.1.1.2 Spray resistance RS is a component associated with the expendi-

ture of energy in generating the whisker spray. It appears also in the displacement

speed range.

The spray resistance RS consists of a pressure and a viscous drag component

RS = RSp + RSV
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with the relationships

RS = RSp (Fn) + RSV (Rn,Wn)

where Rn = Reynolds number

Wn = Weber number

A useful method to calculate the pressure drag component is at present not

available. This viscous or frictional component cannot be computed likewise,

because:

a. The spray wetted area is not accurately definable by visual and photograph-

ical observations. This part of the hull is mostly hidden by the spray sheet.

b. The velocity in the spray and the turbulence condition in the boundary

layer of the spray area are unknown. A correct specific frictional resistance co-

efficient cannot determined.

c. At the moment no useful correction method or allowance for the frictional

drag is developed taking into account the deviation of the flow direction from the

direction of speed.

3.2.2.1.1.3 Induced resistance Rp is given by the horizontal component of the

hydrodynamic pressure forces and can be estimated, approximately, only in the case

of hulls with straight buttock lines aft by:

RP = % . p. g . tgr [kN]

where 7 = displacement volume, m
3

P = mass density of water, t/m
3

g = acceleration due to gravity, m s
- 2

7 = angle of attack of the mean buttock aft, deg

3.2.2.1.2 Viscous resistance RV, is composed of the frictional resistance RF and

the pressure resistance of viscous origin Rpv

RV = RF + RpV
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3.2.2.1.2.1 Frictional resistance RF depends upon Rn and is calculated by

RF L SWS . V (CFS+CA) [KNI

for the full-scale vessel

where VS = speed of ship, m/s

SWS = wetted surface of the ship, m
2

In most cases, particularly in the design stage, the wetted surface at rest

SW(V=O) without the immersed part of the transom is used. The effective wetted

surface underway, SdE, including the bottom area, spray area, and the area of side

wetting can be determined on the basis of model tests solely by visual and photo-

graphical observations of the model.

The 1957-ITTC formulation is generally used for the frictional coefficients of

the ship CFS. The values of the Reynolds numbers are calculated on the static

waterline length. The change of wetted length with speed, which amounts to 2 to 5

percent of LWL, is considered to be negligible.

The model-ship correlation allowance factor CA takes into account the resis-

tance increment due to structural shell roughness (welds, waviness, paint roughness,

fouling, etc.) and to a certain degree shortcomings of the correlation line.

The formula for CA, developed and recommended by the ITTC-Performance-Committee1

leads to impractical high values for small craft. For semidisplacement hulls, an

allowance of CA = 0.00025 is generally accepted as an average increment to CF.

For hulls operating in tropical waters, a value of CA = 0.0004 is applied.

3.2.2.1.2.2 Pressure resistance of viscous orgin Ppv which includes all the

energy losses due to separation and eddy formation, is considered to be negligible

for FN > 0.7. Also, a form factor

K = - CFO
CV

cannot be applied in calculating the specific total viscous resistance coefficient

Cv = (l+K) . CFO

as in the case of slow displacement ships, because K depends upon Fn, because SW

varies with speed.
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3.2.2.1.3 The appendage drag RAP is the sum of profile drag, frictional drag,

and interference drag of struts, strut barrels, propeller shafts, rudders, and

stabilizer fins which can amount to 8 to 16 percent of the bare hull resistance.

The calculation of these resistance components according to References 2, 3, and 4

results in more realistic full-scale data than the application of a percental allow-

ance of the bare hull resistance.

The common practice to evaluate the appendage drag by means of resistance tests

with and without appendages can lead to incorrect full-scale results if laminar flow

effects at the model and the influence of cavitation and ventilation on the prototype

are not taken into account when necessary.

3.2.2.1.4 Aerodynamic resistance RAA is generated by the super-structures and the

above water hull. It is calculated by

RAA - P
A (VS + VAA) 2 

. AV . CAA [kN]
2

where A = mass density of air, kp/m 2

VAA = velocity of wind relative to ground, m/s

AV = frontal area of above water superstructure, m
2

CAA = wind resistance coefficient

Special drag coefficients for high speed small craft have not been published.

Values of CAA 0.3 to 1.0 depending upon the direction of wind relative to the hull

are acceptable.

The equation does not take into account the wind and wave induced yawing resis-

tance, the rudder resistance, and the resistance caused by wind induced waves.

3.2.2.1.5 Parasitic drag PParas is given as well by protruding inlet and outlet

openings for cooling water, exhaust, etc. as by zinc anodes and is calculated accord-

ing to Reference 2.

3.2.2.1.6 The added resistance due to rippling seas, RAW arises from the diffrac-

tion of small incident waves at the lowest state of sea 0 to I.

Because theoretical investigations or model studies concerning the resistance

increase of round bilge hulls in small waves are lacking, an allowance of 2 to 3

percent of the naked hull resistance to the total resistance may be acceptable for

vessels up to displacements of A = 500 tons.

3.2.2.1.7 The added resistance due to coursekeeping, RST is caused by the induced

rudder drag and the resistance due to yawing and swaying motions. These components
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components can not be neglected at high speeds. Investigations of RST concerning

fast craft are lacking.

In accordance with the work of Norrbin 5 an allowance of at least 2 percent of

the appended hull resistance should be made in case of a twin rudder configuration.

An increment of 2.5 percent can be adopted for practical purposes as an average

value.

3.2.2.2 Resistance Prediction Techniques

3.2.2.2.1 Resistance Tests. The wavemaking resistance of round bilge hulls is not

amenable to direct calculations. Model tests are the unique procedure to determine

this resistance component.

3.2.2.2.1.1 Typical models. The model size is selected within the limits given

by the tank boundaries and capabilities of the test facility as large as possible to

minimize scale effects. To overcome shallow water effects, however, the model length

should be smaller than 1.25 times the tank depth h, i.e., h/L > 0.8. To reduce tank

wall effects, the model length should be smaller than one-half of the tank width.6

The length of the models varies from 2.0 to 6.0 m; dimensions of 2.3 to 3.8 m are

typical.

The models are built of laminated wood or of glass fiber reinforced plastic if

the equipment requires a low hull weight. To facilitate the flow separation, the

spray rails and hard chines are modeled separately in plastic and fitted to the hull.

For determination of wetted area, the hull surface is marked by a net of waterlines

and sectionlines. If at low speeds of Rn < 5 . 106, the models are equipped with

boundary layer turbulence stimulators. For round bilge hulls, studs of 2.5 mm di-

ameter have been proven. They are located abaft the stem parallel to its contour

terminating at the keel.

3.2.2.2.1.2 Typical smooth water test procedure. The resistance test procedure

is very similar to that of displacement ships. The models are free to heave and

pitch but fixed in roll, yaw, sway, and surge. The displacement is adjusted by fixed

ballast inside of the hull. The LCG of the model is carefully controlled by balanc-

ing the fully equipped model in air. The towing force which is applied to the hull

in the plane of the propeller shafts at or near LCG is kept in line with the pro-

peller shafts at all running trim conditions. A typical towing set up is given in

Figure 3.2.5. The following quantities are measured for a given displacement and

LCG:
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a. towing speed;

b. total resistance in the direction of towing velocity, i.e., the horizontal

component of the towing force;

c. rise and sinkage of the model at fore perpendicular (FP), LCG, and aft per-

pendicular (AP).

d. trim angles relative to the position of the hull at rest and vertical shift

of the LCG; and

e. wetted area of the model by means of above-water photographs from several

locations and by visual observations. At L/B < 5 underwater photographs are also

useful.

To determine the model appendage drag and to take into account the effects of

altered trim on hull resistance due to the presence of the appendages, the models are

tested without and with appendages. The appendage drag data are required for correc-

tions of the friction deduction in calculating effective power and for corrections of

the towing force in the self propulsion test. Tests with the bare hull solely are

not usual at round bilge hulls because the influence of the appendage forces on run-

ning trim and resistance cannot be estimated theoretically. Therefore, the results

of the bare hull tests are of limited value.

3.2.2.2.2 Extrapolation Procedures

3.2.2.2.2.1 General consideration. The results of the resistance tests are

scaled up as in the case of displacement ships by the method of Froude. The hydro-

dynamic resistance of a full-scale bare round bilge hull at Fn > 0.7, which is

composed of

Rp S = RWp + Rp + RF,S

is calculated on the basis of the relation

RHS = RR + RFS

where the residuary resistance RR includes the resistance components RWp, RS, and Rp.

By the equations

RH,S = (CR+CFs+CA) -S 2

2 -- S SW,S
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and

RH'S RI %S c V2 . WS
RH, MS + (CFS+CA) 2 S SWS

respectively,

where CR = residuary resistance coefficient, defined by CR = CT,M - CF,M which is
considered to be dependent on Froude number only

M = displacement weight of the model

S = displacement weight of the ship

3.2.2.2.2.2. Practical extrapolation procedures. The effective power PE is

calculated by applying the friction deduction FDAP on the test results, which is

given for the model with appendages by

V
2

FDAP = CFM -(CF,S+CA) -M M S + K" R
2 WM AP

where SW,M = wetted surface of the model without the surface of the appendages

RAp = model appendage drag, obtained as the difference between the model

resistance with and without appendages at the same running trim

K = correction factor to compensate the scale effects of appendage drag.

On the base of References 7 and 8 the value of K varies with Rn of

the appendages from 0.4 to 0.6.

The effective power of the full-scale appended hull is computed by

PS
E= - A 3 ,5  (RT,M with App. - FDAP) . VM

where X = scale ratio

3.2.2.2.2.3 Possible scale effects. The full-scale resistance of round bilge

hulls, predicted on the basis of model test results is afflicted with scale effects

which are involved with:

a. Skin friction resistance

Errors arise by the different Rn of model and full-scale vessel, by the used

formulation of the skin friction coefficient and its incomplete consideration of form

effects, by the influence of the unknown roughness of the model, by the chosen model
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ship correlation factor accounting for the effect of full-scale hull roughness, and

by the type of used turbulence stimulator and its resistance.

Further errors can arise by difference in wetted area (side wetting) due to sur-

face tension effects, which can hinder the flow separation.

b. Spray drag

Due to the different Weber numbers Wn of model and full-scale size, the spray

formation at the model is not similar to that of the vessel even at the same Froude

number. The spray of the model consists of a coherent sheet of water instead of a

jet of water droplets as occurring at the vessel. Thus the spray wetted area of the

model is greater than that of the prototype. In addition, the reattachment of spray

is facilitated.

If the spray wetted area is not taken into account in calculating the frictional

resistance of the model, i.e., the wetted surface at rest SW(V=0) is used, the

residuary resistance becomes overestimated and by this the total resistance of the

prototype likewise.

Because the wetted area of the frictional resistance calculation includes the

spray wetted area, the residuary resistance is underestimated. The resistance of the

full-scale vessel becomes too small. More reliable predictions can be obtained by

using the wetted area underway without the spray region. With the exception of a

hull with spray rails, which has a comparatively small spray wetted area, spray drag

must be carefully considered in each particular case.

c. Running trim

Due to the relatively larger components of the model frictional resistance and

the model appendage drag and due to the different interactions between the appendages

and the hull at the model and at the prototype, the running trim of the full-scale

vessel can differ from that of the model. By this, errors in the wavemaking resis-

tance RW and additionally in the frictional resistance due to the change of wetted

area, can arise. Horeover the hull resistance of the propelled full-scale vessel can

be different from that of the towed model because of the propeller induced pressure

field and the propeller shaft forces can alter the running trim.

d. Aerodynamic drag

The drag of the superstructure of the model if not towed behind a wind screen,

the blockage effect between model and towing carriage, and the carriage interference

effects on the ambient free surface can give rise to changes of attitude and running

trim of the model with its consequences on the resistance components.
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e. Blockage effects

The tank wall boundaries can cause a change of attitude and running trim of the

model.

3.2.2.3 Test Procedures and Instrumentation Unique to Resistance Test of

Semidisplacement Hulls

In general the test procedures and the instrumentation are similar to those used

for conventional displacement ships. Following techniques are divergent:

a. The application of the towing force in line with the propeller shafts at all

trim angles.

b. The use of a wind screen at high model speeds of V > 6.0 m/s to eliminate

the aerodynamic drag of the model and its superstructure.

c. The determination of the wetted surface by means of underwater photographs

in special cases.

3.2.2.4 Outstanding Problems in Prediction of Smooth Water Resistance

The usefulness of the performance prediction must be improved by a correct com-

putation of the spray resistance. The spray phenomenon is not fully explored. Fun-

damental investigations are necessary relating to:

a. the frictional drag of the spray area,

b. the influence of Weber number on development and extent of spray, and

c. the direction of flow in the spray area.

Additionally, a more practicable method to determine the spray wetted area than

by visual and photographical observations is imperative. Another problem is related

to the blockage effect at Fn > 0.4 and its influence on attitude, trim, and resis-

tance.

3.2.2.5 Recommendations to the 16th ITTC for Resistance Studies

3.2.2.5.1 Study the phenomena of spray.

3.2.2.5.2 Develop methods for calculating and extrapolating the spray drag.

3.2.2.5.3 Investigate the tank wall influence on trim and resistance of round bilge

hulls at Fn > 0.4.

3.2.2.5.4 Examine the aerodynamic blockage and interference effects between the

3 towing carriage and the ambient free water surface.

3.2.2.5.5 Examine the effect of the appendage forces on running trim and resistance

of semidisplacement hulls.
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3.2.3 SEAKEEPING INVESTIGATIONS

Because of the absence of adequate theoretical methods to predict the behavior

of semidisplacement round bilge hulls in a seaway, seakeeping tests are still re-

quired. The model selection, test procedures, quantities measured, instrumentation

and data processing and representation are identical to those of planing hulls as re-

ported in the status of hydrodynamic technology of this vessel type (Section 3.3.3).

The outstanding problems and the recommendations to the Seakeeping Committee are

equal to those of the planing hulls.

3.2.4 MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

Investigations on the maneuverability of round bilge hulls are not usual in com-

mercial test work. This type of vessel is characterized by a high directional sta-

bility at speeds of Fn < 0.8. Roll induced yaw moments do not occur at moderate

speeds. The necessity to perform maneuvering experiments is therefore limited in

most cases, to special designs and to low speeds. Experimental data of the maneuver-

ing qualities of round bilge hulls are very rare.

3.2.4.1 Experimental Procedures, Data Collection and Presentation

The test procedures, which can be performed with free running or captive models;

the definition of the quantities which identify the maneuvering characteristics of

the hull; the data collection; and the presentation are identical to those of dis-

placement ships and shall not be addressed here.

3.2.4.2 Outstanding Problems

At low speeds, the outstanding problems are similar to those of displacement

ships. At high speeds, cavitation phenomena can occur at propeller shafts and struts

in a turn. Interaction between the cavitating appendages and the hull can possibly

influence the running trim of the craft.

Another problem of great interest concerns the course-keeping capabilities of

round bilge hulls in quartering and following seas.

A further important problem of this type of vessel is the roll induced direc-

tional instability at very high speeds. Due to the decrease of the dynamic pressure

in the region of the bilge, at Fn > 0.8, the craft indicate a tendency to heel.

The unsymmetrical underwater hull in the heeled condition causes yawing moments which

can lead to broaching. Fundamental research on the influence of the section curva-

ture on the hull pressure distribution and stability losses is necessary.

3.2.4.3 Recommendation to the 16th ITTC for Maneuverability Studies

3.2.4.3.1 Collect model and full-scale maneuvering data of round bilge hulls.
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3.2.4.3.2 Study and recommend suitable test procedures to predict the maneuverabil-

ity characteristics of round bilge hulls.

3.2.4.3.3 Study the influence of cavitating appendages on running trim in a turn.

3.2.4.3.4 Investigate the pressure distribution in the bilge region at Fn > 0.8 and

study its influence on the transverse stability underway of round bilge hulls.

3.2.5 PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS

3.2.5.1 Types of Propulsors Used

The following types of propellers with fixed or controllable pitch are used for

semiplaning hulls:

a. Subcavitating propellers on inclined shafts,

b. Supercavitating fully submerged propellers on inclined shafts.

c. Subcavitating propellers in tunnel stern, and in special cases,

d. Partially submerged propellers (in tunnel stern).

For all these propulsors, twin or multiple screw installations are common.

3.2.5.2 Forces on Self-Propelled Semidisplacement Round Bilge Hulls

The hull resistance of semidisplacement vessels is very sensitive to the running

trim angle. In determining the power performance of this vessel type, all those

hydrodynamic forces and moments which can affect the equilibrium condition have to

be taken into account accurately.

For the self-propelled vessel, these forces include, besides the hull forces,

the appendage and propeller forces. The hull forces are given by the wavemaking and

viscous resistance, the buoyant lift, and the hydrodynamic lift. The appendage for-

ces arise by the different drag components of the appendages, and by the lift of the

appendage elements inclined to flow, mainly of the propeller shafts. The propeller

forces include the shaft forces and the forces induced on the hull. The propeller

shaft forces are caused by the shaft inclination and the oblique propeller inflow.

They are composed of the horizontal and vertical thrust components TX and TZ respec-

tively and of the upward directed propeller transverse force Fy in the plane of the

propeller. Moreover, thrust and torque are higher than in axial inflow at the same

advance ratio. The propeller forces induced on the hull are generated by the pres-

sure field of the propeller operating near the bottom. They result, in the case of

subcavitating propellers, in a suction force upstream and in a pressure force down-

stream of the propeller. Depending upon the propeller load, the running trim in-

creases approximately by 0.3 to 0.7 deg. The influence of cavitation on running trim
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is not definable at present without tests in a vacuum tank or a large cavitation tun-

nel. Figure 3.3.7 of the status report of the hydrodynamic technology of the planing

hull, which presents the appendage and propeller forces acting on the bottom of a

planing hull, is also valid for semidisplacement vessels. Analytical methods to

estimate these forces are given in Reference 3.

Because the center of application of the hull forces is not definable, as in the

case of prismatic hull forms, the running trim of round bilge hulls is not amenable

to theoretical calculations.

3.2.5.3 Self-Propulsion Test

The most reliable performance data of round bilge hulls are obtained on the

basis of propulsion tests. These tests take into account all those forces and

effects, as described above, which can influence the running trim and by this the

power requirements. As well, the propulsive effect of the rudders as the effect of

shaft inclination and trim angle on the propeller characteristic is accounted.

Solely the development of cavitation which occurs at the prototype and which can have

a considerable influence on the performance, cannot be simulated at propulsion tests

in open towing basins, where Froude number and cavitation number cannot be realized

simultaneously.

3.2.5.3.1 Model Selection. The model size depends mainly on the ratio of the full-

scale propeller diameter to the available stock propeller diameter which should guar-

antee supercritical Rn at 0.7 R of the the blades. The model size is also affected

by the weight of the propeller driving gear and the measurement devices. For this

reason, the dimensions of models limited by tank boundaries, as described in Section

3.2.2.2.1.1 are mostly larger than required for resistance tests. They are made of

glued timber, plywood, or glass reinforced plastic and fitted with appendages. Rud-

ders and fins are often moveable for optimizing the neutral angle of attack at pro-

pulsion conditions. Turbulence stimulators at the models are required for Re < 5.

10-6.

The diameter of model propellers varies from 0.12 m to 0.2 m, approximately.

Due to the high propeller thrust loadings at high speeds, the propulsors are commonly

made of brass or gun metal.

3.2.5.3.2 Test Procedure. The self-propulsion tests can be carried out at the ship

propulsion point as common for displacement vessels only in the low speed range. For
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higher speeds, overload and underload tests, respectively, are more suitable. At

these tests the quantity of remaining towing force, which is applied as an external

force on the model, is measured together with thrust, torque, rate of rotation, and

rise and sinkage at FP and AP. These measurements allow calculation of the delivered

power and the propeller revolutions for a range of altered propeller thrust loads.

By this, different roughness allowances, altered displacement, and additional drag

components for wind, steering, rough water, etc., which cannot be simulated at the

model tests, can be taken into account. By means of a modified overload test, the

delivered power under trial conditions can be determined directly. The rate of rota-

tion of the model propellers is varied at a fixed speed to that value which yields a

remaining towing force corresponding to the frictional deduction reduced by the

scaled drag components of the trial condition.

3.2.5.4 Wake Measurements

Measurements of the wake distribution in the propeller plane are limited to

special cases, where propeller induced vibrations due to the presence of the strut

arms are assumed.

3.2.5.5 Open-Water Tests

The open-water tests are generally performed in the usual manner at axial inflow

conditions, thus, at semidisplacement hulls, the propellers are mostly operating in

oblique flow. Tests with varied shaft inclinations and cavitation tests are limited

to special hull designs. Hence, the effective wake fraction, based on the axial flow

open water test is used, in most cases, for designing the full-scale propeller.

3.2.5.6 Full-Scale Performance Estimates

The performance estimaLion is, in general, quite similar to the procedures used

for conventional displacement ships. But unlike this type of vessel, the propulsive

performance of semidisplacement hulls to some extent depends upon the effects of

oblique propeller inflow and of cavitation phenomena which are intensified by the

nonaxial propeller inflow conditions. Both effects must be accounted for carefully.

Two methods of full-scale power prediction are common.

3.2.5.6.1 Performance Prediction Based on Propulsion Tests. This method is used

mostly for the noncavitating speed range. The delivered power and the propeller

revolutions are obtained by direct extrapolation of the measured model values. If

the trial conditions are not taken into account at the propulsion tests, trial allow-

ances must be applied on the tank values.
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The mean inflow angle relative to the propeller shaft can be assumed to ap-

proach:

S= 6 + 0 (See Figure 3.2.6)

where 6 = angle of shaft inclination relative to the mean buttock

o = trim angle underway
The effective inflow angle is small as reported in Reference 9. Depending upon

the hull and shafting geometry, it does not increase proportional to running trim.

For moderate nonaxial propeller inflow, the angle is less than six degrees. The pro-

pulsive coefficients can be analyzed in the conventional manner. The effective wake

fraction WT, based on thrust identity, is determined with axial flow open-water

characteristics as

WT = 1 - Jo

V D

The thrLst deduction fraction is found with the axial thrust (which is assumed to be

horizontal) as

t = RT

TX

At nonaxial inflow angles of Ul > 6 deg, realistic values of the propulsive coeffi-

cients can be obtained on the basis of inclined shaft open-water tests or by a cor-
rection of the propeller characteristics KT and KO of the axial flow open-water

test by a method proposed by Gutsche.10 The correct values of

WTO= 1 - '

V . DW~Tl

which are very low can become negative with increasing inflow angle V. The propeller

efficiency which is given by

qoO KT . cos - Ky sin J

521
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where Ky is the normal force coefficient, is commonly lower than in axial inflow.

Correct values of the thrust deduction fraction t, are obtained on the basis of the

horizontal or net thrust force TX as indicated in Figure 3.2.7 as

TX = T cos , - F sin 0

where Fy is the propeller normal force. The calculation with the more convenient

axial thrust T , which includes the resistance increment due to the horizontal pro-

peller suction force and the difference between axial and horizontal thrust, leads to

higher values of the thrust deduction fraction. The correct hull efficiency nH is

based on the inclined shaft wake fraction WT, and the corrected thrust deduction

fraction t,.

3.2.5.6.2 Performance Prediction Based on Resistance Tests. For partially and fully

cavitating propellers, propulsion tests are limited to large cavitation t- .nels or to

vacuun tanks. Therefore, the performance estimates for these full-scale conditions

must be derived in most cases from resistance tests and propeller open-water tests at

full-scale cavitation numbers. The delivered power is determined by use of the pro-

pulsive coefficients:

'7D = 'o • 7H -IR

where no propeller efficiency at full-scale cavitation number

1H hull efficiency (1-t)/(l-w)

1R relative rotative efficiency

in the common manner as follows

PD = PEHull + PE App + - PE
77D

where !IPE is the sum of the added effective power due to parasitic drag, aero-

dynamic drag, rough-water drag, and coursekeeping drag.
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The thrust deduction factor t, the wake fraction w, and the relative rotative

efficiency are determined from test results of similar hull designs. The reliability

of the estimates is improved if the propeller cavitation tests take into account

different shaft inclinations. Both components of the hull efficiency should be cor-

rect for an inflow angle which is assumed on the basis of test results of a similar

vessel. The required propeller speed can be determined by means of K/J 2 and the

thrust advance coefficient.

This performance prediction procedure is of limited accuracy. The majority of

the moments arising by lift, drag, and propeller forces and which are contributing

to the running trim are not taken into account. The different effects of the rud-

ders, which can produce a drag or an additional thrust component, depending upon

their position in or outside the propeller slip-stream and depending upon propeller

loading and advance ratio as reported by References 11 and 12 are completely neglec-

ted.

3.2.5.6.3 Scale Effects. The predicted performance data are influenced by scale

effects. Besides those described in Section 3.2.2.2.2.3 for the hull, the propulsor

itself and its interactions with the hull are subjected to viscous effects. Differ-

ences in the velocity and pressure distribution depending upon Rn but likewise on

the development of cavitation on the propeller can result in altered trim conditions

with all its effects on hull resistance. The cavitation phenomena are highly af-

flicted with genuine scale effects and test technique effects. Propeller efficiency,

and hull and relative rotative efficiency, which are strongly dependent upon propel-

ler cavitation, are also exposed to scale effects.

3.2.5.6.4 Correlation of Model and Full-Scale Results. For noncavitating condi-

tions, the correlation between predicted power based on propulsion tests and full-

scale performance is sufficiently good. Correlation factors for propeller rotational

speed as given in References 13 and 14 are useful. For partially and fully cavitating

propellers, the thrust and efficiency losses of the prototype are greater than predic-

ted from cavitation tunnel tests. The differences between model and ship propeller

performance become smaller if cavitation is fully developed. Correlation factors for

delivered power and propeller speed, taking into account the cavitation condition,

are not available for round bilge hulls. Some information about the influence of

cavitation on the propulsive characteristics of planing hulls, as given in Reference

15 are also useful for semidisnlacement hulls.
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3.2.5.7 Outstanding Problems in Performance Investigations

3.2.5.7.1 Effects of propeller induced forces on running trim for partially and

fully cavitated flow

3.2.5.7.2 Scale effects of propeller forces and propeller induced forces in axial

and nonaxial flow

3.2.5.7.3 Useful analytical power prediction method for the cavitation range based

on resistance or propulsion test results

3.2.5.7.4 Effect of highly loaded propellers on rudder drag and rudder thrust of

high speed vessels

3.2.5.8 Recommendations to the 16th ITTC for Propulsion Studies

3.2.5.8.1 Collect all available full-scale performance data of semidisplacement

hulls at speed Fn > 0.5

3.2.5.8.2 Investigate the effects of cavitation and shaft inclination on the propel-

ler hull interactions and the propulsive coefficients

3.2.5.8.3 Develop a method for estimating the net rudder force of high speed round

bilge hulls

3.2.5.8.4 Develop a useful power prediction method based on the resistance or pro-

pulsion test data for cavitating propellers

3.2.6 PROPULSOR INVESTIGATIONS

3.2.6.1 Propulsor Problems Unique to High Speed Semidisplacement Hulls

Typical propulsor problems are discussed in Section 3.2.5.1. Propulsor problems

which are unique to semidisplacement hulls do not exist at present. The main prob-

lems of interest arising also at other vessel types are:

3.2.6.1.1 Propeller characteristics for oblique inflow at > 6 deg and for noncavi-

tating and cavitating conditions

3.2.6.1.2 Propeller induced forces on hull, shafting, and struts at fully or par-

tially cavitating conditions

3.2.6.1.3 Propeller characteristics of partially emerged propulsors in a tunnel

stern

3.2.6.2 Recommendations to 16th ITTC for Propulsor Studies

No special recommendations to the propulsor committee are necessary at present.

The problems of interest in Section 3.2.6.1 are a matter of permanent research work.
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3.2.7 CAVITATION INVESTIGATIONS

The cavitation problems at the propellers of high speed semiplaning hulls are

not very different from those arising at the other vessel types. A special problem

of interest is the effect of oblique propeller inflow on cavitation and its inception

at inflow angles 0 > 6 deg. No special recommendations to the cavitation committee,

which is concerned with the problems of high speed propulsors, are necessary.

3.2.8 PRESENTATION AND INFORMATION

The list of the ITTC Standard Symbols does not include special terms and symbols

which are used for the ship geometry, resistance components, and performance of semi-

displacement hulls. The ITTC Standard Symbols and the ITTC Dictionary of Ship Hydro-

dynamics should be supplemented by these symbols and terms in accordance with those

which are applied to the field of planing hulls.
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Figure 3.2.1 -Typical Body Plan of a Round-Bilge Hull
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3.3 PLANING HULLS

by
Daniel Savitsky

Stevens Institute of Technology
Davidson Laboratory

3.3.1 CONCEPT DEFINITION

3.3.1.1. Configuration

The planing hull is designed for operation in the speed range Fn > 1.0. The

hull form is characterized by:

a. Sharp chines and transom stern to induce flow separation at the stern

and along the sides;

b. Straight buttock lines, especially the avoidance of convex sections

aft of the bow area, to prevent development of negative dynamic bottom pressures;

c. Bottom deadrise, increasing rapidly in the bow area, to reduce impact

loads in waves and to provide lateral area for maneuvering; and

d. Fine entrance waterlines to reduce low speed resistance.

Typical high-speed planing hull geometry is shown in Figure 3.3.1.

When the planing hull is driven beyond the displacement ship speed range

(Fn>1.0), it develops positive hydrodynamic bottom pressures. As the hydrody-

namic lift increases with increasing speed, the amount of hydrostatic lift decreases

accordingly. Figure 3.3.2 shows the relation between hydrostatic and hydrodynamic

lift components versus Fn for a typical planing hull, and indicates the approximate

speed coefficient at which the center-of-gravity initially rises. In the planing

condition, the flow separates from the transom and chines, and the drag-to-lift

ratio is essentially constant for a given trim angle.

Figure 3.3.3 illustrates typical flow patterns over the wetted bottom area when

planing. The stagnation line separates the pressure area from the forward, so-called

"whisker-spray" area. The geometry and extent of these wetted regions vary with

speed, deadrise, and trim angle. Underwater photographs of planing surfaces clearly

identify the pressure area which is used to normalize the frictional drag component.

The spray area does not appear in underwater photographs, but can be estimated from

overwater visual observations.
1
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Figure 3.3.4 contains plots of typical variations of resistance-to-weight ratio

and trim as a function of Froude number for various hull length-to-beam ratios. It

is apparent that, especially for low length-to-beam ratios, the trim angle variations

are substantial. Although not shown, the wetted bottom area also varies with speed.

In the planing speed range, there is no side wetting for moderate to low length-to-

beam ratio hulls. There is some aft side wetting due to flow reattachment for mod-

erate to high length-to-beam ratio hulls. The extent of this side wetting is a func-

tion of trim angle, speed, and length-to-beam ratio.
2

3.3.1.2 Range of Geometric And Operational Variables

The planing hull form is extensively used for military patrol craft, crew boats,

recreational craft, high-speed ferries, and racing craft. The following range of

geometric and operational parameters are typical for existing and projected planing

hull designs:

Length (LOA) 4 - 60 m

Length-to-Beam Ratio 3 - 7

Displacement 5 - 600 long tons

Speed 20 - 60 knots

3.3.2 RESISTANCE INVESTIGATIONS (SMOOTH WATER)

3.3.2.1 Resistance Components

The total resistance of a hard chine planing hull is the sum of the following

components:

RT = RWF + RWB + Rp + RS + RV + RAp + RAA

where RWF = wavemaking resistance

RWB = wavebreaking resistance

Rp = pressure or induced drag

RS = spray resistance in whisker spray area; essentially a viscous drag

component which is presently taken to be dependent upon Reynolds

number. (Not developed in the displacement speed range.
1 )

RV - viscous resistance in pressure area. Dependent upon Reynolds number.1
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RAp appendage resistance, including struts, shafts, rudders, water scoops,

interference drag, etc.
3

RAA =aerodynamic drag. Dependent upon frontal area of superstructure and

fineness of bow. In model tests, the superstructure is usually omitted. 4

In the preplaning speed range, the spray resistance is negligible and the re-

maining components of resistance are identical to those for displacement ships with

their usual dependence upon Froude number and Reynolds number.

For a planing prismatic hull with straight buttock lines aft, the following

simple relationship exists when planing:

RWF + RWB + Rp = I tan T

where A = displacement

r = trim angle

so that the hydrodynamic resistance RH of an unappended prismatic hull operating in

the planing condition is:

RH =A tan r + RV + RS
- -

pressure viscous
drag drag

Figure 3.3.5 identifies the distribution between viscous drag and pressure drag for

various trim angles as a function of deadrise angle. For each deadrise surface,

there is a specific trim angle at which the drag is a minimum. In the usual planing

hull tests, the sum of viscous and spray drag is called total viscous drag.

3.3.2.2. Resistance Prediction Techniques

3.3.2.2.1 Typical Model. Unappended models which vary in length from 1 m to 5 m

are used for effective horsepower (EHP) tests. The scale is selected such that (a)

the hump speed is less than the critical speed of the tank and (b) because the same

model will most likely also be used in seakeeping tests, the model scale should allow

for simulation of the full-scale sea state within the wavemaking capabilities of the )
test facility.
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Models are usually constructed of wood or glass reinforced plastic (GRP) with a

strip of thin mylar plastic attached to the vertical edges of the chine and extending

approximately 1/32-in. below the chine in order to promote separation. Also, the

transom is slightly recessed to promote flow separation at the stern. Lucite models

can be used providing the chines and transom are sharpened to promote flow separa-

tion. Every effort would be made to avoid extraneous convex surfaces in the model

because at high test speeds, they will develop significant negative pressures.

For deep water testing, it is believed that there are minimal wall effects if

the tank width is at least seven times the model beam. It is strongly recommended

that appropriate studies be undertaken to identify the effect of tank boundaries over

the entire speed range of planing hulls.

3.3.2.2.2 Typical Smooth Water Test Procedure. The EHP tests are typically con-

ducted with the unappended model free-to-trim and heave, but fixed in roll, yaw,

sway, and surge. The model is ballasted with various combinations of fixed ballast

weights inside the hull to enable easy simulatiou of the various loading conditions

(normally three displacements and three longitudinal centers of gravity (LCG))

required by the designer. A pivot box, from which the model is towed, is installed

in the model so that the tow point corresponds with the shaft line, usually in the

midship vicinity. Provision is made to unload the model for the vertical component

of thrust in order to assure that the resultant "simulated" tow force acts along the

shaft line. Unloading tables are usually generated in advance so as to expedite the

test program. For combinations of large trim angles and shaft angles, the unloading

correction can be significant.

Because the drag of planing hulls is sensitive to runn;-ig trim angle, considera-

tion should be given to the pitching moments created by the lift and drag of the

appendages and by the induced propeller forces and moments. Analytical estimates of

these effects can be made using the procedures of Reference 3. If these induced

forces and moments appear to have an important influence on trim angle, then their

effect on hull drag can be accounted for by interpolating within the bare hull drag

data obtained for the range of loadings and LCG positions originally specified. For

routine commercial tests of planing hulls, the usual procedure is to only represent

the propeller thrust along the shaft line.

It is recommended that further research be directed to quantifying the effects

of propeller and appendages on planing hull performance. Reference 5 presents a
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further discussion of this subject and suggests a model test procedure for represent-

ing these effects.

Boundary layer turbulence simulation is required in the planing regime when the

Reynolds number (based on mean wetted length) is less than 5x10 6 . Because of

variable wetted areas, some test facilities tow turbulence-inducing struts ahead of

and along the model centerline. The effectiveness of 0.040-in. diameter strut is

demonstrated in Reference 6 and Figure 3.3.6 which is taken from that reference.

Other facilities use turbulence stimulators, such as studs, mounted at various longi-

tudinal locations along the bottom. The usual Reynolds number for model appendages

is so small that turbulence stimulation is not likely; hence, appendages are not in-

cluded on the model and their full-scale drag is best calculated.
4

The chine and keel lines are striped to indicate distance from transom. From

underwater photographs, the wetted length of the keel (LK) and chine (LC) are deter-

mined and used to define:

LK + LC
Wetted Pressure Area = b

2

Mean Wetted Length = (LK + LC)

L+ V~

Reynolds Number = 2 L C

where V = model speed

v - kinematic viscosity

b = beam

all in appropriately consistent units.

In a typical model test, the sum of the viscous drag in the spray and pressure

areas is normalized on the basis of the wetted pressure area.

For a given displacement and LCG, the quantities measured during an EHP test

include:

a. Total resistance in direction of towing velocity,

b. Trim angle of hull relative to base line,
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c. Vertical position of center-of-gravity relative to static location for the

entire speed range.

d. Towing speed.

e. Wetted pressure area from underwater photography,

f. Whisker spray area from visual observations (optional), and

g. Photograph of model underway.

3.3.2.2.3 Extrapolation Procedures. The bare hull resistance data are extrapolated

for full-scale values in accordance with the Froude hypothesis. Estimates of the

appendage forces and aerodynamic forces are then added to the hull drag.

CTS = (CTM - CFM) + CFS

where CTS = total resistance coefficient of unappended full-scale hull

CTM = total resistance coefficient of unappended model hull

CFM = viscous friction coefficient of model using ATTC Schoenherr or ITT

friction line

CFS = viscous friction coefficient of full-scale hull

All coefficients are normalized on the basis of wetted area exclusive of spray

area. A suitable correlation allowance CA is selected in collaboration with the

client. It is usual, however, to take CA=O because the bottom surface of plaring

hulls are generally quite smooth.

The use of the flat plate friction lines is somewhat questionable because, as

shown in Figure 3.3.3, there is a large accelerated flow in the pressure area just

aft of the stagnation line. Research studies should investigate this matter.

Equally important is the development of a basic understanding of the frictional drag

in the "whisker-spray" area.

Several limited geoseim tests of planing hulls have been inconclusive as related

to uncertain "scale-effects" on running trim angle and viscous drag. A basic,

thorough geoseim test program is recommended.

3.3.2.3 Procedures, Instrumentation, Tests, etc., Unique to Resistance Tests of

Planing Hulls

Except for the special considerations mentioned in Section 3.3.2.2., the proced-

ures, instrumentation, and test procedures are similar to those used for conventional

displacement ships.
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3.3.2.4 Outstanding Problems in Prediction of Smooth Water Resistance

The application of the flat plate skin friction line to planing surfaces should

be examined in view of the large accelerating flows aft of the stagnation line. The

frictional drag in the whisker spray region should be examined and properly formula-

ted in terms of Reynolds number, Weber number, and extent and direction of spray vel-

ocity. Reexamination of methods for stimulating turbulence in the boundary layer is

required for model Reynolds numbers less than 5 x 106. The effect of tank boundary

conditions on planing hull resistance should be defined.

3.3.2.5 Recommendations for Resistance Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.3.2.5.1 Examine and recommend methods for turbulence stimulation in boundary

layers subjected to large accelerated flows.

3.3.2.5.2 Examine the applicability of flat plate frictional coefficients to the

large accelerated flows on planing surfaces.

3.3.2.5.3 Examine and recommend methods for estimating spray drag and extrapolating

to full-scale values.

3.3.2.5.4 Examine and recommend methods for separate expansion of appendage drag.

Especially consider the advisability of including appendages in EHP model tests.

3.3.2.5.5 Document carriage interference effects on ambient free surface conditions.

3.3.2.5.6 Review and investigate all available information on wall and shallow water

effects for Fn > 0.3.

3.3.2.5.7 Examine effects of appendages and propeller-induced effects on running

trim and performance of planing hulls.

3.3.3 SEAKEEPING INVESTIGATIONS

At the present time, there is no completely developed theoretical method for

computing accelerations and motions of hard-chine planing hulls in irregular seas--

especially in the planing speed region. References 7 and 8 describe the most recent

theoretical efforts in this regard and indicate fairly good agreement with measured

motions. The predicted accelerations, however, indicate that further theoretical

developments are necessary. Hence, model tests are essential. Because planing hull

responses are nonlinear, the superposition procedures are not applicable so that

meaningful tests can only be made in irregular seas.
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3.3.3.1 Model Selection

The model scale used for seakeeping tests is usually identical to that used in

the previously described EHP tests. Of special concern is that the model size be

suitable to allow for proper simulation of the desired sea state within the wave-

making capabilities of the test tank. Further, the model should not be so small as

to prevent simultaneous scaling of the mass and moments of inertia when the necessary

test apparatus and instrumentation are installed.

The test model is fully appended with proper location of the deck house, break-

waters, etc., to evaluate the probability of superstructure impact and spray wetting

resulting from waves breaking over the bow.

The model is attached to the towing carriage by suitable pivots located at the

center of gravity. Provision is made within the model to relocate the pivot box as

necessary in order to represent various CG locations. The model deck area is made

watertight to avoid shipping water. The moments of inertia are obtained from free-

oscillation of the model when suspended from a knife edge and considering the system

to be a compound pendulum. Standard formulations are used to translate these results

into values of radius of gyration.

3.3.3.2 Typical Model Tests

Planing hull tests in head or following seas are usually accomplished by con-

straining an unpowered model in surge, yaw, roll, and sway and running at constant

speed. Reference 9 demonstrates that constant speed tests in head seas produce

essentially the same motions, oscillations, and added resistance as the more complex,

free-to-surge tests where the model is towed with constant thrust. Constant speed

tests in waves increase the tank productivity and expedite data analysis when perfor-

mance analysis is to be made at selected speeds. It is recommended that all towing

tank facilities relate their experience in comparing fixed and free-to-surge test

results.

Planing hull seakeeping test objectives and procedures are basically similar to

the displacement ship except for the following differences:

a. Because of high model test speeds, there are fewer numbers of wave encoun-

ters in a given tank length so that repeat runs are necessary in different sections

of the irregular wave system to obtain at least 100 wave encounters. The data from

the separate runs are "pieced" together and statistically analyzed as one continuous

run.
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b. High-speed tests in oblique seas are usually not attainable because of the

low speed and dimensional limitations of existing maneuvering tank facilities. Low-

speed tests, however, can be carried out to a limited extent using small model

lengths.

c. In the planing speed range, hull slamming is very common and special consid-

eration must be given to assure proper frequency response of installed accelero-

me ters.

d. Simulation of surf zone operation is necessary for occasional tests of

planing hull landing craft.

Although most tests are conducted in irregular seas, regular waves are occasionally

used for basic studies such as examining the extent of linearity, etc.

3.3.3.3 Quantities Measured During Tests

The quantities measured during seakeeping tests depend upon the clients' needs,

but usually include:

a. Speed of model,

b. Total resistance,

c. Accelerations at the CG, bow and stern,

d. Trim angle,

e. Heave motion, usually of CG,

f. Relative bow motion,

g. Wave height, at stationary point in tank,

h. Closed-circuit television and/or movie coverage of model behavior,

i. Roll motions; and

j. Natural periods and damping ratios in heave, pitch, and roll at zero speed.

3.3.3.4 Instrumentation Used in Wave Tests

The wave profile in the test section is usually measured by a stationary wave

probe of resistance, capacitance, or ultrasonic type. Moving wave probes have been

somewhat inconsistent--perhaps due to spray generation or other uncertain effects,

mainly at high towing speeds.

The accelerometers must measure (a) wave-induced hull motion accelerations where

the maximum frequency can be estimated from the energy content of the spectrum in the

frequency of encounter domain and (b) hull-wave impact accelerations which are of

substantially higher frequency. In either case, the accelerometers that are selected

should have a damping constant equal to 70 percent critical (to obtain a linear out-

put to as large a frequency as possible) and a natural frequency at least 2.5 times
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greater than the expected frequency of a hull-wave impact. Some guidance in this

regard is the following empirical solution for the maximum frequency component (in

hertz) of the hull wave impact acceleration for typical planing hulls:

fimpact - 9lI6 , Hz

where A = craft displacement, metric tons

1/10 = 1/10 highest CG acceleration, g (see Reference 2)

This formula is still to be verified and, thus, it is recommended that all towing

tanks compare their methods for selecting accelerometers and perhaps agree on one

procedure.

The intent in model testing is to measure the rigid body accelerations; hence,

the model construction should be as stiff as possible. Even so, it will be found

that all models do have an elastic response of their own and steps must be taken to

prevent the model's structural response from contaminating the acceleration record.

This contamination, apart from affecting the magnitude of the acceleration (magnif-

ication factor) will affect the statistical measures by causing extraneous vibra-

tions. A system of low-pass filtering is used to compensate for and isolate the

structural vibration of the model (first mode). It is recommended that the cut-off

frequency of this filter be, at most, one-half the model frequency and also be larger

than the expected impact acceleration frequency. Because this filtering affects the

phase of the response, identical filters must be applied to all relevant data chan-

nels, i.e., wave elevation, and heave and pitch motions, wherever relative phase in-

formations is required. It is recommended that existing towing tanks compare methods

for isolating the structural vibrations. This is of particular importance if the

frequency content of the impact acceleration contains the first mode structural

vibration frequency of the model.

Selection of the drag balance capacity requires the calculation of the maximum

anticipated drag load in calm water, using either series data or the standard pre-

diction equations. A balance should then be chosen having a capacity equal to twice

the maximum calm water drag. This will allow an adequate margin for the balance to

expand linearly to wave-induced loads and for noise-induced in the balance by the

towing system. This assumes that the measurement required is the average drag in
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waves. Time histories of the drag force require that the dynamic response of the

balance be given consideration somewhat in the manner of an accelerometer.

The problem in measuring heave and pitch rotions is one of gearing down the

large motion displacements to a displacement transducer. Although similar consider-

ations apply to displacement ship model tests, the motions are relatively larger for

planing hull models. Care must be taken that the gearing and transducer do not

impede the motion of the model and yet follow the motion under dynamic conditions,

e.g., must be free of backlash. This is not a simple problem because the reduction

ratio can be on the order of 500 to I.

3.3.3.5 Test Wave Environment

Most planing hull model tests are conducted in irregular head and/or following

seas over a wide speed range. The sea spectra used vary with the tank facility and

clients' desires, but are usually the deep water spectra defined by the ITTC, the

ISSC, or the Pierson-Moskowitz formulation which are reproduced as unidirectional

waves. Because most planing craft operate in coastal waters, a finite depth spectrum

would be more suitable if a representative formulation can be agreed upon. It is

recommended that consideration be given to the Jonswap and Darbyshire spectra.

To provide some guidance as to the sea states of interest, a 100-ft long high-

speed planing hull should have operational capability in a state of sea having a

significant wave height of at least 5 ft and a survival capability, at low speed, in

a significant wave height of at least 10 to 12 ft. Because these sea states are

considerably smaller than used in displacement ship tests, wavemakers in existing

tanks may experience difficulty in producing good quality wave forms as required by

the usual small size planing model.

3.3.3.6 Data Collection and Processing

Data collection and processing are highly computerized in most existing tank

facilities. Usually both analog and digital signals are simultaneously recorded.

The analog signal is used for diagnostic purposes (if digital outputs appear to be

suspicious) and the digital data, which are usually obtained at a scanning rate of

250 Hz, is used to develop the statistics of the model behavior.

It is important that the data-scanning system ignore extraneous noise or car-

riage vibration signals, or else the statistical representation of results will be

seriously distorted. To avoid this problem buffers are installed which will ignore

these small voltage inputs. The buffer size is selected by running the model at the

same speed in calm water and finding the average 1/3-highest peak and trough for each
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acceleration and motion channel. The algebraic difference of these values is selec-

ted as the size of the buffer.

For most development tests, data are processed on-line so that results are

available tankside immediately after the run. The following data are typically pre-

sented:

Weight of model

Speed

Average drag

Significant wave height

Number of wave encounters for pitch, heave, and accelerations:

Mean values

rms

Number of oscillations

Average 1/3, 1/10; extremes of maxima and minima

Television coverage on tape cassette

Properly time-scaled movies

Continued emphasis is currently being placed on interpretation of the seakeep-

ing results--expecially relative to habitability. For this purpose, the vertical

acceleration data are also presented as a plot of RMS in 1/3-octave bands and, for

intermediate frequencies > 1 Hz, are compared with the International Standards Orga-

nization standard for fatigue-decreased proficiency. The criteria for lower fre-

quencies is that of von Gierke for motion sickness incidence.

The 1/10-highest vertical accelerations are usually the basis for structural

design.

3.3.3.7 Data Presentation

The tankside computer outputs described in Section 3.3.3.6 may constitute the

data section of the final test report. These results are plotted as required to

complement the discussion, analysis, and recommendation sections of the final report.

Motion and acceleration transfer functions are not calculated from the energy

spectra of the motions and encountered waves because of the nonlinear behavior of

planing craft in irregular seas.

3.3.3.8 Extrapolation of Model Results to Prototype

The extrapolation of model test results to prototype values is based on Froude's

icaling laws and is basically similar to that in displacement ship technology.
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3.3.3.9 Correlation of Model Test Results

At the present time, there are only limited model, full-scale comparisons of

planing hull seakeeping characteristics. Reference 10 shows that, if proper adjust-

ments are made to account for differences in model-prototype state of sea, mean trim

angle, displacement, etc., then the model accelerations are just slightly larger than

full-scale values. Differences between model and full-scale elasticity, method of

mounting the accelerations, and methods of data processing do influence the compari-

sons and should be further investigated.

It is essential that more seakeeping data be collected for correlation purposes.

All tank superintendants are urged to contribute comparative results whenever pos-

sible.

3.3.3.10 Outstanding Problems in Rough Water Model Tests

Operation in oblique seas is an important operational mode and yet only a very

limited number of test facilities are available to represent this condition and

these are restricted to medium speeds using small models. Self-propelled, rudder-

controlled, model tests have been employed in oblique sea tests.

Present methods for recording wave profile using a wave probe moving at high

speed are unsatisfactory.

The effect of model elasticity in influencing the accelerations in the model is

yet to be properly established.

Acceptable wave spectra for water of finite depth are lacking.

The degree of motion, resistance, and acceleration linearity in a seaway should

be identified in a parametric fashion.

3.3.3.11 Recommendations for Seakeeping Studies to 16th ITTC

3.3.3.11.1 Investigate the extent of linearity as applied to hard-chine, high-speed

planing hulls in irregular seas.

3.3.3.11.2 Recommend sea spectra for finite water depth.

3.3.3.11.3 Collect and correlate model, analytical, and full-scale seakeeping data.

3.3.3.11.4 Provide guidance for the selection of appropriate accelerometer charac-

teristics and the location in the model to properly account for model elasticity and

acceleration frequency in order to obtain "rigid-body" impact accelerations.

3.3.3.11.5 Establish the model test procedure for performance evaluations in follow-

ing seas.
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3.3.3.11.6 Establish a distribution function for the relation between the statistics

of impact accelerations.

3.3.3.11.7 Establish the relation between natural damping characteristics, Froude

number, and Reynolds number.

3.3.4 MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

Maneuverability investigations of high-speed planing hulls are not routinely

undertaken in towing tanks. Occasionally there are requests for such evaluations,

but these are limited to simple tests which will identify the turning diameter and/

or the dynamic directional stability index for a specific design. At the moment,

there is no complete set of six-degree-of-freedom equations of motions and accompany-

ing definitions of the various coupled and uncoupled hydrodynamic coefficients re-

quired to simulate the maneuvering characteristics of hard-chine planing hulls. The

amount of experimental data available relative to maneuvering and control of planing

craft is very limited and fragmentary. Results of elemental dynamic tests are almost

nonexistent.

3.3.4.1 Quantities Which Have a Major Influence on Maneuvering Characteristics

3.3.4.1.1 Basic Hull Form. It is important to understand that the hydrodynamic

forces and moments on the hull are highly nonlinear, and are strongly dependent upon

wetted hull geometry, trim angle, roll angle, yaw angle, wetted length, and Froude

number--all of which vary significantly during a maneuver. Further, there is evi-

dence of strong yaw-roll coupling which is dependent upon trim angle and speed.

While there may be some success in analytical or semiempirical representations of

the static stability derivatives, there has been no demonstrated success in the pre-

diction of the dynamic (damping and added mass) derivatives.

Model details, especially chine and keel sharpness, may have a significant ef-

fect upon all hydrodynamic coefficients when planing asymmetrically. For instance,

a hard-chine boat will experience a slight increase in roll moment with roll angle

at high speed, whereas a round-bilge hull, which does not provide for flow separa-

tion at the chine, may actually demonstrate a decrease in roll moment with roll

angle.

3.3.4.1.2 Appendages. These are typified by large propeller shaft angles, shaft

support struts, and either bottom-mounted or stern-mounted surface-piercing rudders.

At high planing speeds, these appendages will likely experience some degree of cavi-

tation and ventilation in a turn and seriously upset any predictions based on the
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assumption of fully wetted flows. Hull interaction with these cavitated appendages

can also influence the equilibrium of the craft.

3.3.4.1.3 Propulsion System. The large horsepowers presently being installed in

small planing craft can impose large propeller-induced torques which provide a roll

bias to the craft. Transom-mounted trim-flaps can correct for this when deflected

asymmetrically and should be included in any analytical or model simulation.

Because of the possibility of combined large hull trim angles and shaft angles,

the propeller will develop a laterally displaced (relative to the shaft line) thrust

which, particularly in small craft, can introduce large steering torques on the

craft. The magnitude of this effect is dependent upon whether the propeller is fully

wetted or cavitated and should be considered in any simulation of maneuvering. Fur-

ther, the hydrodynamic moments on the strut of outdrive units are strongly influenced

by the Munk moment developed by the conical fairing ahead of the propeller and should

be accounted for.

The majority of the hydrodynamic effects described above have not been quanti-

fied, especially for ventilated and cavitated flows.

3.3.4.2 Experimental Procedures

Three basic test methods can be used in exploratory studies of planing craft

maneuvering. They are:

a. Captive model tests on rotating arm and straight course

b. Captive model tests on planar-motion mechanisms

c. Radio-controlled free-running models

The rotating arm tests provide data useful for predicting directional stability

and turning circles, but do not provide trim, roll and heave damping, and added mass

terms. A planar-motion mechanism can provide these quantities, but contains a fre-

quency dependence which must still be identified. The radio-controlled model does

not provide basic hydrodynamic data. All three methods are deficient in not repre-

senting the cavitation effects on propellers, rudders, skegs, support struts, etc.

It must be concluded that the development of model test procedures or analytical

methods for simulation of maneuvering of planing craft has been severely neglected.

3.3.4.3 Data Collection and Presentation

Reference 11 presents an example of a limited test program using straight-

course tests and rotating-arm tests to define the coursekeeping stability and turning

performance of a hard-chine planing hull. It is not known whether similar studies

have been made using a planar motion mechanism.
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The procedure is to mount, on the rotating arm or straight-course apparatus, an

appended model which is free-to-heave and pitch, but restrained at fixed values of

yaw and roll and locked in surge and sway. The drag, side force, yaw moment, and

roll moment are measured at various speeds, turning radii, and rudder deflection.

For dynamic course stability (neglecting yaw-roll coupling), the data for zero

roll are plotted as a function of yaw angle and radius for each test speed and, from

these, values of Nv, Nr, Yv, and Yr are obtained. The course stability is found from

linear differential equations of motion using these hydrodynamic derivatives and in-

troducing appendage and propulsor effects which have not been included in the test

model.

The equilibrium turning diameter, roll angle, and rudder deflection at each

test speed is found by solving the simultaneous equations of yaw, roll, and side

force equilibrium, including the estimated propeller and appendage effects which

have not been included in the test model.

The uncertainty in both procedures stems from the omission of unknown cavitation,

ventilation, and interference effects.

3.3.4.4 Extrapolation of Model Results to Prototype

The usual Froude scaling relations are used.

3.3.4.5 Correlation of Model Test Results with Full-Scale

Comparisons of model and prototype results are extemely limited because of the

scarcity of model predictions. Those few comparisons that have been made indicate

the directional stability predictions have been confirmed, but that the prototype

turning radius is slightly larger than predicted, probably due to partial cavitation

of the full-scale appendages and rudders.

3.3.4.6 Outstanding Problems

The major problems concerning the predictability of the maneuvering characteris-

tics of the hard-chine, high-speed planing hull are:

a. Lack of developed six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion for self-

propelled, controlled, high-speed, hard-chine hull forms;

b. Scarcity of basic hydrodynamic data on hull forms, appendages, propul-

sors, and their interactions in ventilated and cavitated conditions;

c. Lack of development of suitable experimental and/or combined analytical

and experimental methods for predicting maneuvering characteristics; and

d. Dearth of full-scale data and even fewer attempts at model-to-full-

scale correlations.
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3.3.4.7 Recommendations for Maneuverability Studies to 16th ITTC

In view of its present undeveloped state of technology, it is recommended that

a basic study of all aspects of planing hull maneuverability be undertaken and recom-

mendations be made for suitable model test procedures to predict these characteris-

tics.

3.3.5 PERFORMANCE (SHP) INVESTIGATIONS

3.3.5.1 Types of Propulsors Used

Nearly every form of propulsor has been used to propel planing hulls. These

include:

a. Subcavitating propellers on inclined shafts;

b. Subcavitating propellers in tunnel sterns;

c. Subcavitating propellers on outdrive and outboard units;

d. Fully cavitated propellers installed as in (a),(b), and (c) above;

e. Surface-piercing propellers;

f. Supercavitating propellers;

g. Waterjets; and

h. Single- and multiscrew installations.

3.3.5.2 Equilibrium Condition of Self-Propelled Planing Hull

As described in section 3.3.2.2, the forces that contribute to the equilibruim

running trim and total drag of a self-propelled planing hull include the hydrodynamic

lift and drag of the hull, the hydrodynamic lift and drag of the appendages, and the

propeller forces--both direct and induced. These effects have a substantially larger

influence on the performance of planing hulls than in the case of displacement ships.

Figure 3.3.7 shows the forces present on a planing hull with submerged pro-

pellers on waterline shafts. This figure, taken from Reference 3, shows separately

the forces on the hull, the appendage forces, and the propeller forces.

3.3.5.2.1 Hull Forces. The lift and drag forces on the hull, together with the

location of their lines of action and dependence upon hull geometry, speed, and load-

ing are given in Reference 1.

3.3.5.2.2 Appendage Forces. For the case of planing hulls, appendage lift, as well

as drag, must be considered. Reference 3 presents numerical methods for predicting

these forces for typical elements of planing craft appendages, including inclined

propeller shafts, struts, strut bossing, strut palms, interference drag, rudders

(ventilated and fully wetted), etc. Many of these appendage shapes are unique to
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planing craft and are not considered in the case of typical displacement ships. On

a model scale, the Reynolds numbers of these appendages are usually so small that

turbulence stimulation in their boundary layers is unlikely.

3.3.5.2.3 Propeller Shaft Forces. Propellers on planing hulls are typically moun-

ted on inclined shafts, resulting in a sinusoidal variation in tangential velocity

which is a function of angular position of each propeller blade. The effect of this

inclination is to result in (a) higher total thrust and torque than for the same

advance ratio in axial flow, and (b) an upward vertical force in the plane of the

propeller. Reference 3 presents analytical methods for estimating these forces.

3.3.5.2.4 Propeller Forces Induced on Hull. The effect of the propeller operating

near the bottom of a planing hull is to induce small pressures acting over large

areas of the bottom. These induced propeller forces result in a net suction force

forward of the propeller and a positive pressure force aft of the propeller. The

total effect is to tend to increase the hull trim angle. Again, Reference 3 provides

analytical methods for estimating these forces.

3.3.5.2.5 Propeller-Induced Drag on Rudder. When located in the propeller slip-

stream the rudder experiences (a) an axial flow greater than the free-stream

velocity, and (b) a normal component of velocity due to the rotational component of

flow in the propeller wash. As a result, the rudder profile drag is increased by the

increased flow velocity and an induced drag results from the "effective angle of

attack" of the rudder relative to the resultant incident velocity. Reference 3 pro-

vides a method for estimating the propeller-induced drag.

The lines of action of all the above forces is pictorially shown in Figure

3.3.7. It is seen that each appendage has a direct drag contribution and, through

their effect on the pitching moment, influence the equilibrium trim and, hence, the

hull drag which is a major component of the total resistance. The EHP tests with

unappended models only account for the unloading effect of the propeller th'rust along

the shaft line (Section 3.3.2.2). Full-scale predictions for the propelled planing

craft must account for the appendage and propulsion effects described previously.

3.3.5.3 Self-Propulsion Tests

Model tests to determine shaft horsepower (SHP) are made with fully appended,

self-propelled models--even though it is recognized that turbulence stimulation of

the appendages may not be adequate and the model propellers may not represent the

cavitation expected to be experienced by the full-scale craft. This procedure is
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accepted because of the inherent limitations of atmospheric pressure towing tanks

and economic considerations for limiting the size of the test model.

Resistance tests are first performed on a fully appended model without the pro-

pulsor in order to provide baseline data useful to develop the propulsive coeffi-

cients. The self-propelled tests are then conducted to obtain the effective wake

fraction, relative rotative efficiency and the thrust deduction coefficients. These

results are used to design the full-scale propeller and predict delivered horsepower

requirements. Although the procedure appears to be acceptable for noncavitated

flows, there are uncertainties, yet to be resolved, when appendages and/or prototype

propellers are cavitated because conventional towing tanks cannot simulate simul-

taneously Froude number and cavitation number.

The self-propelled tests are usually carried out for overload and underload con-

ditions where a group of test runs are carried out at fixed speed and various rates

of propeller rotation. During these tests, a tow force is applied which corresponds

to a difference between model and ship specific resistances (assuming incomplete

turbulence stimulation over the appendages). This type of test provides information

which may be applied for any desired assumptions concerning roughness allowance,

scale ratio, air drag, rough-water drag increment, etc.

It is unusual for wake surveys to be taken with planing hulls so that the full-

scale propeller design is adapted to the mean wake as determined from the wake frac-

tion.

Open-water tests of the model propellers are usually made at zero incidence to

the flow and at fully wetted conditions. Thus, the propulsive coefficients include

the effect of flow incidence due to shaft inclination and propeller-induced effects

on the model trim angle.

Although other propulsor types (waterjets, tunnel propellers, partially sub-

merged propellers, etc.) have been used on planing craft, self-propelled model tests

using these devices are so limited that it is premature to discuss the results and

procedures.

3.3.5.4 Measurements of Full-Scale Performance

As stated in Reference 10, speed-power prediction for planing craft has little

documented correlation evidence to indicate the magnitude or type, or even if a cor-

relation allowance is required.

There is some doubt in assuming that the measured model propulsive coefficients

apply directly to full-scale, as all factors are liable to scale effect and, with the
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invariable existence of full-scale propeller cavitation at high spped, there is an

undefined complex interaction between propulsion system, appendages, and hull.

Relatively few planing craft designs have been supported by model propulsion

tests in the design stage due to economics and a lack of understanding of how the

results must be interpreted to be applicable. These limitations have resulted in

most speed-power predictions being made using bare hull resistance tests (EHP) and

making appropriate engineering allowances for appendages, propulsors, and interfer-

ence effects. A suggested computerized procedure for using bare hull resistance data

to estimate SliP while fully accounting for the appendage and propeller effects is

given in Reference 5. It is recommended that this and similar methods be evaluated.

Because of the relatively low cost of planing hull propellers, it is not un-

usual, in the case of a cavitated propeller, to provide a second propeller design

based on the full-scale experience of the initial design, particularly if full-scale

torque and RPM are measured.

3.3.5.5 Correlation of Model and Prototype Results

For noncavitating propellers, correlation between predicted (using bare hull

EHP results and estimates of appendage drag and propulsive coefficients offered by

Reference 4) and full-scale performance has been good. For cavitated flows, the

correlations have not been good. However, recent procedures developed in Reference

10 do provide correlation factors for operation at low cavitation numbers. These

are based on limited data and should be expanded as more full-scale results become

available.

3.3.5.6 Outstanding Problems

It is important to identify the scale effects on hull form, appendage and pro-

pulsor forces and moments because the equilibrium condition of a planing hull depends

upon a balance of all forces and moments. Should there be scale effects on any or

all of these forces and their centers of application, then full-scale and model trim

and rise will be at variance.

Further, it is important that direct and indirect ventilation and cavitation

effects be identified. In this regard, there is a need for characterizing cavitated

and partially cavitated propellers in inclined flows in proximity of a free water

surface and a rigid surface representative of hull bottoms.

Finally, a reliable experimental and analytical method needs to be established

for speed-power predictions.
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3.3.5.7 Recommendations for Propulsion Studies to 16th ITTC

3.3.5.7.1 Identify scale effects in noncavitated self-propulsion tests.

3.3.5.7.2 Identify the effect of cavitation on the propeller-hull interaction.

3.3.5.7.3 Identify characteristics of the cavitated propeller in inclined flows.

3.3.5.7.4 Investigate methods for obtaining powering predictions of water-jet pro-

pelled craft.

3.3.5.7.5 Examine the following predictive techniques and recommend an acceptable

test method:

a. Self-propelled model;

b. Towed, bare-hull model combined with analytical estimates of appendage

and propulsor forces; and

c. Analytical model.

3.3.6 PROPULSOR INVESTIGATIONS

3.3.6.1 Typical Propulsors

Section 3.3.5.1 provides information regarding typical propulsors.

3.3.6.2 Propulsor Problems Unique to Planing Craft

There is a general lack of performance characteristics of the following:

a. Cavitated and noncavitated propellers in inclined flow near a free sur-

face or near a rigid plate typical of hull bottoms;

b. Tunnel-stern propeller systems;

c. Effect of aeration over the hull bottom on the performance of various

propulsors;

d. Propeller-induced vibratory forces on the hull bottom, especially with

cavitated propellers; and

e. Effect of air ingestion on performance of water jets.

3.3.6.3 Recommendations on Propulsor Studies to 16th ITTC

Essentially to recommend a study of problems described in section 3.3.6.2.

3.3.7 CAVITATION INVESTIGATION

The current studies of the Cavitation Committee include areas of major interest

to the designer of planing hulls and this work should be continued in cooperation

with the activities of a High-Spted Marine Vehicles Committee.
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3.3.8 PRESENTATION AND INFORMATION

It is recommended that inquiries be made of the various technical societies,

towing tanks, etc., as to their use of particular symbols, coefficients, etc., which

have been accepted and used by each of these groups in their evaluations of planing

hulls and then to incorporate these symbols, etc., into the Standard Symbols and ITTC

Dictionary of Ship Hydrodynamics.
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3.4 SEMISUBMERGED HYDROFOIL CRAFT

by

Burkhard Muller-Graf

Versuchsanstalt Fur Wasserbau Und Schiffbau

3.4.1 CONCEPT DEFINITION

3.4.1.1 Configuration

Hydrofoil craft with semisubmerged foil systems are designed to operate in a

speed range of 28 to 45 knots, and in exceptional cases up to V = 60 knots. In the

hullborne mode, at speeds V < 0.4 Vmax (Fn\ < 4) the weight of the vessel is sup-

ported by buoyant lift. During the take-off period (FnA\ -4 to 5) the buoyant lift

and the dynamic lift of the hull decrease in the same way as the hydrodynamic lift of

the foils increases. In the foilborne mode, V > 0.6 Vmax or FnA > 8, the weight

is totally supported by the lift of the foils. The resistance of the foilborne ves-

sel, comprising foil, appendage, and aerodynamic drag, is less than 50 percent of a

comparable displacement supported vessel. Further merits of surface piercing hydro-

foil crafts (SPH) are their good seakeeping qualities and the small speed loss in

waves.

3.4.1.1.1 Foil System. The surface piercing foil systems are characterized by:

3.4.1.1.1.1 Dihedral or anhedral foils, hoops, or ladder foils. In the foil-

borne mode the foil area is partially submerged. The reserve area is clear above the

water surface (Figure 3.4.1).

3.4.1.1.1.2 Inherent static and dynamic stability in pitch, roll, yaw, and

heave. The foilborne craft is automatically stabilized by area stabilization. A

deviation from the equilibrium condition causes a change of the lift producing wetted

foil area which creates restoring forces and moments. The requisite reserve lifting

area is mostly provided by trapezoidal foil tips (Figure 3.4.1) or in some cases by

ladder shaped foil systems (Figure 3.4.2).

3.4.1.1.1.3 Wave disturbances. Marked effects of wave disturbances on dynamic

longitudinal and lateral hull response, resulting from area stabilization.

3.4.1.1.1.4 Low take-off speed. Take-off begins at, VT 0.5 Vmax. The

lift is generated predominantly by two foil units, a bow foil and a rear foil. The

foil arrangement is categorized as:
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a. Conventional or airplane type. The main foil, arranged nearly midships but

before the longitudinal center of gravity (LCG), carries 90 percent of the

total weight; the auxiliary stern foil carries the remainder.

b. Tandem type. The front foil near the bow supports 55 to 65 percent of the

total weight. The rear foil is fitted at the transom.

c. Canard type. The rear foil near the transom carries 90 percent of the total

weight.

The area of each foil unit is mostly unsplit, but for foil retraction the area

can be split laterally in two. Sweep-back of the foils is unusual.

During the take-off period the lift of the foils can be controlled by changes

of the angle of incidence of the foil unit, by flaps or by air feeding.

The cross-section of the foils are mostly of the subcavitating type. At speeds

above V = 50 knots supercavitating and superventilated profiles have to be used.

The cross-sections of the struts and the supporting legs are streamlined or base

ventilated. Fences are used to control ventilation on foils and struts.

3.4.1.1.2 Hull Form. The hull shape mainly depends upon the type of longitudinal

foil arrangement and the required interplay between foil and hull lift during the

take-off period. For vehicles with aeroplane foil configuration, unconventional bluff

bowed monohull forms are used. 1 Tandem foils require hard chine planing hull types

with moderate or high deadrise. 2 ,3 To facilitate the hull emersion, transversal or

oblique wedges or steps are provided at the bottom (Figure 3.4.3). For canard foil

configuration, hulls with fine forward lines and a high deadrise are preferred.

3.4.1.2 Range of Hull Dimensions and Operational Limits

Hydrofoil vessels with surface piercing foil systems are used for high speed

passenger transport in coastal waters and in some cases for military purposes. The

following dimensions are typical for crew beats and ferries:

Length (LOA) 9 - 40 m

Length-to-Beam Ratio L/B (Hull) 3.5 - 6.0

Bmax (overfoils) 2.5 - 16.0 m

Displacement 4 - 200 tons

Speed (foilborne) 30 - 45 knots

The seakeeping capability of the craft increases with its size, especially with

the hull clearance. Hulls of 30 m length with 60 to 80 tons displacement can operate

foilborne in a State 4 sea with 2.0 m significant wave height. Vessels of 150 to 180
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tons displacement can perform safely in a State 5 sea with significant wave heights

of 2.5 m. In the following seas the marginal wave heights are smaller; broaching of

foils is a fairly frrquent phenomenon but seldom violent and never a threat to

safety. Quick take-off in waves proposes no problems. The comfort of ride in beam

swell is excellent.

3.4.1.3 Foil Specification

Commercial and paramilitary vessels are equipped with the Supramar or Schertel-

Sachsenberg tandem foil system with front foils carrying approximately 60 to 65 per-

cent of the total weight. At displacement A < 100 tons the front and rear foils are

the surface piercing unsplit V-type. Depending upon the size of the craft, the lift

can be controlled either by adjustable foil units or by flaps. Craft with displace-

ments A > 100 tons are equipped with the Supramar hybrid foil system, consisting of

a surface piercing w-shaped front foil and a fully submerged rear foil; see Figure

3.4.4. The lift is controlled by flaps and airfeeding. The stability of the vessel

is maintained by the autostability of the front foil combined with an artifical air-

stabilization.

3.4.1.4 Steering and Power Transmission

The rudder assembly which includes one or two rudder stems with flaps, is

attached to the rear foil. The propellers, driven by inclined shafts are located

ahead or astern of the rear foil (mostly below it); z-drive systems are seldom used.

3.4.2 RESISTANCE INVESTIGATIONS (SMOOTH WATER)

3.4.2.1 Total Resistance

3.4.2.1.1 Hullborne. Below the take-off speed, V < 0.5 Vmax, the craft behaves like

a planing boat. The total resistance includes the hull resistance with all its com-

ponents and the drag of the foil-strut systems:

RT,S = RH,S + DF,S

The hull resistance at speeds Fn > 0.4 is composed of

RH S - RWp + Rp + RS + RV + RAp + RAA + Rparas

+ ARAW + ARST
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with

RV = RF + RVp

At the hump speed, Fn = 0.45 to 0.5 close below the take-off speed, the resis-

tance of the bare hull amounts to, approximately, 60 to 65 percent of the total re-

sistance; see Figure 3.4.5.

The drag of the foil units is the sum of the following components:

DF,S = !Dp + ID, + XD W + JDInterf" + YD S + IDVent

3.4.2.1.2 Foilborne. Above the take-off speed, when the hull is clear out of the

water (Figure 3.4.6), the total resistance is given by:

RTS = IDF,L + IDStrut + RAP + RAA + ADAW

The foil drag DF,L is the greatest resistance component with, approximately, 60 per-

cent of the total resistance.

3.4.2.2 Resistance Components

The contribution of the different resistance components versus speed is shown

in Figure 3.4.5.

3.4.2.2.1 Hull Resistance. The resistance components of the appended hull at Fn>

0.4 are:

RWp = Wave Pattern resistance

Rp = Pressure or induced resistance

RS  = Spray resistance

RV  = Viscous resistance

RF = Frictional resistance

RVp = Pressure resistance of viscous origin

RAP = Appendage drag

RAA = Aerodynamic drag

ARAW = Added resistance due to small waves

ARST = Added resistance due to course keeping

and the methods of their determination are described in detail in Section 3.4.2.1.1.

The lower aerodynamic drag coefficient of the hydrofoil vessel, CAA = 0.6 to

0.8, and the effects of ventilation and spray generation on the drag of the inclined

surface piercing shafts, must be taken into account. Due to the high directional
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stability of the foil-strut systems the added resistance caused by coursekeeping can

be neglected.

3.4.2.2.2 Foil-Strut Drag. The drag of the lift generating foil elements, DFL,

and those of the nonlift generating struts, DStruts, are composed of the following

components:

Dp = Profile or section drag. The streamline drag depends upon Rn, thickness

ratio t/c, camber ratio m/c, surface roughness, and angle of attack. 4

DI  = Induced drag. The drag due to lift depends upon the dihedral angle, aspect

ratio, induced angle of attack, submergence of the foil, taper ratio, and

thickness ratio. This drag component which amounts to approximately 30

percent of the total foilborne resistance is obvious by the trough behind

the foil unit and by the lateral waves originating at the foils at the

region of surface penetration (Figure 3.4.7). The volume weight of the

trough is of the same size as the foil's lift. The induced drag of the

front foil can be recovered partially if the rear foil is positioned just
under half the wavelength behind the former.

DW  =Wave drag. The wave drag of surface piercing nonlift generating foils and

struts arises by generating gravity waves. It decreases rapidly at

Fnc > 1. Due to the high values of the Froude number Fnc, based on

chord length, this type of wave drag is very small and can be neglected

at speeds above the take-off condition.
4

Dlnterf = Interference drag. It arises from the mutual interaction of the boundary

layers at the junctions of foils and struts or air fences.

DS  = Spray drag. This resistance is associated with generating spray at the

surface piercing struts, rudders, and foils. It increases with thickness

ratio t/c and depends upon Froude number relating to chord length.

Dvent = Drag due to ventilation. It is caused by the reduced pressure at the rear

side of surface piercing struts or at the upper side of air-fed submerged

foils.

ADAW = Added resistance due to rippling seas. This component amounts to, approxi-

mately, 2 to 3 percent of the foilborne drag. 5

3.4.2.3 Resistance Prediction Technique

3.4.2.3.1 General Consideration. The wave resistance and the spray drag of the hull,

both components strongly affected by the presence of the foil-strut units, cannot be

calculated directly. In the foilborne mode the analytical determination of the foil
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drag is not accurate enough to define realistic power requirements. The computation

does not take into account the interdependency of both foil units on lift and drag,

nor the effects of the bow foil trough on the inflow direction at the shafts, rud-

ders, and stern struts. Hence, model tests are the unique procedure to determine the

wavemaking resistance of the hull and the total foil drag with sufficient accuracy.

In addition, tests with the isolated foil system are often required to obtain

the foil characteristics at atmospheric and cavitation conditions.

3.4.2.3.2 Typical Models. The model scale of foils and hulls is scaled according to

Froude's law of similarity. The chosen chord length has to guarantee super-critical

Rn numbers (based on section length) at least at speeds where the takeoff starts.

To overcome blockage effects on hull resistance, the hull length should be smaller

than 1.25 times the tank depth and smaller than one half of the tank width.

The length of the model hulls varies for 1.8 to 3.4 m, the displacement from

0.04 to 0.15 m3 , approximately. The models, made of plywood or glass reinforced

plastic (GRP) are fitted with adjustable bow and rear foil units, with rudders and

propeller shafts (Figure 3.4.8). The foil sections of the model may be different from

those of the full-scale vessel to guarantee the same lift curve slope dCL/do. The

foils consist of corrosion resistant material to minimize surface roughness effects.

They are manufactured very carefully to ensure uniformity of the foil sections.

Chord lengths of 0.1 to 0.18 m are typical. Alterations of the angle of attack due

to deformations of the foil system by hydrodynamic loads should be limited to

Ao < 0.1 deg. The accuracy of the foil adjustment must be of the same value.

Hull, struts, and foils are marked with a net of waterlines. At Rn < 5 X 105

in the hullborne mode, turbulence stimulators (studs of 2.5 mm diameter located abaft

the stem) are provided.

For basic investigations of the mutual interference of bow and rear foil, the

foil units are attached to a lattice or plate girder (Figure 3.4.9).

3.4.2.3.3 Typical Hull-Foil Test Procedure. The resistance test procedure for the

complete hull-foil system is very similar to that of planing hulls or semidisplace-

ment hulls. The model is free to heave and pitch, restrained in roll and yaw, and

fixed in sway and surge.

The towing force, which is applied to the hull in the plane of the propeller

shafts at or near LCG is kept in line with the shaft axis at all running conditions.

The towing setup is the same as shown in Figure 3.2.5 of Section 3.2.2.2 Resistance,
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which is the horizontal component of the towing force, attitude, trim angle, and tow-

ing speed are measured.

At each displacement tests are made with different combinations of the angle of

incidence of bow and rear foil to determine the minimum drag-to-lift ratio at each

speed of interest (Figure 3.4.10). Tests of the bare hull are normally not carried

out.

3.4.2.3.4 Typical Foil Tests. Tests with isolated foil systems in the subcavitating

range are performed in towing basins, circulating water tanks, and whirling tanks.

The foil systems are mounted on three or six component foil balances. Lift, drag,

and sideforce, and rolling, and pitching moments are measured for various angles of

attack, roll, and sideslip at supercritical Rn numbers. 6 - 9  In addition, the dimen-

sions of the trough and the flow direction behind the foil system are measured; see

Figures 3.4.11 and 3.4.12.10

Effects of cavitation and aeration on the foil lift-to-drag characteristics are

investigated by full-scale high speed tests or by model tests in cavitation tunnels

with large cross sections.

3.4.2.3.5 Extrapolation Procedures. The model test results cannot be applied

directly to the full-scale vessel by Froude's method. Due to the unknown boundary

layer condition at the foil and strut elements caused by the low local Rn numbers,

correct specific frictional resistance coefficients CF,M are difficult to define.

The residual resistance coeffcient of the hullborne vessel is

CR = CT-CF,M

which are usually assumed to be the same for the model and the ship; experience has

shown this to be an unrealistic value. Similarly, the extrapolation of the foil-

borne resistance suffers from the same uncertainty. Hence, the test results are

scaled by Froude's law and by using empirical correction factors

RT,S = CM . AS . (+k)

where RT,S = Total resistance of prototype

CM = Drag-to-lift ratio of the model

A S = Displacement weight of the full-scale vessel

k - Correction factor, based on full-scale trial results
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In the case of Schertel-Sachsenberg foil systems, correction factors

k 0.1 for the hump speed, and

k 0.2 for Vma x

have been proven. 5 The effective power is calculated conventionally by

PE= RT . VS (units of kW or hp]

3.4.2.3.6 Possible scale Effects. The predicted resistance of the prototype is

affected by different scale effects, which are caused by:

3.4.2.3.6.1 Viscous effects. The lift and drag of model foils and struts which

are operating in the transition region between 10 5 < Rn < 106 can vary appreciably.

The foil and appendage drag suffer laminar effects, because turbulence stimulation is

not practicable. The roughness of the model foils as well as that of the full-scale

foils has an important influence on lift and drag and as a result, also influences

flight position and angle of attack of the foils. Foil roughness can change rapidly

by separation of foil paint, by long port times, and by service in tropical waters.

The applied roughness allowance is a matter of experience.

3.4.2.3.6.2 Surface tension effects. The spray drag is influenced by the dis-

similarity of the Weber numbers.

3.4.2.3.6.3 Cavitation and aeration. Both phenomena which can affect the lift,

and by this flight position and drag of the full-scale vessel, do not occur at the

model foil system. Froude number and cavitation number cannot be realized simul-

taneously at model tests in open towing tanks.

3.4.2.3.6.4 Foil geometry. To obtain the lift coefficient slope of the full-

scale vessel also at the low Rn numbers of the model, circular arc sections with

smaller profile drag are used instead of modified airfoil sections of the prototype.

In addition, the requirements of strength are leading to larger thickness ratios

which. also increase the profile drag. Due to the absence of air fences and flaps,

and the gap between foils and control surfaces, further differences in foil drag are

established. Inaccuracies in section shape and differences in the angle of attack

can cause small angles of heel which increase the drag of the model or prototype

noticeably.
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3.4.2.3.6.5 Aerodynamic effects. These effects are the same as described in

Section 3.2.2.1.4.

3.4.2.3.6.6 Blockage effects. In the hullborne mode, the tank wall boundaries

can cause a change in attitude and running trim of the model.

3.4.2.3.6.7 Effects of foil deformation. Differences in the deformation of

model and full-scale foil units can lead to different lift-to-drag ratios.

3.4.2.4 Test Procedures and Instrumentation unique to Resistance Tests of Hydrofoil

Vessels

The test procedures and the instrumentation used in determining hull-foil resis-

tance are very similar to those used on conventional displacement ships with the ex-

ception of the following cases.

3.4.2.4.1 The towing force is applied to the model in line with the propeller shaft

axis at all running trim angles and hull attitudes.

3.4.2.4.2 The use of a wind screen at model speeds V > 6.0 m/s.

3.4.2.4.3 Resistance tests with isolated model foil systems or complete hull foil

models under full-scale cavitation conditions in large cavitation tanks.

3.4.2.5 Outstanding Problems in Predicting smooth Water Resistance

Methods to achieve boundary turbulence stimulation at the model foil and strut

elements should be examined. Basic research is necessary in the field of aeration

and cavitation inception but also in spray phenomena.

3.4.2.6 Recommendations for Resistance Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.4.2.6.1 Examine and recommend methods for turbulence stimulation in the boundary

layer of the foil and strut elements.

3.4.2.6.2 Investigate the influence of aeration on the foil and strut characteris-

tics in axial and nonaxial flow.

3.4.2.6.3 Examine the spray phenomena of struts in axial and nonaxial flow and

recommend methods in extrapolation of full-scale spray drag.

3.4.2.6.4 Investigate the tank wall influence on the resistance of hullborne hydro-

foil craft with a surface piercing foil system.

3.4.3 SEAKEEPING INVESTIGATIONS

Several analytical methods based on linear and nonlinear theories have been

developed to predict the longitudinal response of surface piercing hydrofoil systems
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in waves.11 - 14 The agreement between predicted motions and accelerations, and full-

scale results is due to nonlinear effects and is not always satisfying. Model tests

in regular or irregular waves are still necessary to improve the theories and to in-

vestigate or predict on the basis of experimental transfer functions the seakeeping

characteristics of a special design.

3.4.3.1 Model Selection

The model scale for seakeeping tests is selected in accordance with the require-

ments of the smooth water tests. It depends upon the capability of the wavemaker,

which should ensure tests under the operational sea conditions. In addition, the

scaled mass of inertia should be achieved including the weight of the instrumenta-

tion.

For basic research, the foils are mounted on a lattice girder (Figure 3.4.9).

For commercial tests, fully appended model hulls with water tight decks are used.

The models are correctly ballasted for scaled weight, center of gravity, and

mass of inertia about the three axes of freedom. The proper radii of gyration are

set by oscillating techniques. The longitudinal moment of inertia of the model is

mostly increased due to the relatively increased weight of the foil systems.

3.4.3.2 Typical Test Procedures

3.4.3.2.1 Isolated Foils. For basic research isolated foils attached to a three or

a six component balance are tested in waves by measuring oscillatory forces and

moments at varied angles of attack and sideslip in head and following seas.
1 5

3.4.3.2.2 Complete Foil Configuration. Tests are performed in head and following

seas at constant speed with an unpowered model. The model is free to pitch and heave

but restrained in surge, roll, and yaw. It is towed at the LCG and connected with

the resistance balance by a shock absorber. Provisions are made to restrict the

downward motion of the model in following seas.

The models are tested at different speeds with varied combinations of bow and

rear foil incidence. The flight position of the model is attained before meeting

the waves.

Tests in oblique waves are not attainable even in special seakeeping basins.

These tests are practicable with manned and self-propelled models in open water

environments.
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3.4.3.3 Test Wave Environment

Seakeeping tests are performed in irregular and regular waves. The behavior of

different designs is compared better in regular waves. The test results imply an

additional margin of safety, because the conditions are much more severe due to res-

onance effects than those of irregular waves with the same average wave height.

Tests in irregular waves need more repeat runs to obtain enough wave encounters for

statistical analysis. Wavelengths in irregular seas should be selected in such a

manner that platforming dnd contouring can be tested.

Tests in following seas are of the greatest importance to estimate the seakeep-

ing qualities of a hydrofoil vessel.
16

3.4.3.4 Quantities Measured during Tests, Instrumentation Used in Waves, Data

Collection and Processing, Data Presentation

All these items are identical, with some exceptions to those as reported in

Section 3.3.3.

3.4.3.5 Extrapolation of Model Results to Prototype

The extrapolation of the model test results follows Froude's scaling and is

basically similar to the procedure for conventional ships.

3.4.3.6 Correlation of Model Test Results

The limited model and full-scale seakeeping data do not always correlate. The

discrepancy is caused by resonance effects, by damping effects of full-scale aeration

and cavitation, by differences in the elasticity of model and full-scale hull, by

differences in the radius of gyration, by the multidirectional characteristics of the

full-scale sea state, and by the lack of accuracy in full-scale wave measurements.

3.4.3.7 Outstanding Problems

Outstanding problems concern the foil characteristics and the interference

effects between the front and rear foils in following seas and the damping effects

of aeration and cavitation on vertical motions and accelerations. The scale effects

of the aeration and cavitation phenomena are also of great interest. Further re-

search on the effect of nonlinearities on heave and pitch is required.

3.4.3.8 Recommendations for Seakeeping Studies of the 16th ITTC

3.4.3.8.1 Investigate the effects of nonlinearities on the foil motions.

3.4.3.8.2 Investigate the interference effects between the front and rear foils in

the following seas.

3.4.3.8.3 Examine the effects of aeration and cavitation on motions and accelera-

tions.
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3.4.3.8.4 Collect and correlate model test results with analytical and full-scale

seakeeping data.

3.4.4 MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

Maneuverability tests are not usually conducted for commercial hydrofoil designs

in the foilborne mode. This is true for the following reasons:

a. Tests with free running models are not attainable in towing basins.

b. At model tests, aeration and ventilation, which mainly affect the side-

forces, do not occur in a correct scale.

c. The required vertical area distribution and the required sideforce curve

slope of rudders and foils for good directional stability, which is a characteristic

feature of surface piercing hydrofoil crafts, can be determined analytically in most

cases.

d. Forces and moments, roll angle, and sideslip angle in a turn can be calcu-

lated.
1 7

Basic research is performed with captive models attached to a planar motion

mechanism or running on a straight course. The most reliable results are obtained

with experimental craft, i.e., with free running manned models.

3.4.4.1 Experimental Procedures, Data Collection, and Presentation

Experimental procedures, data collection, and presentation are identical to

those of conventional ships.

3.4.4.2 Outstanding Problems

The most important problems concern ventilation and aeration in a turn and their

effects on sideforces and lift.

3.4.4.3 Recommendations for Maneuverability Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.4.4.3.1 Collect model and full-scale maneuvering data of surface piercing hydro-

foil crafts.

3.4.4.3.2 Study the effects of ventilation and aeration on strut sideforces and foil

lift at small sideslip angles.

3.4.5 PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS

For hydrofoil craft, subcavitating and supercavitating propellers, mostly with

fixed pitch, are used. Inclined shafts or z-drives with single or twin screw instal-

lations are common.
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3.4.5.1 Self Propulsion Tests

Propulsion tests with hydrofoil craft are not usually conducted in towing

basins. Model sizes which guarantee supercritical Rn numbers at 0.7 R of the

propeller blade become too great and too fast for most of the test capabilities.

Self-propulsion tests are performed in some cases with experimental boats of 5 to

10 m length having a displacement weight of 0.5 to 2.5 tons. The manned craft are

built of plywood, GRP, or alloy with a model scale between one third and one sixth.

They are propelled by gas engines of the outboard type or, in the case of scaled

inclined shaft systems, of the inboard type. Speed of craft, thrust, torque, rate

of rotation, and engine output are measured.

3.4.5.2 Wake Measurements

Measurements of wake distributions in the propeller plane are limited to such

cases where the propeller is fitted to the propulsion nacelle of a z-drive system.

3.4.5.3 Open Water Tests

Propeller tests under cavitation conditions and in oblique inflow can be of

greater interest than the conventional axial inflow tests.

3.4.5.4 Full-Scale Performance Estimates

On the basis of experimental craft tests the full-scale delivered power and pro-

peller revolutions are obtained by direct extrapolation of the measured values using

Froude's law of similarity. Empirical corrections are applied for viscous effects.

Generally, the full-scale performance prediction is based on resistance test results.

Quite similar to conventional ship procedure, the delivered power is determined by

RT,S . VS

with 'D the quasi-propulsive coefficient

D= o " R

where 1o = propeller efficiency at full-scale cavitation number

"H = hull efficiency (1-t)/(0-w)

R relative rotative efficiency

The thrust deduction fraction t takes into account the effects of the inclined thrust

axis by using the net thrust force
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Tx =T cos - Fy sin

where T = axial thrust

= propeller inflow angle, ' = . + 0

= shaft inclination

= running trim

Fy = propeller normal force

Force Fy can be determined by empirical expressions or, more correctly, by the
18

method of Gutsche. The wake fraction w has solely to account for the change

in propeller inflow velocity due to the oblique flow condition:

v = Vs • cos

The value of '7R becomes unity in most cases of inclined shaft systems. Because the

propeller is placed abaft the rear foil, the effects of oblique propeller inflow are

noticeably reduced because the rear foil acts like a guide van.

The required propeller speed is determined by means of KT/J 2 and the thrust

advance coefficient JT" On the propeller calculated for rate of rotation, no allow-

ance is applied. A propulsion prediction factor (l+k), with k = 0.04, is used to

compensate for the drop of propeller efficiency due to propeller roughness.

3.4.5.5 Recommendations for Propulsion Studies to the 16th ITTC

No special recommendations are necessary at present.

3.4.6 PROPULSOR INVESTIGATIONS

3.4.6.1 Propulsor Problems Unique to Hydrofoil Craft

Propulsor problems which are unique to surface piercing hydrofoil craft do not

presently exist. The problems of interest, propeller characteristics for oblique

inflow for subcavitating and supercavitating condition, are also valid for other

vehicle types.

3.4.6.2 Recommendations on Propulsor Studies to 16th ITTC

No special recommendations to the propulsor committee are necessary at present.
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3.4.7 CAVITATION INVESTIGATIONS

3.4.7.1 Cavitation Problems Unique to Hydrofoil Craft

The cavitation problems at the propellers of hydrofoil vessels are similar to

those arising on other types of vessels. However, the phenomena of cavitation and

aeration on oscillating hydrofoil systems running near the water surface are of

great interest.

3.4.7.2 Recommendation on Cavitation Studies to the 16th ITTC

Collect data concerning the influence of cavitation and aeration on lift and

drag characteristics of hydrofoils running near the water surface.

3.4.8 PRESENTATION AND INFORMATION

The list of the ITTC Standard Symbols does not include special terms and sym-

bols which are used for foil geometry and resistance components of hydrofoil craft.

The ITTC-Standard Symbols and the ITTC Dictionary of Ship Hydrodynamics should be

supplemented by these symbols in accordance with those which are applied in the

field of fully submerged hydrofoils.
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FPgure 3.4.1 -Schertel-Sachsenberg Figure 3.4.2 -Ladder Foil
Foil-System System

Figure 3.4.3 -Hull With Midships Wedge

Figure 3.4.4 -Typical Tandem Hybrid Foil Arrangements
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Figure 3.4.6 - Foilborne Mode
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Figure 3.4.7 - Bow Foil Trough

Figure 3.4.8 - Complete Hydrofoil Model

1
Figure 3.4.9 - Hydrofoil Tanden
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3.5 SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS

by

Robert A. Wilson
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

and

Toshikazu Murakami
Technical Research and Development Institute

Japan Defense Agency

3.5.1 CONCEPT DEFINITION

3.5.1.1 Configuration

The surface effect ship (SES) is an air-cushion-supported vehicle where the

cushion air is enclosed on the sides by rigid sidewalls and on the bow and stern by

compliant seals of the bag and finger or planing type. The air for the cushion and

seals is supplied by fans. Directional stability and turning moments are provided

by rudders or ventral fins located on the keels of each sidewall near the transom.

Thrust is provided by propellers or waterjets located on each sidewall at the

transom. Figure 3.5.1 is a schematic of an SES as viewed from beneath.

Surface effect ship models do not generally incorporate a propulsion system dur-

ing resistance, motions, and stability investigations (because these effects can be

added to the data at a later time and because there is little interaction between the

propulsor and the hull) but in other respects are good scale replicas of the proto-

type vehicle. Figure 3.5.2 presents several views of a typical SES model. They are

generally constructed with lightweight aluminum centerbodies. The sidewalls are con-

structed of thin plywood structural members, lightweight foam filler, and a fiber-

glass covering. The centerbody and sidewalls of structurally scaled models are some-

times constructed of polyvinyl chloride. The seals are constructed of neoprene

impregnated nylon or dacron cloth and thin layers of fiberglass. The model seals are

designed to scale the weight and dynamic response characteristics of the full-scale

seals. The lift fans do not have to be geometrical models of the full-scale fans,

but the airflow rate as well as the shape of the pressure versus airflow rate

characteristics of the fans must be correctly scaled to the full-scale craft.

Weights and moments of inertia should be similarly scaled. If moments of inertia

are not known, a nominal radius of gyration should be selected and maintained for

the range of weights for the vehicle.
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3.5.1.2 Range of Geometric and Operational Variables

Parametric designs of surface effect ships discussed in Reference I indicate

the cushion length-to-beam (L/B) ratio of an SES may vary from approximately 2 to 8

with displacements ranging up to 12,000 long tons. The cushion height from the keel

to the wet deck may vary from 25 to 35 percent of the cushion beam. The overall beam

is nominally 1.25 times the cushion beam. The speeds of interest for an SES of a

L/B of 2 to 3.5 is nominally of Froude numbers (based on cushion length) up to 2.0.

Usually SES's of L/B of 5 and greater have design Froude numbers of nominally 0.6 to

0.8.

An upper limit to model size is somewhat determined by the water depth dimension

of the facility in which it will be tested as well as the maximum speed of the towing

carriage. It is desirable to ensure that the water depth is greater than 75 percent

of the cushion length in order to eliminate or minimize wave resistance scaling cor-

rections. Cushion beam dimensions have ranged from 2 to 3 ft (0.6 to 0.9 m) with

cushion lengths varying from 5 to 16 ft (1.5 to 4.7 m). Speed variations are deter-

mined by Froude scaling as previously described. Models are presently tested at

weights up to 800 lb (360 kg) but this is not a limit; practical considerations pre-

vent model weights less than 100 lb (45 kg). Construction costs and data accuracy

are also very important in determining the size of a model.

3.5.1.3 Dynamic Similitude

The forces acting on a SES are complex functions of aerodynamic, aerostatic,

hydrodynamic, and hydrostatic forces. Therefore, to scale the forces, the proper

scaling relationships must be understood. In general, Froude scaling prevails. The

displacement, speed, vehicle attitude, and immersion scale with Froude number based

on cushion length (F ). For ease of understanding the design trends for various L/B

designs, Froude number based on the square root of the cushion area is sometimes used

(Fs). The specific loading or cushion density of the vehicles are examined in terms

of pressure-to-length ratio (P/Q) or weight-to-cushion area ratio raised to the 1.5

power. While scaling resistance, Reynolds number is used using the appropriate

characteristic length (e.g., sidewall length at the on-cushion water line for side-

wall resistance and the mean chord of a rudder for rudder resistance). Cushion pres-

sures and airflow rates also are Froude scaled. The stability forces and moments

from the cushion and sidewalls Froude scale but the data from rudders and ventral

fins must correctly account for the proper cavitation number. Aerodynamic forces

and moments should be evaluated at the proper Reynolds number. Seal material
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properties are examined in terms of Young's modulus as well as unit weight and

elastic properties (e.g., material strength in terms of force per unit length).

Spray is examined in terms of Weber number. Wave heights are usually dimensionally

scaled based on the characteristic length of the cushion.

3.5.2 RESISTANCE INVESTIGATIONS

3.5.2.1 Resistance Components

The primary components of resistance of an SES are the wavemaking resistance of

the cushion and the sidewalls, the frictional drag of the sidewalls, the frictional

and induced drag of the seals, the resistance of the appendages, and the aerodynamic

resistance. The wavemaking component is calculated from theory, the frictional

resistance determined by studying the wetted areas (usually from photographs), and

the aerodynamic resistance of the model is determine from special tare runs. The

remaining resistance (which is primarily the seal component) is found by subtraction

and is called the residual drag. Typical component distributions for low and high

L/B designs are presented in Figure 3.5.3.

Model resistance experiments are normally conducted with the model free in heave

and pitch. The weight of the model is corrected for salt water density so as to en-

sure that the trim of the craft, which is determined from the wave slope of the

cushion, is correct. A good design will have the same longitudinal center-of-gravity

(LCG) location for minimum drag at all speeds. Because a low drag design will have

little lift carried by the seals, the optimum trim of the craft as a function of

Froude number can be determined from the slope of the wave which is 0 = tan - l Dw/W.

This is verified experimentally. Experience has shown that the best LCG of an SES

should be located 51 percent of the cushion length forward of the trailing eage of

the stern seal.

3.5.2.2 Test Procedures

Resistance experiments should be conducted in both calm water and in seas. The

primary measurements in calm water are: drag, pitch angle, immersion of the keels at

the pitch pivot relative to the undisturbed water surface, pressures in the seals and

in the cushion, and speed. In waves, the additional measurement of wave profile must

be taken. Photographs are taken of the model from abovewater and underwater to

assist in analyzing the wetted areas. Figure 3.5.4 shows typical wetted areas during

a calm water experiment of a L/B = 8 model.
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The model test procedure in calm water is to set the LCG at 51 percent aid then

vary the seal-to-cushion pressure ratios so as to minimize drag. (These pressure

ratios may vary from 1.05 to 1.4 depending upon the type of seal used.) Pitch angle

(or LCG) is then varied in small increments to select the best value as shown in

Figure 3.5.5; note that the best pitch attitude is speed dependent. Airflow rate is

then varied to evaluate its effect (which is small at low speeds and large at high

speeds as shown in Figure 3.5.6). The best value of airflow rate for each sperd is

when the total equivalent drag (summation of the drag plus the equivalent dr;; of the

lift system (D + (PQ/V)) is a minimum is shown in Figure 3.5.7. (This calculation is

valid when the efficiency of the lift and propulsion systems are the same, which is

in general, true.) Because the wavemaking drag and the immersion vary with weight,

weight variations should also be made as shown in Figure 3.5.8.

Experience has shown that the best seal-to-cushion pressure ratio, LCG, and air-

flow rate in calm water are usually also the best values for the design in seas; the

ability of a specific seal design to adjust to wave conditions, however, can affect

the results. Experiments in seas are us,,ally conducted with the model fixed in surge

because comparative experiments with the model both fixed and free in surge have

shown that the same time average drag value is produced in both cases. (It should

be noted, however, that trim instabilities can be aggravated when testing fixed in

sur, by forcing the model forward at constant speed when it would normally slow down

due to increased drag.) Testing fixed in surge requires, therefore, that the model

be operated at a number of fixed speeds for each scaled state of sea considered.

Operating at fixed speeds both simplifies data analysis and minimizes testing time.

The results are plotted as drag versus significant wave height, as shown in Figure

3.5.9. Then, curves of drag versus speed for a constant sea state can be plotted

(by interpolation); a typical family of curves for a low L/B SES is shown in Figure

3.5.10.

3.5.2.3 Resistance Scaling

The resistance of an SES is scaled using the technique presented by Wilson et

al. in Reference 2. This technique uses the theoretically calculated wavemaking drag

component as determined using Doctors' method 3 and shown in Figure 3.5.11. The

frictional drag component is calculated using the wetted areas as determined from

photographs. (If underwater photographs are not available, an assumed value of an

inside wetting equalling 10 percent of the outside wetting can be assumed.) The

residual drag, which is primarily seal drag and includes both frictional and induced
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drag components, is scaled using Figure 3.5.12. The aerodynamic drag, which for the

model was determined as a tare value and subtracted from the model results, is added

based on wind tunnel results. If wind tunnel results are not available, an assumed

value of a drag coefficient of 0.5 times the dynamic pressure times the entire fron-

tal area of the vehicle will produce acceptable values. Figure 3.5.13 from Reference

2 shows that this technique has produced acceptable levels of correlation.

3.5.2.4 Outstanding Problems in Resistance Investigations

The technique described in Referene 2 for scaling resistance is one, documented

approach used for scaling model resistance. This approach can be improved upon,

especially in the areas of sidewall wetted areas over the broad range of length-to-

beam ratios and displacements and for scaling the residual drag which is primarily

seal drag. A better understanding of these components as a function of speed, sea

condition, and loading is needed. Photography is used extensively to determine side-

wall wetting; if the wetted area could be measured, it would improve accul _y and

save time. Engineers predicting the drag of sidewalls often use aircraft procedures

used for establishing surface roughness as determined by Schlicting.4 Acceptance

of this technique should be examined. The SES sidewalls are subject to spray sheets

which vary with Reynolds number and Weber number and which contain three-dimensional

flow fields, an area that needs to be studied. The materials used in the seals of

SES's and ACV's must be properly scaled for weight, strength, and dynamic character-

istics. Because incorrectly scaled seals can affect the results of the experiments,

guidelines for this component design and fabrication should be established.

3.5.2.5 Recommendations for Resistance Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.5.2.5.1 Broadly examine methods used to determine the drag components of surface

effect ships and the scaling of these components.

3.5.2.5.2 Examine methods of determining the inside and outside wetting of SES

sidewalls over a broad range of Froude numbers and craft displacements (or cushion

loadings).

3.5.2.5.3 Examine techniques for determining the skin friction coefficient for high-

speed vessels including the three-dimensional flow.

3.5.2.5.4 Examine the skin friction coefficient which would be used for planing

surfaces in contact with an air-water mixture such as that in contact with the stern

seal of an SES.

3.5.2.5.5 Examine the scaling of the spray sheet drag associated with the flow on

the sidewalls of high-speed surface effect ships.
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3.5.2.5.6 Examine techniques for scaling the materials used to fabricate the seals

on SES's and ACV's to scale weight and dynamic characteristics.

3.5.3 SEAKEEPING INVESTIGATIONS

3.5.3.1 Model Characteristics

The models used in seakeeping experiments are usually the same models used in

resistance experiments. Added care is taken, however, to position ballast weights

on the model such that the vertical center-of-gravity is at the estimated location

for a prototype.

3.5.3.2 Wave Environment

Surface effect ship model experiments are conducted primarily in irregular seas;

regular wave experiments have been conducted during limited-technlogy related experi-

mental programs. Seakeeping experiments are principally done in head seas, but fol-

lowing and oblique sea experiments also have been performed. (Oblique sea experi-

ments have been conducted only at low speeds due to facility limitations.) A

Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is used for SES model experiments because, to date, de-

signs have not been made for proposed operation in a specific ocean region.

3.5.3.3 Test Procedures

The seakeeping experiments on an SES model are conducted in both irregular as

well as regular seas. The proper moment of inertia (Iyy) is set on the model and

confirmed using the spring-oscillation or compound pendulum technique. If the moment

of inertia of the prototype vehicle is not known, an appropriate radius of gyration

is selected and maintained for all displacements evaluated. (Subsequent full-scale

predictions using model data must include corrections for the radius of gyration.)

The measurements made during seakeeping experiments are the same as those dur-

ing resistance experiments with the addition of accelerometers at the bow, LCG, and

stern. A minimum of three accelerometers are required because the center-of-rotation

for an SES is nominally near the aft quarter point and the accelerations vary (often

by a factor of two) from the bow to the more aft locations. Impact pressures and

strains are measured on structurally scaled models where structural loads are needed.

3.5.3.4 Data Presentation

When the characteristics of a specific design are being determined, seakeeping

experiments are usually conducted only in irregular seas; regular wave experiments

are used in more parametrically-related studies. Pitch, heave, and acceleration data

are analyzed to determine rms, and average, significant, one-tenth highest values as
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well as maximum values experienced for the peaks and troughs of the motions. Typical

plots of rms g's, and significant double amplitude pitch and heave motions (in irreg-

ular seas) are shown versus significant wave height for constant speed in Figures

3.5.14, 3.5.15, and 3.5.16. Histograms of model responses are prepared in some lab-

oratories to reveal how frequently values in different class intervals occur and to

provide input for developing empirical probability distributions to be used for

future predictions.

Model experiments in regular waves have been conducted at various wave heights

for fixed wavelengths and speeds to examine the linearity of the SES. Reference 5

has shown a length-to-beam ratio 6.5 SES to be linear with respect to wave height.

References 6, 7, and 8 have shown that the response amplitude operators obtained by

experiments in regular, irregular, and transient waves for the same SES design also

show relatively good agreement. Pitch and heave data obtained in regular waves for

an L/B 2.5 SES design at various Froude numbers, wavelengths, and wave he ,ts are

presented in Figures 3.5.17 and 3.5.18. The results also show a reasonable degree

of linearity.

3.5.3.5 Correlation of Model Test Results

Data from model and full-scale trials on the SES-IOOB have been analyzed to per-

mit comparisons of transfer functions versus a nondimensional encounter frequency for

pitch and heave. Figure 3.5.19 shows good agreement between model and full-scale

pitch responses for frequencies above 3.5 at a Froude number of 1.31. In the

resonance frequency range below 3.5, however, the shape of the model and full-scale

pitch response curves are different, indicating that the pitch damping of the full-

scale craft is less than that of the model. Model and full-scale heave transfer

functions are presented in Figure 3.5.20. This figure shows good agreement between

model and full-scale response over the entire frequency range.

Even though the results presented in Figures 3.5.19 and 3.5.20 indicate that the

motions of a full-scale craft can be predicted from model motions, References 9 and

10 note that due to air compressibility, the motions of large ships (especially those

with relatively small cushion airflow rates such as the SES) do not scale. The abil-

ity to characterize the dynamic responses of the lift system (fans, ducts, and inter-

nal seal aerodynamics) as discussed in Reference 11 also bring model to full-scale

motion predictions under question. Using these arguments, full-scale predictions

can only be made using predictive techniques which have been correlated with model

results and that adequately address compressibility and the various subsystems on
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the vehicle. Special experimental investigations need to be conducted which address

these matters.

3.5.3.6 Outstanding Problems in Seakeeping Investigations

Present analyses of models and small testcraft show that the motions of surface

effect ships appear to be linear but theoretical predictions of motions simulating

the cushion as a piston with a compressible fluid indicate that model results cannot

be used for predicting full-scale motions. Reduced atmospheric experiments as well

as other, specialized experiments and measurements directed at high frequency respon-

ses of models and testcraft must be conducted and analyzed to provide the answer.

While surveying the motions of numerous ships, one finds that different authors and

facilities use different nondimensionalizing techniques for transfer functions and

frequencies; therefore, a standard is needed. The use of cross-spectral analysis

techniques eliminates noise in the data and allows for coherency determination. This

technique needs to studied further and possibly established as a standard. This will

help in providing a common base for comparing the motions of different craft. High-

speed vessels need a great deal of accurate seakeeping data in all headings to the

sea. Means of providing these data must be determined.

3.5.3.7 Recommendations for Seakeeping Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.5.3.7.1 Examine the area of atmospheric pressure scaling (compressibility effects)

with special emphasis on recommended experimental programs, techniques, and measure-

ments.

3.5.3.7.2 Continue to examine the area of linearity with emphasis on the linearity

of the model, the dynamics of the lift and seal systems, and compressibility.

3.5.3.7.3 Continue the examination of model and full-scale motion correlations.

3.5.3.7.4 Establish a uniform method for nondimensionalizing transfer functions and

frequencies.

3.5.3.7.5 Examine the use of cross-spectral analysis techniques which eliminates

noise in data as a recommended standard for motion data analysis.

3.5.3.7.6 Extensive data are needed for high-speed vessels in various headings to

the sea, but present facility limitations do not permit obtaining these data. Exam-

ine this problem and make any recommendations.

3.5.4 MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATIONS

3.5.4.1 Typical Evaluations

The determination of The maneuvering characteristics of a surface effect ship

requires a good understanding of the various forces involved. The sidewalls, seals,
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and appendages all interact and the forces on these components vary significantly

with speed, vehicle attitude (yaw, roll, and pitch); therefore, extensive model ex-

periments must be conducted to provide data for maneuvering simulations. Various

levels of sophistication require different types and amounts of data.

The conservative design approach, which requires that the craft demonstrate

static or inherent stability over its operating range (including all attitudes anti-

cipated during any failure conditions), require only that static stability data be

determined, but this may result in the need for large ventral fins or rudders. If a

more complete simulation is required, then dynamic stability data must be included.

This nessitates the use of a planar motion mechanism to supplement the static stabil-

ity information. The more complete simulations use the approach shown in Figure

3.5.21; this schematic also points out the need to include propulsion forces as well

as appendage ventilation and control effects.

The static and dynamic stability characteristics of an SES vary with configura-

tion, attitude, and speed and are only linear over a very small attitude range.

Thus, to date, extensive model experiments used in conjunction with maneuvering

simulations of varying complexity have been the only successful ways of predicting

the maneuvering and safety characteristics of an SES.

3.5.4.2 Test Procedures

SES model stability experiments are conducted with the model in heave equi-

librium (free in heave) but usually restrained in all other axes. The gage zero

reading taken prior to each run are done with the model hanging in air so that the

running reading will measure all forces acting on the model (e.g., aerostatic, hydro-

static, aerodynamic, and hydrodynimic). A set of aerodynamic tare runs are made at

the beginning of the experiment with the model in close proximity to the water to

measure the aerodynamic forces (which can be large in drag and pitch moment); these

values are often replaced with wind tunnel data during further analysis.

A normal test matrix will involve examining pitch angles +2 deg about the nor-

mal trim condition for each speed. Roll angle variations include +3 deg in increments

adequate to define the curve. Yaw angles examined include speed variations such that

0 to 8 deg are examined at low speeds and 0 to 5 deg at high speeds. This matrix is

evaluated over the speed range with more emphasis of the high speeds where signifi-

cant force changes often occur due to appendage and cushion pressure ventilation.

Roll damping information can also be determined from the log decrement of the

roll oscillation obtained from a static stability experiment. Figure 3.5.22 shows
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the craft to be well damped in roll. Experiments of this type also show that roll

damping increases with displacement. A similar evaluation can be done in pitch.

3.5.4.3 Data Processing

The measurements taken are longitudinal and side forces, and pitch, yaw, and

roll moments. Figure 3.5.23 shows how the forces and moments on a characteristic SES

model vary with speed for a fixed rudder (fin) angle, roll angle, and pitch angle.

Figure 3.5.24 shows the effect of rudder size and pitch angle on yaw moment. Figures

3.5.25 and 3.5.26 (for a different SES design) show the nonlinear characteristics of

yaw moment and side force respectively, which can appear at angles that may be quite

small. It is these nonlinearities which can often necessitate large test matrices.

Planar motion experiments provide velocity and acceleration dependent terms.

Figure 3.5.27 shows a SES model attached to the planar motion mechanism (PMM) at

DTNSRDC. The key data from these experiments are the Nr, Kp, and Nrvv terms. The

cross coupling terms become very important when simulating failure conditions.

Sample velocity and acceleration derivatives for a SES model are presented in

tables 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. The acceleration dependent coefficients Y'', N'', and K'.

are small compared to the velocity dependent coefficients Y' r N'r, and K'r and can

be considered negligible compared to the model's mass inertia. An overall comparison

of the results in Tables 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 shows that the rudder markedly contributes

to the N'r and N' r coefficients. Also, the coefficients do not remain constant with

a change in model velocity for the same model attitude. Model roll variation does

not have any substantial effect on the coefficients. This effect is clearly shown

in the bare hull configuration of Tables 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
3.5.4.4 Outstanding Problems in Manueuverability Investigations

Surface Effect Ship maneuverability can be approached in a conservative manner

which may produce a poor performing vehicle or, in a much more elaborate manner with

extensive simulations, using extensive PMM (unsteady) data. The degree to which each

investigation is conducted should be recommended to the customer based on need and

cost. A stability criterion of SES's is also needed. Because appendage forces at

high speed are affected by ventilation and cavitation, a series of appendage experi-

ments in various facilities should be conducted to provide uniform guidelines for

data to be used in maneuvering simulations.

3.5.4.5 Recommendations for Maneuverability and Cavitation Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.5.4.5.1 Establish guidelines or outlines for steady and unsteady stability

experiments to be used to adequately describe the maneuvering of high-speed vessels.
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3.5.4.5.2 Survey the literature on scaling of ventilation and cavitation on end-

plated appendages in high-speed flow to provide consistent data needed for use in

maneuvering predictions.

3.5.5 PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS

3.5.5.1 Types of Propulsors Used

The propulsors used on the SES are either subcavitating propellers on inclined

shafts, semisubmerged supercavitating propellers located at the keel of the transom,

or waterjets. Air propellers can be used also. Propulsors used on surface effect

ships are discussed in References 12, 13, 14, and 15.

3.5.5.2 Model Completeness

Models used to determine the performance of an SES have a properly scaled lift

system which is studied parametrically during resistance investigations. The models

generally do not contain propulsion systems; the thrust and vertical force components

are analytically applied to the scaled resistance characteristics.

3.5.5.3 Data Presentation

The resistance of a surface effect ship is scaled using the techniques described

in Section 3.5.2.3. The airflow rate for the resistance values used is scaled using

the relationship that QFs = QM2 .5 . This relationship assumes Froude scaling of the

pressures, exit velocity of the cushion air, and the area through which the air

passes. The lift power is then the product of the Froude-scaled pressure and airflow

rate. The efficiency used with the Froude-scaled lift power comes from experimental

investigations of the lift fans using standards established for fans. (These lift

fan experiments are conducted in wind tunnels or facilities with calibrated orifices

and standard duct lengths.)

The propulsors used on the SES are either subcavitating propellers on inclined

shafts, semisubmerged supercavitating propellers located at the transom at the keel,

or waterjets. With the thrust versus speed characteristics of the selected propul-

sion system known, the maximum speed capability of the ship can be determined. The

interaction of the propulsor and the vehicle are reviewed in Reference 16.

Range calculations are made using the resistance values at various displace-

ments, and the lift and propulsion power relationships. Ranges are calculated at con-

stant speed and constant power. Because the cushion pressure varies with displace-

ment, lift power will also vary with displacement and must be adequately accounted

for. The immersion of the keels also varies with displacement and if immersion
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affects the performance of the propulsion system, it is also taken into account.

This is especially important when working with waterjet inlets to ingest air from

the cushion or along the sidewalls.

3.5.5.4 Outstanding Problem in Performance Investigations

The surface effect ship rides very close to the surface of the water to minimize

frictional resistance. This causes broaching or air ingestion problems for the pro-

pulsors. Likewise, the pressure fields on the hull in the area of the propulsor can

become great which must be understood in order to evaluate the optimum longitudinal

center-of-gravity for the ship -- which in turn, affects the manner in which the ship

is loaded.

3.5.5.5 Recommendations for Performance Studies to the 16th ITTC

Examine the source and scaling of the air which gets into waterjet inlets on

SES's and study its trajectory to assist a designer in designing a proper "fence" to

minimize air ingestion.

3.5.6 PROPULSOR INVESTIGATIONS

3.5.6.1 Propulsor Experiments

Propellers are experimentally examined in the manner conventional to displace-

ment hulls except that they are often tested behind a foreshortened sidewall. Water-

jet experiments are conducted on complete models to study broaching effects. They

are also conducted in cavitation scaled facilities to study subsystem components

such as inlet and lip designs as well as the complete performance of the system.

3.5.6.2 Outstanding Problem in Propulsor Investigations

Semisubmerged, super-cavitating propellers will probably be the future propulsor

for SES's due to their increased efficiency. They will probably be mounted at the

transom of the sidewalls but may require special sidewall lines to get proper flow

to them in various operating speed conditions. Also, when operating in a seaway,

the forces felt by the propellers will see oscillating loads which will affect their

performance. This propeller-sidewall interface area needs to be investigated.

3.5.6.3 Recommendations for Propulsors Studies to the 16th ITTC

Examine the effects of oscillating flows on thrust, torque, efficiency and

structural and vibratory loads on the semisubmerged propellers on surface effect

ships.
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3.5.7 INSTRUMENTATION

3.5.7.1 Outstanding Problems in Instrumentation

The wetted areas of sidewalls and seals of surface effect ships are determined

by studying numerous photographs of test conditions. A more accurate, less time con-

suming method is needed. Crude measurement systems have been designed and used to

measure air-water quality in the ducts of waterjet systems. These systems include

photocells and electric wire grids. Improved, more accurate system are needed.

3.5.7.2 Recommendations for Instrumentation Studies to the 16th ITTC

3.5.7.2.1 Examine and recommend ways of measuring the wetted areas on sidewalls

of surface effect ship models.

3.5.7.2.2 Examine methods for developing a good system to determine the air-

water mixture in ducts and pumps used with the waterjet propulsion system on surface

effect ships.
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Figure 3.5.2 -Surface Effect Ship Model
and Components

Figure 3.5.2a - Model on Carriage

Figure 3.5.2b - Model Centerbody

Construction and Tow Post

Figure 3.5.2c - Model Viewed From Below
With Bag and Finger Bow Seal
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Figure 3.5.2 - (Continued)

IA

Figure 3.5.2d -Flexible Planing Bow Seal

Figure 3.5.2e - Model Fans, Cross Flow Duct,
Ballast Weights, and Accelerometer

Figure 3.5.2f - Model Tow Post, Force Gage, Gimbal,

and Pitch and Roll Potentiometers
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Figure 3.5.3 -Drag Components of a SES
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Figure 3.5.21 - Data-Based Maneuvering Simulation Schematic of a SES
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Figure 3.5.23 -(Continued)
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TABLE 3.5.1 - A SUMMARY OF HYDRODYNAMIC YAW VELOCITY DERIVATIVES

FOR A LENGTH-TO-BEAM RATIO 5 MODEL

Bare Hull Configuration

Model Test Condition Planar Motion Derivatives

Ud h 3 1 r x 105  Kr x 105  N' x 105

(ft/sec) (deg) (in.) (deg) (deg) (deg) r r r

10.0 0.25 2.05 0 0 NA -166.52 -8'29 -136.4

10.0 1.25 1.80 0 0 -62.60 -12.61 -104.1

10.0 0.25 2.05 1.0 0 -134.72 -7.41 -126.99
10.0 1.25 1.80 1.0 0 -38.48 -10.75 -110.88
22.0 0.25 1.05 0 0 -24.25 -0.96 -50.6"1

22.0 1.25 1.40 0 0 -76.04 -0.31 -36.73
22.0 0.25 1.05 1.0 0 -27.95 -0.72 -52.22
22.0 1.25 1.40 1.0 0 56.24 -1.97 -39.35

With Rudder Configuration

Model Test Condition Planar Motion Derivatives

U Li d I___________YU d b 01 05 K' x 105 NI x0(5

(ft/sec) (deg) (in.) (deg) (deg) (deg) r r r

10 0.25 2.05 0 0 0 33.2 -29.15 -300.5

22 0.25 1.05 0 0 0 57.9 -3.54 -94.7

10 1.25 1.80 0 0 0 204.9 -30.99 -254.1
-2 202.3 -32.51 -269.2

-6 212.1 -32.25 -274.8

22 1.25 1.40 0 0 0 235.6 -13.97 -144.0
-2 192.5 -17.06 -163.6

-6 181.2 -3.87 -123.6
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TABLE 3.5.2 - A SUMMARY OF HYDRODYNAMIC YAW ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES
FOR A LENGTH-TO-BEAM RATIO 5 MODEL

Bare Hull Configuration

Model Test Condition Planar Motion Derivatives

U 0 d h , x
(ft/sec) (deg) (in.) (deg) (deg) (deg) x 105 K't x 0 N'f x 105

10 0.25 2.05 0 NA NA -19.98 8.95 1.62
1 7.24 3.59 2.06

1.25 1.80 0 NA NA

1 5.31 3.60 6.03

22 0.25 1.05 0 3.09 1.58 3.26

1 33.85 1.32 2.76

1.25 1.40 0 20.71 -0.96 1.30

1 19.53 0.92 4.09

With Rudder Configuration

Model Test Condition Planar Motion Derivatives

U 0 d b3p x 05 05 105
(ft/sec) (deg) (in.) (deg) (deg) (deg) Y x I K'f x I N' x

10 0.25 2.05 0 NA 0 -29.95 9.137 33.89

1.25 1.80 0 NA 0 -21.17 5.85 22.01

0 -2 -19.49 6.66 24.86

-6 -15.78 6.69 26.86

22 0.25 1.05 0 20.63 5.86 8.53
1.25 1.40 0 -24.90 2.08 29.33

-2 -21.14 4.43 34.93

-6 -1.06 3.75 22.58
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3.6 AIR CUSHION VEHICLES

by

Martin J. Stevens

Experimental and Electronic Laboratory

British Hovercraft Corporation

and

Sergei D. Prokhorov

Krylov Ship Research Institute

3.6.1 CONCEPT DEFINITION

For the present purposes, the term air cushion vehicle (ACV) has been used as a

name for a class of vehicle which causes air pressure, higher than atmospheric, to

be exerted on the surface of the water directly below it, such that the integral of

this additional air pressure over the vehicle's planform projected on the water sur-

face produces a force equal in magnitude to the vehicle weight. The space between

the water surface and the vehicle is called the air cushion.

3.6.1.1 Craft Configuration

Typically, the air cushion is contained by a flexible skirt, consisting of a

flexible structure separating the air cushion area from the atmospheric air around

the whole perimeter of the craft. There may also be flexible elements subdividing

the cushion area in plan view. (See Figure 3.6.1). The detailed configuration of

the flexible skirts varies considerably but a typical scheme, consisting of a bag

component with "finger" type segments attached, is shown in Figure 3.6.2.

The ACVs usually employ air propulsion, normally either ducted propulsors or

airscrews and sometimes ducted plenum air, making them amphibious. Control is

largely aerodynamic in form, comprising aerodynamic lifting surfaces (e.g., fins,

rudders, and elevators) often sited in the propeller slipstream. Thrust vectoring

is achieved by swivelling pylon-mounted propellers and also cushion or plenum bleed

systems (primarily for low speed control). Also pitch and roll control may be

achieved by either a fuel or water ballast system and/or a controlled movement of the

center of pressure relative to the craft center of gravity (C.G.) by means of either

skirt lifting or shifting systems.
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Craft are typically of rectangular planform wiir a semicircular bow. Current

operational craft vary in size up to a maximum displacement of about 300 tons and 50

meters in length, having maximum Froude number, based on cushion length, in the

region of 2.0. Typical service speeds are usually in the range of Fn (based on

cushion length) between 0.8 and 1.5. Cushion length-to-beam ratios are generally on

the order of 1.5 to 2.7 and the cushion pressures on modern marine vehicles tend to

vary up to 5000 N/m 2 .

It is often convenient to express various parameters in coefficient form (e.g.,

cushion aspect ratio, cushion loading coefficient, flow rate coefficient), and

examples of these are defined in Reference 2, which provides the terminology and no-

tation currently in use with ACV's in the United Kingdom. No internationally agreed

list of symbols and terminology for ACV's exists at the present time and it is recom-

mended that these should be reviewed with regard to extension of the present list of

Standard ITTC symbols to include ACV's.

3.6.1.2 Model Configuration

The models used in the development of ACV's range from relatively simple, two-

dimensional representations, through small scale solid or partial models for wind

tunnel use, to special test rigs, and finally, to dynamic models for use in a towing

tank and also, possibly, in free running form on natural test sites.

If the complete model is intended for multipurpose use, it is likely that it

will be both visually and dynamically representative of the full-scale craft, and be

ballasted to the correct scale weight, center of gravity, and inertias about the axes

of freedom.

The scale chosen for the dynamic model will vary depending upon the test facili-

ties available and also the use to which it may be put. If it is intended to use the

model in free-flight, radio-controlled form, as well as on a towing tank, it is

likely that this will dictate the minimum size of model which can accommodate the

radio control gear and instrumentation package. Also from the practicable considera-

tions of scaling the structure, lift fans, skirts, etc., a larger model is likely to

be preferable.

The maximum size of the model is governed by the size of the towing tank, bear-

ing in mind the sea conditions in which the full-scale craft is to operate in rela-

tion to the wavemaking capability of the tank, and also the scale speed which may be

required. Provided the tank width is four to six times the model beam, wall effects

are generally negligible but corrections to the results will be necessary in smaller
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tanks. The tank water depth is a further parameter to consider, and unless tests are

specifically required in shallow water, the model length should be limited to about

twice the water depth in order to keep wave resistance corrections within reasonable

limits (Figure 3.6.3). Particular care should be taken to ensure that, for the model

scale selected, the hump speed does not coincide with the critical speed for the tank

(gh/V 2 =1, where h is the water depth). This speed is associated with a discon-

tinuity in the wavemaking drag (see Figure 3.6.4), but provided the hump speed is

situated well below the critical tank speed, the wavemaking resistance (and hence the

change in resistance) at the critical speed will be small.

In some facilities the lift system is reproduced in considerable detail to en-

sure that the damping and stiffness of the vehicle are modeled as accurately as

possible. Geometrically scaled fans are used and, to ensure the correct scale volume

flow, the fans may, where appropriate, be run at a slightly higher than scale speed

on the model. The necessary speed correction can be estimated by the use of formulas

such as those of Moody (Reference 3), from which can be derived the following rela-

tionship between model and full-scale impeller efficiency.

1 - 71m 0.2

I - f

where m and f refer to model and full-scale, respectively,and X is the scale ratio.

Such formulas generally apply only at the maximum total efficiency point, but avail-

able evidence suggests that they should also be reasonably accurate over flow ex-

cursions on the order of +25 percent of the design value. Because the efficiency

difference is essentially due to a difference in pressure loss, it is possible to

suggest a change in impeller speed which would approximately compensate for this

pressure difference. Depending upon the scale of the model this can imply that the

model fans have to be run up to approximately 5 percent faster than the scaled rpm

to provide the correct volume flow. Alternatively, it may be accepted that the model

will provide a slightly pessimistic answer when the scaled rpm is used.

The problems become more difficult for large craft as the model scale, and hence

fan size, is reduced. In particular, it may become difficult to accurately represent

the fan to intake junction, which can have a substantial effect on the lift system

performance. Fir this reason, some establishments do not employ geometrical models
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of the full-scale fans, and instead develop representations which provide the scaled

airflow rate and have the correct pressure versus airflow characteristics.

Typically, models are constructed to scales between 1:6 and 1:12, providing

models in the range 2 m to 4 m in length. For a multipurpose model the minimum

weight is likely to be approximately 70 kg (equipped with radio control gear and some

instrumentation) while the maximum weight for a towing tank model is approximately

250 kg. The structural stiffness is not usually scaled. Models are constructed in

lightweight materials such as wood, glass reinforced plastic (GRP), carbon fiber,

light alloy, and polyvinyl chloride (PVC), foams etc. The latter material can have

advantages since it simplifies structural modifications which may be required during

a development program. Further examples of constructional techniques are given in

Reference 4.

Skirts are manufactured from commercially available proofed fabrics or specially

produced synthetic rubber coated fabrics. Material properties considered in the

choice of material are bending stiffness (Youngs modulus), elastic properties, and

weight. With commercially available materials it is unlikely that both stiffness

and weight will scale correctly, but for certain applications this can be overcome

by adding mass at discrete points in the skirt. One method of scaling bending stiff-

ness is outlined in Section 3.6.8.

3.6.1.3 Scaling Approach

In accordance with accepted tank testing practice, Froude scaling laws are gen-

erally applied to ensure that gravitational as well as fluid dynamic pressure effects

are correctly scaled. There are, however, several effects which are not accounted

for by this method of scaling.

Aerodynamic forces and moments should be evaluated at the proper Reynolds num-

ber. When scaling hydrodynamic wetting drag, account should be taken of the dif-

ference in Reynolds number between the model and full-scale regimes. However,

because of the indeterminate wetted area of the skirts, it may be impracticable to

apply this correction in the case of an amphibious hovercraft. Furthermore, the in-

fluences of viscosity and surface tension on water wetting and spray drag must also

be considered, in particular the fine spray generated Ly the escape of cushion air

is not amendable to Froude scaling.

When operating in waves, the effects of absolute ambient pressure on the be-

havior of the cushion system must also be considered. In these unsteady conditions,

air compressibility effects might be expected to arise, and a suggested criterion,
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I
for scale effects of this nature, which is a modification of the criterion from Ref-

erence 5, has the following form

A PV

P0 QT

and the process is considered to be isothermal.

where AP = steady state cushion pressure (gage)

Q = airflow rate

V = cushion volume

P0 = absolute atmospheric pressure

T = period of oscillation

Meeting the said condition indicates that there is no significant scale effect.

From the form of this expression it follows that with an increase in the flow rate Q

the scale effect is smaller, all other conditions being equal.

Experience to date on conventional fully skirted craft suggests that compressi-

bility effects are small as regards the air cushion as a whole, and further model/

full-scale correlation experience is required to substantiate the above expression

which is based on theoretical considerations alone.

Special arrangements need to be made with regard to any portion of the skirt

which acts like a sealed bag (where flow rate is very small or zero) to ensure that

the pressure-volume relationship is, at least approximately, correctly scaled. This

can be achieved by connecting each bag section to a spring loaded sealed pressure

compensator designed so that the pressure-volume relationship of the bag and compen-

sator combination is approximately correct (Figure 3.6.5).

3.6.2 TESTS (GENERAL)

Prior to towing tank tests on an ACV development work is likely to be implemen-

ted on individual craft components and bench tests conducted with the complete model.

These are discussed in Section 3.6.3. Self-propulsion tests are not normally conduc-

ted on ACV's and performance is derived from calm water resistance tests, seakeeping

tests, and separate propulsor investigations (see Sections 3.6.4, 3.6.5, and 3.6.7,

respectively).
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The ability of an ACV to operate over very shallow water and to negotiate

various types of terrain and size of obstacle may also need to be investigated. This

type of work often requires special facilities and the test methods employed are not

described in this document.

3.6.3 PRELIMINARY TESTS

3.6.3.1 Flexible Skirts

During the development of new flexible skirt schemes, it is convenient to use

stationary test rigs for testing two-dimensional flexible skirt components. In this

way it is possible to evaluate the agreement. of flexible skirt form parameters to

their design values, the degree of stability, and flexible skirt component stiffness,

as well as to the frequency response of the skirt design.1 When necessary, similar

model tests can be carried out over the water surface.

3.6.3.2 Fans

The characteristics of lift fans are often studied in special test rigs, both

in an "idealized" environment and when installed in a typical craft plenum system.

The characteristics may also be studied under fluctuating output flow conditions.
6

3.6.3.3 Complete Craft at Zero Speed

Bench model tests for estimating supporting forces and stability characteristics

are a necessary phase preceeding model tests in a towing tank. Test facilities are

used which enable tests to be carried out over a solid ground board as well as over

water.

The model is free to perform vertical oscillations, heel, and trim. When the

model is loaded or during the action of heeling and trim moments, kiaematic par-

ameters, and also side and longitudinal forces may be recorded using a two component

dynamometer at the model attachment point. Heel and trim are measured by potentio-

meters. To measure static pressures use is made of liquid manometers or elecrical

gages.

Tests over a solid ground board and over water are carried out to find the

relationships between model hovering height, loading, and air flow rate as well as

stability characteristics.

3.6.4 RESISTANCE (SMOOTH WATER)

3.6.4.1 Components of Resistance

Depending upon the purpose of investigations, various authors use various

approaches when subdividing resistance into components. The following classification
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of drag components can serve as an example with fairly wide application. As with

many others, this classification does not take into account the interdependence of

components and probably does not exhaust all possibilities. The following hovercraft

calm water resistance components are considered.

Aerodynamic profile drag

Intake momentum drag

Wavemaking drag

Residual drag (including wetting drag of the skirts, jet component due to the

air outflow form the cushion, etc.)

3.6.4.1.1 Aerodynamic Drag

3.6.4.1.1.1 Profile drag. This comprises the sum of the aerodynamic skin fric-

tion and form drag of the craft. It is customary to express the profile drag in

terms of a nondimensional drag coefficient, Cdp such that:

D 2 f d (3.6.1)2 a Cafdp

where

Pa = air density

Va = air speed

Af = craft frontal area

Cdp = profile drag coefficient

Profile drag coefficients typically vary from 0.3 to approximately 0.8 depending

upon the craft.

3.6.4.1.1.2 Intake momentum drag. This is caused by having to accelerate the

air entering the lift fans from rest up to the velocity of the craft. To evaluate

the momentum drag it is usually most convenient to assume that all the air taken in

by the lift fans finally leaves the craft in a symmetrical pattern. The drag can

then be expressed as:

Dm = pa- Qsum . Va (3.6.2)

where IQ is the total volume flow entering the lift fans per unit time.
sum
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Any significant departures from the symmetrical situation, due for example, to

air leaking through relatively large gaps in the rear skirts or exhausting through

the main engines, are then taken into account by evaluating the associated thrust

terms.

3.6.4.1.2 Over Water Drag

3.6.4.1.2.1 Wavemaking drag. When a pressure distribution, such as that under

a hovercraft cushion, moves over the surface of the water, a wave system is set up,

the shape of which depends upon the speed of the craft and the characteristics of

the pressure distribution. This disturbance to the surface gives rise to a drag term

known as wavemaking drag. As speed increases, the drag rises and falls through a

series of humps and hollows until the primary hump if reached. Thereafter, the wave-

making drag decreases, becoming almost negligble at very high speeds. In practice,

as the craft accelerates, the theoretical lower speed wave humps may not fully de-

velop or may be steepness limited. An example of the wavemaking drag at low speed

is shown in Figure 3.6.4.

The theory developed by Newman and Poole 8 for sharp edged rectangular pressure

distributions is most commonly used to predict the magnitude of this component of

drag. However, some researchers feel that more recent work published by Doctors,9

which assumes a smooth pressure drop-off at the edges of the cushion, gives more

realistic results particularly at speeds below the main hump.

3.6.4.1.2.2 Calm water wetting drag (or residual drag). This is another,

largely hydrodynamic, drag term which is experienced in the calm water case. It is

generally interpreted as being the difference between the total calm water drag and

the sum of the components discussed above, i.e., the profile, momentum and wavemaking

drags, and at present can only be derived from model tests or estimated empirically.

It is called 'wetting drag' because it is primarily due to water contact, either

from direct immersion or spray impact. However, it also includes a number of other

force components the most significant of which is a trim term associated with the

pitch attitude of the craft. In calm water, optimum performance is often achieved at

bow down trim conditions in which a sizable forward thrust is produced by additional

air leakage at the rear. If the calm water wetting drag is separated from this "trim

thrust" it can be expressed as follows:

Dwet Dtot Dp - Dm -Dwm -Dtrim
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where Dwm = wavemaking drag

Dtrim = trim drag (or thrust)

Dtot = total calm water drag

3.6.4.2 Tests

As implied by Equation (3.6.3), the experimental determination of ACV resistance

can involve the use of both towing tanks and wind tunnels. The test techniques em-

ployed vary depending upon the facilities available and the type of craft being con-

sidered. In a towing tank it may not be possible to obtain correct scale values of

aerodynamic profile drag (Dp) and momentum drag (D) and the wavemaking drag may be

subject to boundary effects if the tank size is limited. Thus, the test techniques

employed are devised to enable these components to be isolated as far as possible and

scaled separately when extrapolating to the full-scale regime.

3.6.4.2.1 Wind Tunnel Tests. The use of wind tunnel experimental facilities for

investigations of hovering craft resistance is desirable for two main reasons: (1)

developing hull forms with minimum aerodynamic resistance and (2) obtaining aero-

dynamic characteristics necessary for the calculation of total full-scale resistance.

With a new craft design it is likely that the aerodynamic characteristics will

be established using simple solid models. The techniques involved generally follow

conventional wind tunnel practice.10,11

The aerodynamic control system may be developed with the aid of either partial

models or possibly the complete dynamic test model. Similarly, either specialized

models or the dynamic model may be used to develop the lift system air intakes and
to study the effects of interaction between the lift and propulsion systems.

3.6.4.2.2 Towing Tank Tests with Screened Models. The usual towing scheme uses a

vertical post to tow the model at constant speed with freedom in heave and pitch.

The total resistance to model movement is recorded by a one-component dynamometer.

The center-of-gravity rise and angle of trim are recorded by potentiometer gages.

The distortion of the velocity field in the airstream (see Section 3.6.4.2.3)

as well as the comparatively small Reynolds numbers which often apply, sometimes make

it attractive to exclude air resistance when measuring total ACV model resistance in

the model tank. This is achieved by the installation of a screen ahead of the model

which insulates the model from oncoming air flow.

The disadvantage of this method is that it does not guarantee complete insula-

tion of the model. That is why, to some extent, profile and momentum drag, a well as
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components due to the interaction between the air outflow from the air cushion with

the oncoming flow, are excluded form the measurement. These factors are difficult

to account for.

The unrepresentative aerodynamic action upon the model during its towing in the

model basin, in particular the longitudinal moment, has an effect upon model trim

and, consequently, distorts its hydrodynamic characteristics in comparison with the

full-scale vessel for the same longitudinal C.G. location. Thus, the model has to

be towed with a longitudinal C.G. location such that its trim corresponds to that of

a full-scale craft with the moment from the propulsors also taken into account. The

moment characteristics necessary to correct the trim of the model are obtained by

calculations and by the results of wind tunnel tests.

3.6.4.2.3 Towing Tank Tests with Unscreened Models. The determination of the calm

water resistance is only a small part of the total performance envelope. Therefore,

because a screen can only be used in the calm water case, many establishments prefer

to conduct tests with unscreened models.

Due to the comparatively large above water area and high speeds of an ACV it is

important to ensure that the model is not subject to aerodynamic interference effects

from the towing carriage. The air flow betieath a conventional tank carriage can be

severely disturbed. To minimize these effects, either a small permeable carriage,

connected with the main one and running ahead of it, or a self-contained unmanned

carriage is employed.

The detailed treatment of the aerodynamic profile drag component depends upon

the superstructure configuration and the extent to which it can be accurately

modeled. In many cases, with a suitably representative superstructure, experience

has indicated that at least approximate similarity of the external flow around the

model is obtained. It is sometimes assumed that the aerodynamic drag coefficient is

the same on the model as on the prototype vehicle.

In some instances this may not be sufficiently accurate and corrections are then

applied using data from wind tunnel tests. The model may also be towed in the tank

in the hovering position without the air cushion to obtain an aerodynamic drag

coefficient for the model, however, this is not always practical with fully skirted

craft.

Measurements made comprise total resistance, C.G. rise, trim, and often skirt

and cushion pressures and lift power.
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3.6.4.2.4 Tests to Determine the Resistance of Particular Craft Components.

For investigation purposes, alongside total resistance measurements, the resistance

of flexible skirt components is determined by mounting these components on separate

dynamometers. Generally speaking, in the case of flexible skirts, the longitudinal

force along the hinge line on the solid hull structure is measured rather than the

flexible skirt resistance. An example of such test results is shown in Figure 3.6.7.

The technique of these experiments is complicated by the specific features of the

hovering craft supporting system. The estimation of the resistance of flexible skirt

components, for example, is possible only by simultaneous measurement of the forces,

air cushion pressure, flexible skirt form, and area of its wetted surface.

3.6.4.3 Extrapolation of Model Results in Smooth Water to Prototype

The principle hydrodynamic scale effects as regard calm water resistance are due

to the influences of viscosity and surface tension on water wetting and spray.

Water wetting can be corrected for in the usual way provided that the wetted

areas can be determined and that the boundary layer is turbulent. This is the normal

procedure for surface-piercing rigid structure such as skegs, etc., but is generally

impractical on flexible skirts. However, it can be postulated that the expected re-

duction in full-scale skin friction drag coefficient due to Reynolds number effects

is offset by an increase in spray drag or some other nonscale phenomenon. This prem-

ise is supported by correlation experience obtained to date which indicates that

full-scale calm water resistance can be satisfactorily predicted by direct Froude

scaling of the model residual drag component given by Equation (3.6.3) (see Reference

12).

When tests are conducted with a screened model (see Section 3.6.4.2.2), the

full-scale aerodynamic drag terms (Dp and Dm ) must be calculated using wind

tunnel data (see Section 3.6.4.3.1) and added to the Froude-scaled model hydrodynamic

resistance. As noted previously, however, some errors are likely to be introduced

because some aerodynamic effects are not accounted for fully. The effect of the on-

coming flow upon the amount of air jet response can be taken into account using the

results of wind tunnel tests on a model with flexible skirts and working fans, but

such a procedure is not usual during routine testing.

For tests with an unscreened model, the total measured resistance may sometimes

be scaled directly to full-scale using Froude scaling. However, it is more usual to

separate the aerodynamic drag components to enable corrections to be applied (see

Section 3.6.4.2.3).
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Where tank size is limited, the wavemaking drag of the model in the restricted

water of the test tank may then be calculated using the Newman and Poole method 8 so

that the wetting (or residual) drag of the model can be obtained (see Equation

3.6.3). This is scaled up to full-scale using direct Froude scaling. The full-

scale estimates of the aerodynamic and wavemaking drag components for unrestricted

water are then added to the full-scale residual drag to give the total full-scale

calm water drag.

3.6.4.4 Outstanding Problems in the Prediction of Smooth Water Resistance

Calm water resistance prediction techniques, as already described, give satis-

factory correlation with full-scale trials for many existing craft. Nevertheless

the spray drag scale effects due to surface tension are not fully understood and

this may become important on future craft designs when the apparent balance, which

exists at present between water wetting and spray scale effects, may no longer apply.

3.6.4.5 Recommendations to the 16-ITTC in the Area of Smooth Water Resistance

3.6.4.5.1 Assess the hydrodynamic skin friction scale effects on flexible

structures and the theoretical calculations of wetting drag.

3.6.4.5.2 Determine the effects of spray drag and the scale effects associated

with spray generation.

3.6.4.5.3 Develop techniques suitable for the investigation of separate drag

components.

3.6.4.5.4 Develop techniques for scaling skirt material characteristics and the

effect of material properties on the resistance.

3.6.5 SEAKEEPING (PERFORMANCE AND MOTIONS)

3.6.5.1 General

Seakeeping qualities of hovering craft are characterized by the craft resistance

and various accelerations, the value of the largest impact loads in a sea-way and the

amplitudes of pressure fluctuations in the air cushion.

3.6.5.2 Test Wave Environment

The value of regular wave tests is limited since ACVs are often specifically

designed to have nonlinear response characteristics, and, except for detailed in-

vestigation of this aspect, most tests are conducted in irregular waves.

The energy spectra employed should be representative of the area and conditions

under which the craft is expected to operate. Either British Towing Tank Panel

(BTTP) Inshore (Darbyshire 100 nm fetch) or Jonswap formulations are frequently
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employed for all but the largest vehicles where Pierson-Moskowitz and Bretschneider

formulations may be more appropriate. For comparative tests between, for example,

different craft configurations, it is important to test each in the same wave train

at each speed.

3.6.5.3. Test Procedures

Tests are either conducted in the towing tank or occasionally with free running

models at sea in wind generated waves.

For tests in the towing tank the model is restrained in roll, sway, and yaw but

is free to pitch and heave. In general, freedom in surge is also felt to be highly

desirable for ACVs because it is reasonable to assume that scale motion characteris-

tics will only be reproduced if the model is free to recover correctly from the de-

celerating effects of large waves.

Depending upon the wavelength and height relative to the cushion length and

height the amount of surge movement may be small, and in some facilities overwave

tests are conducted without surge freedom.

Tests are normally conducted with the model locked at zero roll and yaw. How-

ever, with an amphibious hovercraft it is likely that, in a seaway, the craft will

be operated at some angle of yaw relative to its track. For certain applications,

therefore, roll and limited yaw freedom may be provided during the model tests.

The model is towed at constant thrust (or constant speed) from the center of

gravity and a pitching moment correction applied to account for the difference in

height between the thrust line and the vertical C.G., by moving ballast within the

model.

The quantities measured generally comprise mean resistance, trim, C.G. rise,

vertical accelerations, skirt and cushion pressures, and, where appropriate, surge

motion. Wave height is recorded by means of a probe attached to the tank carriage.

In limiting sea conditions impact pressures may also be recorded. It is usual to

obtain video motion picture film coverage for qualitative evaluation.

3.6.5.4 Data Collection and Processing

The methods of data collection and processing employed vary depending upon the

facilities available.

Either digital or analog methods may be employed for recording the data depend-

ing upon the preference of the establishment. The high encounter frequencies experi-

enced require that the digitizing sample rates should be high (on the order of 100
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samples per second on each channel may be necessary to ensure sampling rates on the

order of five times the frequency of the data). In many cases, these recording

methods are supported by analog paper trace records, which are used for direct visual

appraisal and as an aid for correct interpretation of the results of subsequent

analysis.

Time domain analysis is emphasized in many cases because of the nonlinear nature

of ACV motions, accelerations, etc. Statistics such as: the largest response, the

second largest, etc. the significant; the average of the largest one-tenth; and the

average are calculated from actual peaks and troughs in the time history. For ACV

motion analysis these peaks and troughs in the time histories are usually treated

separately because experience has ,hown that this minimizes the effects of large

amplitude very low frequency moLions which are of little significance from the point

of view of ride comfort.

Motions, accelerations, and waves are normally presented either as energy spec-

tra on a frequency base or as significant values.

Significant values of motion and acceleration are also sometimes divided by sig-

nificant wave height to provide significant responses for comparative purposes.

Histograms are sometimes provided, especially where impact pressures are mea-

sured. Accelerations may be compared against a habitability standard to evaluate

habitability of the design in question.

3.6.5.5 Extrapolation of Model Results in Rough Water to Prototype

3.6.5.5.1 Correlation of Model and Full-Scale Motion Data. Direct correlation of

model motion data obtained on the towing tank with full-scale behavior is difficult

to establish because the full-scale behavior is influenced to a large extent by

driver technique, craft heading, and multidirectional characteristics of the full-

scale sea state. There are also difficulties in obtaining a good measure of the

full-scale waves.

Qualitative evidence that has been obtained by "flying" the full-scale craft

with fixed control settings in reasonably long crested waves, however, suggests that

direct correlation of craft motions is obtained using Froude scaling providing the

conditions prevailing in the tank and in the full-scale regime are the same.

3.6.5.5.2 Prediction of Rough Water Performance. The rough water performance is

calculated using the drag measurements obtained form the model tests which, when

the calm water resistance is subtracted, give values of the overwave increment drag

(Dinc).
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At the present time there is no adequate theoretical treatment available for

this term and like the calm water wetting, it can only be established from model

tests or estimated using empirical techniques.

It arises mainly from the additional water contact which occurs as the craft

passes through the natural waves, but in rough conditions additional terms can arise

from local impacts with the craft structure or cushion compartmentation devices. In

addition, work by J.R. Richardson1 3 suggests that a rough water drag may occur as

a result of the craft motion even if no water contact occurs. This arises because

the craft damping in pitch and heave alters the phase between the craft motion and

the wave in such a way that the resultant of the pressure fluctuations has a net

rearwards component.

Experience has shown that in rough water, full-scale performance may be better

than that indicated by direct Froude scaling of model test data. This discrepancy

between model and full-scale performance in waves has been attributed to the fact

that models are normally tested in linear towing tanks where the simulated waves are

two-dimensional as opposed to natural sea waves which have a finite width. It is

also possible that a portion of the discrepancy is due to other effects such as skin

friction or nonscale skirt dynamic characteristics. Because skirt wetting is higher

in waves than in calm water, the apparent balance which exists between the scale

effects in calm water may not apply in waves.

To allow for the fact that model overwave drags tend to be pessimistic, a wave-

height correlation factor (W.H.C.F.) to relate the tank wave to its full-scale equiv-

alent, is often applied. This factor may vary with the type of craft and at present

can only be established as a result of previous model-to-full-scale correlation ex-

perience.

However, model-to-full-scale trials with a number of craft of widely different

sizes, but similar planform shape and skirt configurations, have suggested that this

factor is essentially constant for a particular class of vehicle (typically with a

value in the region of 1.5).

3.6.5.6 Analysis Methods

Figure 3.6.7 shows typical curves of craft drag variation with speed in calm

water and at three wave conditions, all at optimum longitudinal C.G. positions. If

necessary, tank boundary corrections are applied to the calm water drags and the

total rough water drag curves established by adding the measured Dinc to the
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corrected calm water resistance. As shown on the figure, the aerodynamic (i.e.,

momentum and profile) and wavemaking drag components are estimated (see Equations

(3.6.1) and (3.6.2)) so that the variation of calm water wetting drag with speed may

be deduced (see Equation (3.6.3)). Hence, the total hydrodynamic drag (DH) may be

defined for each sea condition (i.e., total craft drag less total aerodynamic drag,

with allowances for cushion thrust if appropriate). That is,

DH = Dtot + Dinc - Dm - D (3.6.4)

To predict the full-scale speed performance using the drag figures derived from

the tests, the total thrust (e.g., propeller and exhaust) is determined for the ap-

propriate propeller rpm and thrust power condition, and the aerodynamic drags appro-

priate to a range of airspeeds are subtracted. It is then possible to construct

curves of total thrust less aerodynamic drag (T-Dm-Dp) against water speed for var-

ious headwind conditions (see Figure 3.6.8). Curves of total hydrodynamic drag for

calm water at each test wave height factored by the appropriate WHCF, when super-

imposed on Figure 3.6.8, enable a performance prediction to be made for an assumed

wind speed wave height relationship. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6.9 in terms

of the variation of predicted into wind water speed with significant wave height.

In assessing the overall performance of a vehicle it should be appreciated that
seakeeping behavior with respect to ride comfort is often of considerable importance

and may dictate a limiting speed independent of the available power.

3.6.5.7 Outstanding Problems in Model Tests in Rough Water

The major problem area is associated with the comparatively nonrepresentative

environment of the towing tank where the model is conventionally tested at constant

control settings at zero yaw in unidirectional head seas. As previously discussed,

the full-scale vehicle is effectively "flown" by the pilot sometimes at a significant

yaw angle in multidirectional seas. In developmental work, model towing tank data

are normally employed on a comparative basis, using a design for which the full-scale

behavior is known as the reference.

At present the satisfactory prediction of rough water performance often depends

upon empirical correlation factors appropriate to a particular class of vehicle and

arp determined as a result of previously obtained correlation data. More correlation

,.,ppripnce is required on a wide range of vehicle types with a view to determining

• iramrers which govern the choice of correlation factors. Such correlation

' , , also assist in the determination of following sea performance and the in-

* raft yaw angle on performance prediction.
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3.6.5.8 Recommendations to the 16th ITTC in the Area of Rough Water Performance

3.6.5.8.1 Establish more clearly the effect of surge restraint on performance,

motions, and plow-in for different types of ACV since many test facilities use a

locked-in surge towing technique.

3.6.5.8.2 Establish the extent of linearity of the response of practical ACV con-
figurations.

3.6.5.8.3 Establish the effects of driver techniques on craft response and its sig-

nificance with respect to towing tank data.

3.6.5.8.4 Investigate the applicability and application of the various methods of

calculating significant values.

3.6.5.8.5 Examine analytical methods for the prediction of calm water residual

resistance and overwave drag increment.

3.6.5.8.6 Examine methods of predicting craft performance in beam and following

seas, and the effect of craft yaw on performance predictions.

3.6.5.8.7 Investigate the significance of the waveheight correlation factors cur-

rently employed for model-to-full-scale performance correlation in rough water.

3.6.6 MANEUVERING AND STABILITY CIARACTERISTICS

3.6.6.1 General Description

The maneuvering and stability characteristics of an amphibious hovercraft are

often interlinked and a change in one may have serious repercussions on the other.

In this context it is worth noting a comment made in Reference 14 "...when handling

a hovercraft the line between controlling the hovercraft and the hovercraft control-

ling the situation may be very thin, and it is very easy to slip to the wrong side

of this line."

For this reason, considerable emphasis is placed on model investigations of

these aspects to define critical situations and to assist with the preparation of

the operators manual.

Adequate control must be available to enable the craft to maintain, and turn

off, any chosen heading within the specified range of wind and sea conditions. The

parameters normally used to describe the maneuvering characteristics of the vehicle

are the tactical turning circle diameter, advance, and maximum safe rate of turn

which can be achieved without excessive outward roll. The response of the vehicle

to control and motive power failure, and to sudden changes of environmental condi-

tions must also be examined.
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3.6.6.2 Tests

3.6.6.2.1 Free Running Tests in the Open Sea. This technique compliments, rather

than supersedes, experiments in the controlled environment of a towing tank and,

because of the complex interaction between the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces,

can highlight phenomena having an importance that would not otherwise be appreciated.

Other features include the realism of the environment, in that the waves are

wind-generated and multidirectional; the model has all six degrees of freedom, and

can be run at any heading to the wind and waves.

The tests can be carried out with manned or, more usually, radio-controlled

models of varying degrees of sophistication depending upon the requirements of the

work. For an initial investigation, a relatively simple model with no instrumenta-

tion can provide much useful information. For more detailed studies, a model having

all the full-scale control functions represented and carrying comprehensive instru-

mentation, using either an onboard recorder or radio telemetry, depending upon the

size of the model, is likely to be used.

The models are usually powered by air-cooled two-stroke gasoline engines.

Instrumentation may include: accelerometers (longitudinal, vertical, and lateral);

a gyro for pitch and roll angles; and for yaw angle, air speed, and control settings.

Model track is determined using techniques similar to those employed for conventional

low speed ships. High speed film records are normally obtained for visual appraisal.

Tests are carried out in a wide range of sea states, to cover the worst inten-

ded environmental conditions proposed for the full-scale vehicle. A variety of

maneuveres are carried out over a range of headings to establish the turning perfor-

mance, the maximum yaw angles for safe operations, the longitudinal C.G. range avail-

able before the onset of plow-in, and the behavior following a control system or

engine failure.

3.6.6.2.2. Towing Tank Tests. Stability investigations on the towing tank use two

basically different test techniques. In the first, the model is provided with surge

freedom and the dynamic situation is represented as closely as possible within the

limitations imposed by the towing tank. With the second technique the model is

locked in surge, and sometimes in all other five degrees of freedom, and measurements

of forces are obtained, usually for application in a computer simulation.

In the first method longitudinal stability is investigated with the model free

to surge, heave, and trim and usually restrained in roll, yaw, and sway. It is
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normally towed at constant thrust from the C.G. position with appropriate thrust

moment corrections applied to account for the correct position of the thrust line.

Stability boundaries are investigated by variations of the longitudinal L.C.G. posi-

tion in calm water and when entering disturbed water, such as a ship's wake (simula-

ted in the tank by operating the wavemaker for only a very short period of time).

Emergency situations and engine failure cases may also be studied. Clearly this

method requires a free-to-surge facility with considerable travel; experience

suggests a travel on the order of four times the model length is desirable.

For investigation of transverse stability, and the limits of safe operation at

yaw angles up to 90 degrees, similar techniques are employed and tests are also

carried out in steep following seas and the effects of wind, C.G. shifts and control,

and skirt failures may be investigated. In these cases the model is restrained in

yaw and sway (i.e., perpendicular to the wave direction) only.

In this context it should be noted that, while the initiating maneuver may

commence at a high speed, the final large attitude change and possible overturn is

most likely to occur at a relatively low speed, with the craft traveling essentially

beam-on and rolling about the immersing leading side structure.
15

This critical overturn speed has been defined in model beam-on towing tests in

calm water as the speed at which the applied roll moment produces the maximum roll

angle, as illustrated by the example in Figure 3.6.10. The parameters influencing

craft safety are discussed in detail in Reference 14.

The second type of technique follows more closely conventional displacement ship

practice in that the model is locked in surge. Longitudinal stability is the sim-

plest for evaluation and using measurements of trim angle for various C.G. locations

relative to model length, it is possible to evaluate the stiffness as a function of

the Froude number, load coefficient, etc. The critical modes preceeding the loss of

stability due to plow-in may also be approximately evaluated.

To estimate the longitudinal and transverse stability in cinditions of three-

dimensional model motions, a tracking installation may be used. 16  In this case,

the model has five degrees of freedom, i.e., vertical emergence, side displacement,

heeling, yawing, and trimming. In the case of side displacement, the model is re-

lieved of inertial and frictional forces in the moving components of the installa-

tion by means of a special servosystem. The significant element of the installation

is a servosystem bringing the towing force direction at each given moment of time

into coincidence with the model centerline plane irrespective of the course angle.
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On apparatus such as that described, one can determine model amplitude, phase,

and frequency characteristics or directly estimate model behavior in a given condi-

tions such as the case of flexible skirt rupture or failure of fans, etc.

Naturally, because the model is restrained in surge and the towing speed is

always constant, it is not possible to obtain a complete simulation of vehicle be-

havior. However, this is not necessarily a barrier to solving a wide variety of

practical problems because errors are often on the side of safety.

The determination of directional stability derivatives can be carried out in a

circulating basin with a rotating arm. Superstructures may be simulated while the

effects of propellers are not. For the tests in the circulating basin, the model is

attached to a dynamometer on the rotating arm with defined drift and heel angles and

with freedom in vertical motion and trimming. Such factors as side force, resis-

tance, moments of heel and yaw, as well as the angle of trim and center of gravity

rise are measured. During the tests the linear model towing speed, radius of circu-

lar trajectory, angle of heel, and drift are varied. The form of the test result

presentation depends upon the use of the material and the pattern of curves obtained.

Stability derivatives may also be obtained using a horizontal planar motion mechan-

ism. The model generally has freedom in heave and pitch and as a rule the super-

structure and aerodynamic control surfaces are not represented. In both of the above

cases, the techniques are similar to conventional low speed ship practice with the

exception that wind tunnel tests may also be required to determine the aerodynamic

characteristics. Such tests employ conventional wind tunnel techniques.
16

3.6.6.3 Extrapolation to Prototype

Model to full-scale correlation of directly simulated processes (such as free-

running tests) are carried out by direct Froude scaling without any additional scale-

effect corrections. Reynolds number effects are considered to be insignificant in

most practical cases. This has been found adequate for the prediction of full-scale

behavior.

The stability derivatives and coefficients obtained from captive model tests

are generally employed in a computer simulation to predict the maneuvering character-

istics of the full-scale vehicle.

3.6.6.4 Outstanding Problem Areas in Maneuverability and Recommendations

The interaction and cross coupling between the various aerodynamic and hydro-

dynamic characteristics governing the maneuvering capability of ACV's present serious
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problems when attempting to assess the maneuvering performance by means of mathe-

matical models. Nevertheless, a better understanding of the problems is desirable

for the long term development of ACV's in general.

It is recommended that investigations be made into the aerodynamic and hydro-

dynamic characteristics governing the maneuvering capabilities of ACV's, and the

most suitable methods for obtaining these characteristics experimentally.

3.6.7 PROPULSOR INVESTIGATIONS

3.6.7.1 Typical Propulsors

Typical propulsors are discussed in Section 3.6.1.1

3.6.7.2 Testing

The testing of air propellers normally lies outside the realm of towing tanks,

although, as mentioned in Section 3.6.4.2.1, wind tunnel tests are often conducted

to investigate lift and propulsion system interactions, control effectiveness, etc.

The data obtained from separate wind tunnel tests on airscrews are employed in the

prediction of performance as described in Section 3.6.5.6.

3.6.7.3 Outstanding Problems and Recommendations

As already mentioned airscrews are the most common form of propulsor used for

ACV's and the problems that arise are normally outside the realm of towing tanks.

When water screws are employed the problems are similar to those for other screw

propelled high speed vehicles.

3.6.8 - SCALING OF SKIRT MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The correct bending stiffness is generally determined by comparing the deforma-

tion to load characteristics of similar model and full-scale specimens when deformed

in the same way. For example, a rectangular sample of material can be clamped at one

end as a cantilever and its deformation under its own weight measured. Hence, if we

consider the full-scale material sample of length lf, weight per square meter Wf,

thickness tf, and Youngs modulus Ef we have:

6f 12Wflf

8Eftf3  (3.6.5)

where 3f is the deflection of the full-scale sample at the free end.

At model scale lm 12Wmlm 4

8Emtm3  
(3.6.6)
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and from, Equation (3.6.5) 12Wflf 4

Ef = = AEm

88ftf3 (3.6.7)

where A = scale ratio

Hence, substituting for Em in Equation (3.6.7) we have:

am Wm im4 tf 3

bf Wf If4  tm3  (3.6.8)

Alternative methods are in use but they follow similar principles.
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Figure 3.6.1 - Typical Small ACV Fitted with
BHC Type Peripheral Skirt
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ACV HARD HULL
STRUCTURE

WB

PERMEABLE

ADJUSTABLE SEGMENT
COMPONENTS OF THE

SKIRT

Figure 3.6.2 - Scheme of the Side Part of the

ACV Peripheral Flexible Skirt
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Figure 3.6.3 - Typical Increase of Wavemaking
Drag in Shallow Water
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Figure 3.6.4 -Typical Wavemaking Drag Characteristics
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1

Figure 3.6.5 - Scaling of Enclosed Bags

K =A

F .. "BELLOWS (AREA = A)

SEALED VOLUME IN SKIRT
(NONRETURN VALVES IN WEB)

Figure 3.6.5a - Typical Installation of Pressure
Compensator in a Model

P-V RELATIONSHIP FOR FULL-SCALE BAG(p + p) VI A = C

DP-V RELATIONSHIP FOR MODEL BAG
CWITH SUITABLY CHOSEN k VALUE
M

4 I

-- ----- -- - ---------- UNDEFORMED

I I CONDITION
ESTIMATED COMPRESSED I

VOLUME I
II

BAG VOLUME V

Figure 3.6.5b - Example of Pressure Volume Relationship
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F i Fi - LONGITUDINAL FORCE MEASURED AT THE FLEXIBLE
fi = - SKIRT HINGE LINE.

i i - FLEXIBLE SKIRT LENGTH.
- FLEXIBLE SKIRT PERIMETER LENGTH.

G - MODELWEIGHT.

Figure 3.6.6 - A Schematic of the Relative Specific

Load Distribution for the Flexible Skirt

of an ACV Model
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CALCULATED CALM WATER DRAG COMPONENTS

TOTAL DRAG IN SEAS FOR
VARIOUS SIGNIFICANT

WAVE HEIGHTSS / (DTOT + D INC )

H3

DIN

WETTING (Dwe)

/ WAVEMAKING (DW °
mPROFILE (Dn ---

WATER SPEED

Figure 3.6.7 - Towing Tank Drag Measurement at Optimum

Longitudinal Center of Gravity

1
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TOTAL HYDRODYNAMIC DRAG

TOTAL THRUST LESS AERODYNAMIC DRAG
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Figure 3.6.8 - Thrust and Drag
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WIND SPEED TO WAVE

HEIGHT RELATIONSHIP

x#
I-

0 fACTUAL PERFORMANCE DURING
SI.FULL-SCALE TRIALS
Uj I

" / PERFORMANCE
SPREDICTED FROM

2 MODEL RESULTS

WATERSPEED

Figure 3.6.9 - Actual and Predicted into Wind

Waterspeed Performance
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Figure 3.6.10 - Example of Critical Speed
Definition from Model Tests
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